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ABSTRACT 

Hu, Nijia 
Adaptation of corticospinal excitability after short- and long-term motor training 
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2024, 98 p. 
(JYU Dissertations 
ISSN 2489-9003; 752) 
ISBN 978-951-39-9941-4 (PDF) 

The present doctoral thesis aimed to investigate neural adaptation at the 
supraspinal and spinal level during different proprioception processing-related 
tasks (translational and rotational ankle perturbation) after short-term motor 
training, long-term skill and long-term endurance training. Using established 
translational perturbation protocols, 14 subjects participated in measurements to 
determine the accuracy and reliability of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 
and Hoffmann reflex (H-reflex) in Experiment I. In Experiment II, TMS and H-
reflex measurements were used before and after one perturbation training 
session to examine corticospinal excitability and adaptation during translational 
perturbation tasks in 14 young adult subjects. To explore neural adaptation from 
long-term specific motor skill acquisition training, Experiment III investigated 
neural adaptation mechanisms of 10 skill- and 10 endurance- trained athletes and 
corticospinal excitability was measured by TMS during ankle rotational 
perturbation. The results demonstrated good to excellent test-retest reliability in 
TMS and H-reflex during translational perturbation tasks. Balance control ability 
for the translational perturbation task was significantly improved after one 
training session. Potentially decreasing corticospinal excitability, but increasing 
spinal excitability, suggests that repeated skill training improves motor 
performance and neural adaptation may transfer from cortical control to more 
subcortical involvement. After long-term training, skill-trained athletes 
demonstrated corticospinal excitability plays an important role in voluntary 
movement and suggests cortical adaptation to a top-down strategy in response 
to ankle rotational perturbation. For endurance-trained athletes, on the other 
hand, maintaining intracortical inhibition relates to higher neural modulation at 
the spinal level in response to ankle rotational perturbation. Therefore, the results 
of this thesis support that both spinal and supraspinal mechanisms adapt after 
training. Indeed, the acquisition of motor performance through training resulted 
in a discernible decrease in cortical influence and an augmentation of spinal 
influence. These changes align with the strategies employed by endurance 
trained athletes. 

Keywords: motor control, motor skill learning, corticospinal excitability, 
transcranial magnetic stimulation, H-reflex, athletic training, ankle perturbation  



TIIVISTELMÄ (ABSTRACT IN FINNISH) 

Hu, Nijia 
Kortikospinaalisen herätteen mukautuminen lyhyt- ja pitkäaikaisen motorisen 
harjoittelun jälkeen 
Jyväskylä: Jyväskylän yliopisto, 2024, 98 s. 
(JYU Dissertations 
ISSN 2489-9003; 752) 
ISBN 978-951-39-9941-4 (PDF) 

Tämän väitöskirjan tarkoituksena oli tutkia lihastyön hermostollisen ohjauksen 
sopeutumista lyhytaikaiseen taitoharjoitteluun sekä pitkäaikaiseen taito- ja kes-
tävyysharjoitteluun silloin, kun nilkkaniveleen aiheutetaan liikehäiriö. Hermos-
tollista ohjausta tutkittiin sekä kortikaalisella että selkäydintasolla. Ensimmäi-
sessä osatutkimuksessa 14 tutkittavaa osallistui transkraniaalisen magneettisti-
mulaation (TMS) ja H-refleksin toistomittauksiin, joilla pyrittiin selvittämään 
näiden menetelmien luotettavuutta ja toistettavuutta nilkkanivelen translaatio-
häiriön (lineaarinen) aikana. Samat 14 tutkittavaa osallistuivat tutkimuksen toi-
seen vaiheeseen, jossa edellä mainittuja menetelmiä käytettiin ennen ja jälkeen 
translationaalista häiriöharjoittelua. Tällä pyrittiin selvittämään kortikospinaa-
lisen radan herkkyyden sopeutumista ja moduloitumista kyseessä olevaan tasa-
painoharjoitteluun. Tutkimuksen kolmannessa vaiheessa tutkittiin pitkäkestoi-
sen urheiluharjoittelun vaikutuksia hermostolliseen ohjaukseen nilkkanivelen 
kiertohäiriön aikana kymmenellä taito- ja kymmenellä kestävyysharjoitelleella 
urheilijalla. Tulokset osoittivat, että TMS:n ja H-refleksin luotettavuus ja toistet-
tavuus vaihtelivat hyvästä erinomaiseen. Tasapainon hallintakyky parani mer-
kittävästi jo yhden tasapainoharjoituskerran jälkeen. Samalla kortikospinaalisen 
radan herkkyys laski lievästi ja selkäydintason herkkyys kasvoi. Nämä tulokset 
osoittavat, että lyhytaikainen taitoharjoittelu voi parantaa motorista taitoa, jol-
loin hermostollinen ohjaus vaikuttaisi siirtyvän kortikaaliselta tasolta enemmän 
selkäydintasolle. Taitoharjoitelleilla urheilijoilla kortikospinaalisen radan herk-
kyys oli merkittävästi yhteydessä tahdonalaiseen voimantuottoon kyseessä ole-
van häiriön aikana. Tällä perusteella kortikaalisen ohjauksen sopeutuminen ta-
pahtuisi taitolajien urheilijoilla ylhäältä–alaspäin suuntautuvan strategian mu-
kaisesti nilkan kiertohäiriössä. Toisaalta intrakortikaalisen inhibition säilyminen 
kestävyysurheilijoilla viittaisi selkäydintason ohjauksen voimakkaampaan roo-
liin nilkan kiertohäiriön aiheuttamissa hermostollisissa vasteissa. Tämän väitös-
kirjan tulosten mukaan fyysinen harjoittelu voi aiheuttaa hermostollista sopeu-
tumista sekä kortikaalisella- että selkäydintasolla, riippuen harjoittelutavasta. 

Asiasanat: motorinen kontrolli, motoristen taitojen oppiminen, kortikospinaali-
nen herkkyys, transkraniaalinen magneettistimulaatio, H-refleksi, urheilijoiden 
harjoittelu, nilkkanivelen liikehäiriö 
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Motor training is a process that involves acquiring information from external 
sources and performing movement. It is intrinsically linked to neuroplasticity. 
One significant neural mechanism underlying motor performance improvements 
observed in motor learning is training-induced corticospinal excitability changes 
(Bagce et al., 2013; Orban de Xivry et al., 2013). Animal research by Adkins et al. 
(2006) showed motor skill training leads to long-term potentiation (LTP) and 
synaptogenesis in the primary motor cortex (M1). Depending on the complexity 
of motor learning tasks, synaptogenesis requires several repeated training 
sessions (Carey et al., 2005).  

In short-term motor training, new synaptic connections may occur in 
different brain areas during the skill-learning process (Hikosaka et al., 2002). It 
has been known that within a single motor skill learning session, there is an 
increase in corticospinal excitability in the area controlling the corresponding 
limb (Suzuki et al. 2012). As motor skill becomes acquired, it is believed that the 
acquired motor skills are stored in the sub-cortical areas, such as brain stem and 
basal ganglia can be recalled by the cortical-subcortical network when the 
learned task is repeated (Holland et al., 2015).  

Long-term sports training has been found to enhance corticospinal 
plasticity from motor learning (Hötting & Röder 2013; Singh et al. 2016). 
Meanwhile, long-term skill training leads to changes in corticospinal excitability 
and different cortical responsiveness compared to endurance training (Perez et 
al. 2004). On the other hand, long-term endurance training enhances spinal 
excitability and improves blood flow, and oxygen delivery through angiogenesis, 
to brain regions but appears not to directly participate in the modulation of 
synaptic number or topology (Churchill et al. 2002; Taubert et al. 2015; Chen et 
al. 2019). 

It is well-established that corticospinal excitability during muscle voluntary 
activation is highly related to motor tasks. Voluntary activation is not only 
controlled by top (supraspinal level)–down (spinal level) mechanisms, but 
proprioceptive feedback related to afferent input also plays a crucial role in 
adjusting corticospinal excitability, particularly when dealing with dynamic 
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perturbations or unexpected disruptions to the body’s equilibrium (Riemann & 
Lephart, 2002). As such, rotational and translation perturbations are commonly 
used in research to elicit different reflex functions (Nashner, 1976; Wälchli et al., 
2017). For example, when a sudden dorsiflexion perturbation is applied to the 
ankle, it results in muscle spindle stretching in the triceps surae muscles. Muscle 
spindle stretching enhances activity in Ia afferents, which are sensory neurons 
responsible for conveying information from the muscle spindle to the central 
nervous system (MacKinnon, 2018). This activity, subsequently, affects motor 
output from supraspinal levels. This mechanism is essential for the coordination 
and execution of movement. Therefore, this thesis evaluated neural excitability 
and adaptation from spinal and supraspinal levels after short-term and long-
term training in response to two perturbation tasks, i.e., ankle translational 
perturbation and ankle rotational perturbation tasks. 
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2.1 Proprioception and motor control 

In human motor control, the central nervous system (CNS) receives inputs from 
three primary subsystems: somatosensory, vestibular, and visual systems (Cree 
& Weimer, 2003). Among these subsystems, afferent information from the 
somatosensory system, including proprioception, significantly influences 
movement control, which is related to maintenance of body posture and 
coordination (Frontera, 2007). Proprioceptive information is derived from 
proprioceptors that are present in skin, skeletal muscles, joints, ligaments, and 
tendons (Lephart et al., 1997). The receptors provide proprioceptive feedback to 
the CNS, including shape, size, and mass of body segments to regulate muscle 
tension as well as awareness of the human body’s position, movement, and 
orientation (Delhaye et al., 2018; Grigg, 1994). When muscles stretch, one of the 
specialized receptors, called muscle spindles, discharge in response to the 
lengthening of the muscle fibres. Muscle spindles work in conjunction with other 
proprioceptors, such as Golgi tendon organs and joint receptors (Matthews, 2015). 
It is well known that the muscle spindle and its afferents are most responsible for 
the perception of limb movement and position (Matthews & Bagby, 1974; Proske 
et al., 2000). The role of proprioception in motor control is crucial for the 
coordination and execution of movements, especially when dealing with 
dynamic perturbations or unexpected disruptions to the body’s equilibrium 
(Riemann & Lephart, 2002). As shown in Figure 1, during dynamic perturbations, 
proprioceptive feedback is essential for rapidly detecting and responding to 
changes in body position, joint angles, and muscle length (MacKinnon, 2018). In 
the case of sudden perturbations like rotational or translational perturbations, 
proprioception, vestibular, and the visual system provide sensory information 
about the orientation of the human body (Shumway-Cook & Woollacott, 2007). 
Usually, vision and vestibular inputs have a slower processing speed than 
proprioceptive input (Dietz et al., 1991). Therefore, early postural responses may 
rely more on proprioceptive input, which enables the CNS to activate 
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appropriate muscle responses to maintain postural stability and restore balance 
(Dean, 2013; Frigon et al., 2021). While in the later phase (> 200 ms) of postural 
control during perturbation, vestibular and vision are more important (Dietz et 
al., 1991). In sports training, ankle proprioception plays a particularly crucial role 
in balance control, where the ankle-foot is always the primary point of contact 
with the ground (Han et al., 2015). It provides essential information for adjusting 
ankle position and coordinating movements of the entire body. In addition, it can 
provide successful performance in complex motor tasks associated with human 
movement and elite sports (Di Giulio et al., 2009; Sasagawa et al., 2009). For 
example, Han et al. (2015) demonstrated a high correlation between athletes’ 
competition level and ankle proprioception score, which highlights the 
importance of ankle proprioception for sports success. 
 

 

FIGURE 1 Proprioceptive feedback and corticospinal pathways schematic. The diagram 
of soleus muscle and response loop from Ia afferent to the somatosensory cor-
tex, and M1 to α-motoneuron, whose terminal is at the muscle fibre. The figure 
is modified from (Proske & Gandevia, 2012).   
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2.2 Motor control mechanisms in perturbation 

2.2.1 Rotational versus translational perturbations  

In a rapid ankle perturbation, such as a rotational or translational perturbation, 
muscle spindles are activated in response to changes in muscle length and 
velocity (Proske et al., 2000). In a healthy human, when an ankle joint experiences 
a rotational perturbation, distinct muscle activity responses can be measured by 
electromyography (EMG). As shown in Figure 2, the main response in resting 
muscle that occurs approximately 40–50 ms after the stretch is known as the 
short-latency reflex (SLR), where sensory information from the muscle spindles 
activates the motoneuron pool directly (Fellows et al., 1993; Lee & Tatton, 1975). 
Stretching a muscle spindle leads to increased activity in Ia afferents, which are 
sensory neurons responsible for conveying information from the muscle spindle 
to CNS. It further evokes the activity of the α-motoneuron that innervates the 
same muscle. Ia afferents can also excite the motoneurons that innervate 
synergistic muscles while inhibiting motoneurons that innervate antagonistic 
muscles (Purves et al., 2001). A classic view is that SLR is mediated by a 
monosynaptic reflex loop, which is “purely” under spinal control (Fellows et al., 
1993; Lee & Tatton, 1975). When giving a perturbation during standing, following 
the SLR observed from soleus, other reflex responses can be observed in EMG, 
including the medium-latency reflex (MLR, ~70 ms), the long-latency reflex (LLR, 
~90 ms), and even voluntary reaction (Dietz et al., 1984; Latash & Zatsiorsky, 2015; 
Kurtzer et al., 2010; Schieppati & Nardone, 1997). The MLR is thought to involve 
II afferent pathways and subcortical processing (Kurtzer, 2015; Taube et al., 2008). 
Based on the latency time, it has been found that LLR includes contributions from 
multiple neural pathways (transcortical loops) that are influenced by cortical 
behaviour (Evarts, 1973; Petersen et al., 1998; Taube et al., 2006). In addition, 
voluntary reactions engage a more extensive circuitry that includes the premotor 
cortex and basal ganglia, along with the continued involvement of neural 
pathways (Kurtzer, 2015). However, the specific neural contributions and 
functional capabilities of the LLR and voluntary reaction in the lower limb are 
still not fully understood during rotational perturbation. 
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FIGURE 2  A Rotational perturbation example from Experiment III. The upper trace 
shows the smoothed with a 2 ms window and rectified EMG signal of soleus 
muscle and short latency reflex occurs ~40 ms after perturbation. The bottom 
trace shows the rotational signal from the ankle dynamometer. 

Translational perturbation is commonly used in motor control research as a 
balance perturbation task. The balance perturbation task involves sudden 
external disturbances that disrupt the body’s equilibrium, which is commonly 
applied in research to examine postural feedback responses (Chen et al., 2014). 
Proprioceptive, somatosensory, and vestibular loops contribute to maintain body 
balance, which is associated with neural activity in the brainstem, cerebellum, 
and motor cortex (Horak et al., 1994; Jacobs & Horak, 2007). During these balance 
perturbation tasks, both feedback control, which occurs in response to sensory 
feedback, and feedforward control, which refers to anticipation of a voluntary 
movement are involved in postural control (Dietz et al., 1993). 

As mentioned earlier, following ankle movement in translational 
perturbation tasks, the muscle activity in lower limb muscles (e.g., soleus and 
tibias anterior) also shows typical patterns. As shown in Figure 3, SLR, MLR, and 
LLR have been observed as is also the case with the rotational perturbation 
(Petersen et al., 1998; Piirainen et al., 2013; Taube et al., 2006). However, it is 
important to note that, even though SLR, MLR, and LLR have been observed in 
both rotational and translational perturbation tasks, different patterns have been 
demonstrated between these tasks in a study by Wälchli et al. (2017). Researchers 
found no clear SLR following the high-velocity translational perturbation, but a 
prominent LLR was observed, suggesting that higher intercortical activity, which 
is likely related to anticipation of the movement, is involved in the balance 
control during high-velocity translational perturbation tasks.  
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FIGURE 3 A translational perturbation example from Experiment I and II. The upper 
trace shows the smoothed with a 2 ms window and rectified EMG signal of 
soleus muscle. Short latency reflex (SLR) was observed ~65 ms after perturba-
tion onset, which should take ankle movement delay into account. medium-
latency reflex, long latency reflex, and voluntary activation phases follow SLR. 
The bottom trace shows perturbation with the balance platform moving back-
wards by 0.3 m. 

The specific contribution and involvement of the corticospinal pathway in the 
control of lower limb muscles during rapid ankle perturbations remain unclear. 
Understanding proprioception and its role in motor control is imperative for 
acquiring a deeper understanding of the neural responses and how they are 
adjusted across various motor tasks. 

2.2.2 Corticospinal excitability 

Motor control in humans is a complex process involving interconnected 
neuromuscular networks. Subcortical neural pathways (e.g., spinal cord, 
brainstem, and cerebellum) control repetitive and automatic movements, such as 
daily walking or maintaining a quiet standing position (Waxman, 2020). Notably, 
decerebrate cats can still generate automatic postural responses to translation, 
indicating that the circuitry remains intact at the subcortical level (Honeycutt et 
al., 2009). Conversely, cats with spinal cord transection, which interrupts the 
connection between the brain and spinal cord, cannot generate direction-specific 
responses (Macpherson & Fung, 1999). On the other hand, voluntary movement 
is predominantly controlled by the brain cortex, particularly from the M1, and 
transmits neural activity via the corticospinal pathway to evoke skeletal muscle 
contractions (Martin, 2005; Davidoff, 1990). Known as the ‘corticospinal 
pathway’, it forms a vital connection between M1 and spinal motoneurons by 
descending axons. 

Corticospinal excitability includes excitability from M1 to spinal 
motoneurons within the corticospinal pathway (Brouwer & Ashby, 1990; 1992). 
This pathway is responsible for controlling voluntary movement, and changes in 
corticospinal excitability can significantly impact motor function (Chen & Hallett, 
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1999). In human research, corticospinal excitability is typically assessed through 
indirect methods, including magnetic and electrical stimulation applied to 
peripheral nerves and/or the motor cortex (Barker et al., 1985; Bestmann & 
Krakauer, 2015).  

2.2.2.1 Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) is a non-invasive technique that can be 
used to study corticospinal excitability underlying motor control (Wassermann 
et al., 2008). Bartholow’s research in 1874 was the first attempt at TMS stimulation 
in humans (Bartholow, 1874). Subsequently, Penfield and Jasper conducted 
systematic electrical stimulation experiments on the human brain during surgery, 
investigating the creation of the well-known ‘homunculus diagram’, which 
represents the motor responses of different body parts (Penfield & Jasper, 1954). 
As a result, TMS can be used to selectively target specific muscles of the human 
body by stimulating corresponding areas of the motor homunculus. In practice, 
a figure-of-eight coil is used to stimulate the M1 region associated with the upper 
limbs, while a double-cone coil is used to target the leg areas of the brain that are 
more deeply buried in the interhemispheric fissure. Di Lazzaro and Rothwell’s 
study (2014) showed TMS induces an electrical field in the target tissue to activate 
axons rather than neuronal cell bodies and, thus induces indirect waves (I-waves). 
A recent study has proposed a model suggesting that earlier I-waves are 
primarily driven by synapses located close to the soma, whereas the later ones 
are structured by inputs of distal synapses (Rusu et al., 2014).  

When applying a single supra-threshold intensity TMS on M1, it can elicit 
muscle twitches in contralateral muscles, which are typically quantified by using 
EMG in order to record the resulting motor evoked potential (MEP) as shown in 
Figure 4 (Chen et al., 2008; Rothwell, 1997). The amplitude of MEP is used as an 
indicator of corticospinal excitability, while the latency of MEP reflects the sum 
of the time for intracortical processing and neuromuscular transmission (Hallett, 
2007; Rossini et al., 1999). Some researchers have used TMS during ankle 
perturbation to investigate corticospinal excitability and its connection to 
proprioceptive processing. For example, Taube et al. (2008a) investigated drop 
jumps, and MEP responses in the soleus muscle were not affected during SLR or 
MLR but showed facilitation at second-long latency reflex (LLR2, ~120 ms). This 
suggests that LLR2, but not SLR/MLR, is influenced by cortical processes during 
such tasks. However, it is also important to consider the top-down influence of 
cognitive processes, such as motor preparation (Bestmann & Duque, 2016; 
Bonnard et al., 2003). Additionally, MEPs are also influenced by the excitability 
of the motoneuronal pool (Taylor, 2006). Therefore, when making conclusions 
about neural excitability from MEP results, assessing the changes occurring at 
the spinal level is also necessary. 
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FIGURE 4  Corticospinal excitability schematic. Motor evoked potential (MEP) induced 
by a single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation through the corticospinal 
pathway is shown with a dashed line and arrow. MEP amplitude is shown in 
the sampling software in electromyography signals. 

 

2.2.2.2 Hoffmann reflex  

To evaluate the excitability and plasticity of a reflex pathway at the spinal level, 
Hoffmann reflex (H-reflex) is commonly used and elicited peripheral electrical 
stimulation (Nielsen et al., 1993; Wolpaw & Lee, 1989; Zehr, 2002). The H-reflex 
was first described by Paul Hoffmann in 1918 as an artificial monosynaptic reflex 
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of the spinal cord (Hoffmann, 1918). As shown in Figure 5, when a sufficient 
percutaneous electric stimulation intensity is applied to a peripheral nerve, 
which contains both afferent and efferent motoneuron axons (e.g., tibia nerve), it 
activates afferent fibres (Ia sensory) that pass through the motoneuron pool and, 
thus, activates the efferent (motor) neurons, resulting in the H-reflex. As the 
stimulation intensity increases, a direct efferent motor response known as Muscle 
compound action potential (M-wave) also occurs in addition to the H-reflex, 
which reflects muscle activity associated with the stimulated motoneurons 
(Capaday, 1997; Zehr, 2002). The H-reflex / M-wave ratio can be used to quantify 
the percentage of active motoneurons in the motoneuron pool. It is important to 
note that the H-reflex is elicited by electrical stimulation of somatosensory nerves, 
but SLR is elicited by lengthening of the muscle. Therefore, the muscle spindle 
itself is not being stimulated in H-reflex (Palmieri et al., 2004). H-reflex is not 
solely a monosynaptic reflex originating from group Ia afferents, but it also 
involves oligosynaptic contributions from Ia and another large-diameter afferent 
(Misiaszek, 2003).  
 

 

FIGURE 5  H-reflex and M-wave pathway schematic. H-reflex is elicited by the ‘a’ loop, 
in which the stimulation activates afferent fibres, and passes through the spi-
nal cord, thus activating the efferent neurons, recorded by electromyography 
(EMG). When the intensity of stimulation increases, M-wave can be observed 
before H-reflex in the EMG signal, which passes through the ‘b’ pathway of 
stimulated motoneurons. 

 
Many factors have been shown to influence the H-reflex response. Proprioceptive 
processing significantly influences H-reflex amplitude in various body positions. 
Studies have shown that the soleus H-reflex amplitude is reduced during 
standing compared to sitting or lying positions (Angulo-Kinzler et al., 1998; 
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Mynark & Koceja, 2002). Furthermore, when standing on a foam mat compared 
to a rigid surface, the H-reflex amplitude is also decreased (Earles et al., 2000). In 
resting muscles, the soleus H-reflex amplitude decreases during rapid muscle 
lengthening, which is influenced by the tonic discharge of muscle spindle 
afferents and transmission within the Ia pathway; but increases during passive 
muscle shortening, which is influenced by the shortening-induced slack of the 
muscle spindle (Pinniger et al., 2001). In addition, the H-reflex has been 
demonstrated to be influenced by presynaptic inhibition (Crone & Nielsen, 1989) 
and post-synaptic factors (Pierrot-Deseilligny & Burke, 2012). In a study by 
Taube et al. (2006) using translational perturbation, H-reflex amplitude was 
greater at LLR compared to SLR. This may be due to a decrease in presynaptic 
inhibition of Ia afferents. In another study by Piirainen et al. (2013), researchers 
measured H-reflex between young and elderly participants during transitional 
perturbation task. Lower H-reflex was observed in elderly in SLR but not LLR, 
which might be caused by higher presynaptic inhibition. Increased H-reflex 
amplitude was demonstrated after five weeks of isometric strength training 
(Lagerquist et al., 2006), which indicated enhanced spinal excitability. It may 
relate to increasing α-motoneuronal excitability or reducing presynaptic 
inhibition-related strength development. Supraspinal level modulation was not 
required in reflex responses, but it may influence the response during different 
motor tasks. Therefore, interpreting H-reflex measurements requires a thorough 
understanding of the factors influencing the H-reflex, including neural 
excitability at the spinal level, proprioceptive processing, and top-down 
influences from the supraspinal level. Meanwhile, differences between the 
protocols, for example, H-reflex measurement position, perturbation velocity 
and direction would also affect the H-reflex results, which should be noted when 
comparing the studies. 

2.3 Motor learning and neural adaptations 

Motor control refers to the planning and execution of movements. Since people 
are interested in improving motor control performance, the process of learning 
new skills is known as ‘motor learning’ (Muratori et al., 2013). Motor learning 
refers to the progressive refinement of spatial and temporal accuracy in 
movements through practice, and it relies on motor control as a foundation that 
involves the acquisition, retention, and transfer of motor skills (Willingham, 
1998). Motor learning is essential for various activities, including daily living 
tasks and sports training. According to the ‘Dynamic Systems Model’ proposed 
by Esther Thelen and Linda Smith (1994), motor learning is not a fixed, linear 
process, but rather a complex, dynamic interaction. Multiple systems interact 
during motor learning, such as the neuromuscular, perceptual, and 
environmental systems. In line with this model, motor skills continuously adapt 
to changes in the environment and the individual's movements (Thelen & Smith, 
1994). Likewise, Willingham (1998) presented a neuropsychological theory of 
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motor skill learning, emphasizing that learning is the foundation of motor control 
processes, which underscores the idea that the acquisition and refinement of 
motor skills occur through the motor learning process.  

The process of motor learning involves the integration of various neural 
mechanisms (Sanes & Donoghue, 2000). It is currently believed that synaptic 
plasticity in the form of LTP and long-term depression (LTD) are mechanisms of 
motor learning (Ziemann et al., 2006). LTP refers to a long-lasting enhancement 
of synaptic transmission, while LTD refers to the weakening of synaptic 
transmission, both of which can persist for hours to days after the stimulus (Bliss 
& Lømo, 1973; Lynch et al., 1977). Motor skill training induced LTP and structural 
changes at dendritic spines in the M1 has been demonstrated in rats (Kida & 
Mitsushima, 2018). In human research, non-invasive techniques have been used 
to provide direct evidence of LTP-like mechanisms related to new motor learning 
(Rioult-Pedotti et al., 1998). The connection between LTP and LTD in the M1 is 
continuously modified as a result of appropriate motor patterns and can lead to 
functional reorganization of motor representation of muscles (Sanes & Donoghue, 
2000). 

There are also several theories about neural activity contribution to 
different brain areas during different stages of the motor learning process. 
According to Kleim et al. (2004), motor map reorganization and synapse 
formation do not significantly contribute to the early acquisition stage of motor 
skills but rather represent the consolidation of motor skills during the late stage 
of training. However, Costa et al. (2004) observed distinct neural processes in 
different brain structures during both early (fast) and later (slow) learning across 
multiple sessions. A comprehensive review by Dayan and Cohen (2011) 
highlighted the functional and structural plasticity across different spatial and 
temporal scales during motor skill learning. They found that neural activity 
increased in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the M1, and in the pre-
supplementary motor area during the early learning stage, but decreased as 
learning progressed, while increased activation is observed in the premotor 
cortex, supplementary motor area, parietal regions, striatum, and the cerebellum 
during the later learning stage. It has been also reviewed by Hikosaka et al. (2002) 
that motor learning is a result of multiple neural mechanisms. These mechanisms 
may contribute to different aspects of learning, such as the acquisition of new 
movement patterns, the refinement of existing skills, and the transfer of learned 
skills to different contexts. 

In recent years, there has been growing interest in the role of corticospinal 
plasticity in motor skill learning. Corticospinal plasticity refers to the brain's 
ability to adapt and change in response to experiences and environmental stimuli, 
which is essential for motor control and learning (Kantak et al., 2012). At the 
supraspinal level, neural changes can be generally distinguished into two types 
that have been highlighted in many studies (Dayan & Cohen, 2011; Papale & 
Hooks, 2018). The first type involves intracortical serial connections at the cortex 
level, as demonstrated by Sakai et al. (1998). The second type of neural change 
involves two sets of loop circuits: cortex-basal ganglia and cortex-cerebellum 
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circuits. These circuits are part of the corticospinal pathway and play a role in the 
selection and optimization of movement patterns (Doyon et al., 1997; Jueptner et 
al., 1997). Therefore, the interaction between distinct cortical and subcortical 
circuits is crucial for skill acquisition, especially during the early motor learning 
stage (Doyon et al., 1997; Hikosaka et al., 2002). By understanding the different 
neural mechanisms that contribute to motor skill learning, researchers can 
develop more effective interventions that target specific aspects of the learning 
process and improve overall outcomes. 

2.4 Training induced neural adaptation 

Training-induced corticospinal adaptation are an important neural mechanism 
that underlies motor performance improvements observed following motor 
learning (Bagce et al., 2013; Orban de Xivry et al., 2013). Understanding these 
changes can help to optimize training protocols for specific training goals and 
populations. Physical training-induced neural adaptation in both central (cortical) 
and peripheral (spinal) levels has been explored in many studies (Enoka, 1997; 
Jensen et al., 2005; Taube et al., 2008). Research has shown that neural adaptation 
refers to the changes like LTP and synaptogenesis that occur in the brain not only 
as a result of motor learning but also during the process itself (Cooke & Bliss, 
2006; Kleim et al., 2004). Specifically, M1 is engaged during the early stage of 
motor learning and consolidation (Muellbacher et al., 2001, 2002). Acquired 
motor skills are stored in the sub-cortical areas, such as basal ganglia and can be 
recalled by the cortical-subcortical network when the learned task is again 
repeated (Holland et al., 2015). In general, motor skill learning has been divided 
into short-term and long-term processes. Even though there is no real consensus 
on exact definitions of their time course. 

2.4.1 Short-term motor skill training 

During short-term motor skill training, ranging from several minutes to a few 
sessions, at least two different fast-acting processes seem to drive motor 
adaptation. One process retains the information well but responds weakly to 
errors, while the other responds strongly to errors but has poor retention (Smith 
et al., 2006). This suggests that the process of the motor learning mechanisms can 
vary depending on motor task. Zehr (2006) prepared a review of training induced 
plasticity of afferent reflex pathways. He noted that reflex pathways should be 
considered when evaluating neural adaptation and should be evoked under the 
same conditions, as the expression of neural excitability in a given reflex can be 
different according to the given motor task. Prsa et al. (2011) indicated that motor 
skill training in laboratory settings (e.g., moving the arm to the required target) 
is simpler than in ‘real-life’ situations, where tasks can be more complex and 
require conscious effort to complete. In other words, simple motor training tasks 
in the lab may be acquired fast, even after a few trials, and in an unconscious 
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manner, which is often referred to as ‘adaptation’. Perez et al. (2004) found 
increasing recruitment of motor units during the process of ankle movement-
related skill training and the recruitment changes seem to be related to the 
difficulty of the motor task. Therefore, the complexity of the motor learning tasks 
may induce different motoneuron recruitment patterns and, thus, differences in 
corticospinal responses as well.  

In short-term training studies, Rosenkranz et al. (2007) demonstrated that 
as few as five training sessions of rapid thumb abductions induced signs of 
dormant synaptic connections and even format new synaptic connections. In 
addition, new synaptic connections may occur in different brain areas during the 
skill-learning process (Hikosaka et al., 2002). In the study of Li et al. (2001), 
researchers found that neural adaptation was already observed within a single 
learning session. At the same time, two different types of memory cells were 
found by short–and long-term motor skill training respectively. Therefore, 
corticospinal plasticity may be different in short- and long-term training. Some 
studies have shown similar results and suggested that already a few minutes of 
sensorimotor training can induce changes in neural activity in the M1 (Chen & 
Wise, 1995; Wise et al., 1998). On the other hand, functional magnetic resonance 
imaging studies have shown that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is active 
during the early learning stage, and parietal areas were activated at a later stage 
(Floyer-Lea & Matthews, 2005; Sakai et al., 1998). Also, short-term motor learning 
was associated with decreased activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal, anterior 
cingulate, posterior parietal, primary motor, and cerebellar cortex, and with 
increased activity in the right cerebellar dentate nucleus, the left putamen, and 
left thalamus (Floyer-Lea & Matthews, 2005). This implies that short-term motor 
skill learning seems to be accompanied primarily with activation in a cortical 
network specific to the learned movements. 

2.4.2 Long-term sports training 

Long-term sports training includes repeating movements, and thus motor 
learning, and has been shown to increase corticospinal excitability (Hötting & 
Röder, 2013; Singh et al., 2016). Meanwhile, different training categories such as 
endurance and skill training seem to modify the neural system differently 
(Schlaffke et al., 2014). MEP-related corticospinal excitability and plasticity 
changes have been investigated in athletes of different sport types. For example, 
skill-trained athletes have higher corticospinal plasticity and excitability 
compared with endurance trained athletes (Kumpulainen et al., 2015).  

2.4.2.1 Endurance training 

Endurance training is a type of physical exercise that involves sustained physical 
activity for extended periods (Pate & Branch, 1992). Endurance training can be 
achieved through various forms of exercise such as running, swimming, cycling, 
or cross-country skiing. Endurance training aims to increase the capacity of 
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continuous motor output by repeating the same movement sequence, thus, 
increasing the efficiency of the movement (Barnes & Kilding, 2015).  

Along with the physical benefits, endurance training has also been shown 
to produce significant neural adaptations and benefits in the brain (Taubert et al., 
2015; Winter et al., 2007; Zoladz et al., 2008). A study by Svatkova et al. (2015) 
used diffusion tensor imaging to investigate white matter integrity in both 
schizophrenia and healthy controls after cycling training. Increased white matter 
in both groups was observed after training. Researchers suggested that neural 
connectivity in the brain was still improved by ‘overlearning’ even though this 
motor skill was already acquired. Another study used same approach to 
investigate the improved microstructural organization of the corpus callosum in 
response to endurance training in young runners. The results showed increased 
fractional anisotropy values in several white matter tracts, including the corpus 
callosum, the superior longitudinal fasciculus, and the corticospinal pathway 
(Tarumi et al., 2022). This implies that endurance training can lead to 
improvements in the structural connectivity of the brain. On the other hand, 
Knaepen et al.’s study (2010) showed endurance training has also been shown to 
increase the production of neurotrophic factors such as brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). 
These factors are involved in promoting the growth and survival of neurons and 
the formation of new blood vessels, respectively. Increases in these factors have 
been associated with improvements in cognitive function and corticospinal 
plasticity (Müller et al., 2020). Endurance training increases cognition and 
neuroplasticity in several brain regions such as the cerebellum, hippocampus, 
and cerebral cortex via different mechanisms of global affection, such as altered 
blood volume in the brain and lactate induces elevation of neural growth factors. 
However, it does not alter specific motor map organization or synapse number 
(synaptogenesis), which is produced by motor learning (Taubert et al., 2015; 
Thomas et al., 2012). 

At the spinal level, the excitability of the motoneurons is known to adapt 
after long-term endurance training (Koceja et al., 2004). Higher H-reflex has been 
demonstrated to relate to higher neural excitability at the spinal level, which has 
been discussed previously. A study by Vila-Chã et al. (2012) examined three 
weeks of endurance and strength training and found a reduction in H-reflex 
threshold in both while increasing H-reflex amplitude was only observed in the 
endurance training group. In a study by Ogawa et al. (2009), well-trained 
swimmers demonstrated higher H-reflex responses following rapid ankle 
rotation than non-trained individuals (Ogawa et al., 2009). Similar results were 
later introduced for endurance runners (Ogawa et al., 2012). However, a recent 
study by Bertschinger et al. (2021) did not support the hypothesis that cyclists 
have higher H-reflexes compared to recreationally active controls, even though 
cycling is defined as a typical endurance sport. Contradictory results could be 
due to methodological differences in assessing the H-reflex or due to training-
specific proprioceptive control of the different endurance sports. However, 
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supraspinal influence should also be considered since it can affect spinal 
motoneurons' responsiveness to Ia afferent inputs (Gruber et al., 2007). 

Overall, long-term endurance training generally results in enhanced spinal 
excitability and increased blood flow and oxygen delivery through angiogenesis 
of brain regions. However, there is no clear evidence showing that long-term 
endurance training directly participates in the modulation of synaptic number or 
topology, which affects the number or arrangement of synapses in the brain 
(Chen et al., 2019; Churchill et al., 2002; Taubert et al., 2015).  

2.4.2.2 Skill training 

Skill training is defined as the acquisition and subsequent refinement of novel 
movement sequences (Adkins et al., 2006). Skill training such as dancing, martial 
arts, and gymnastics require a high level of neuromuscular coordination, 
precision, and fine-tuned movements. According to neuroimaging studies, 
learning a new sport (e.g., dancing, gymnastics) that triggers motor skill learning 
processes, produces neural adaptation in the brain that optimizes the neural 
circuits responsible for controlling a focused task especially when compared to a 
simple movement, for example grasping and moving small objects (Papale & 
Hooks, 2018; Ungerleider et al., 2002). During a single motor skill learning session, 
there is an increase in corticospinal excitability in the area controlling the 
corresponding limb. During long-term skill training, the size of representation 
areas of M1 demonstrated adaptative changes depending on the skills (Vaalto et 
al., 2013). Furthermore, numerous studies have demonstrated that corticospinal 
excitability increases following long-term training of related muscles 
(Christiansen et al., 2017; Suzuki et al., 2012).  

Long-term skill training involves complex movements that require repeated 
practice and coordinated control of the neuromuscular system. Through 
repetitive motor learning, the brain undergoes neural adaptations that optimize 
the neural circuits responsible for controlling these movements, resulting in 
increased efficiency of the neural network at both cortical and subcortical levels 
(Reithler et al., 2010). As the skill-trained athlete practices the same movements 
repeatedly, the brain undergoes a process of neural plasticity, which involves the 
formation of new neural connections (Kleim et al., 2004), and the strengthening 
and/or weakening of existing ones, such as LTP/LTD respectively (Bruel-
Jungerman et al., 2007). Also, BDNF and VEGF are released after motor learning, 
which is related to neural plasticity (Cotman et al., 2007). Neural adaptations that 
occur in response to skill training are the development of more efficient neural 
connections in both intracortical and cortical spinal levels. It allows motor control 
processing to become more efficient at coordinating the movements, reducing the 
amount of cognitive effort required to execute them (Dayan & Cohen, 2011). A 
TMS-based experiment showed that skill-trained athletes have a higher capacity 
for corticospinal plasticity of the test-relevant muscle (soleus) compared to 
endurance trained athletes (Kumpulainen et al., 2015). Changes in the structure 
of the brain have also been shown by studies on long-term skill training. For 
example, a study by Hänggi et al. (2010) found that professional ballet dancers 
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have increased grey matter volume in brain regions responsible for motor control 
and coordination, compared to non-dancers. Similarly, Berkowitz and Ansari 
(2010) found that gymnasts have a greater cortical thickness in brain regions 
responsible for motor planning and execution compared to non-athletes. Sports 
training has also been shown to improve cognitive functions such as attention, 
memory, and decision-making. Chang et al. (2010) reviewed cognition of older 
adults after Tai Chi training and suggested that cognitive demands of learning 
complex movements may result in broader cognitive benefits.  

While several studies have investigated the neural adaptations that occur 
in the brain during skill and endurance training, there are still many unanswered 
questions, such as the mechanism of neural adaptations that occur in response to 
different training. 

2.4.3 Balance training  

Postural control involves modification of sensory and motor systems and their 
adaptation to different tasks and environmental demands (Shumway-Cook & 
Woollacott, 2007). Many sport activities require good static and/or dynamic 
postural control ability, and balance training has been shown to benefit sports 
such as shooting, soccer, and gymnastics (Bekris et al., 2012; Hrysomallis, 2011). 
For example, balance training suppresses spinal reflex excitability leading to 
improved balance skills, which are particularly relevant in gymnastics 
(Hrysomallis, 2011). A recent systematic review introduced that balance training 
induced spinal reflex excitability changes may also depend on age (Sun et al., 
2022). It has been observed that balance training leads to a consistent decrease in 
the soleus H-reflex amplitude in younger people, while it is less affected or even 
increased in older individuals (Gruber et al., 2007; Ruffieux et al., 2017; Sun et al., 
2022).   

On the other hand, during balance perturbation tasks, MEPs have been 
found to reduce only at LLR, indicating that neural adaptation occurs at the 
supraspinal rather than the spinal level after balance training (Taube et al., 2008). 
A study by Mouthon and Taube (2019) demonstrated an increased short-interval 
intracortical inhibition (SICI) following two-week, including six training sessions 
of balance training, suggesting enhanced intracortical inhibition. Lauber et al. 
(2021) showed that SICI initially increased during the early stages of balance 
training but then returned to baseline as training progressed. Researchers 
proposed that there may be a high level of cortical drive at the beginning of 
balance training, and then shifts to a subcortical level once balance control has 
been acquired (Logan, 1979). This evidence may suggest that long-term balance 
training induces neural adaptation that transforms from the cortical level to the 
spinal level. However, the mechanisms underlying balance training-induced 
corticospinal adaptation seem not to be fully understood, and contradictory 
results observed in these studies may be attributed to differences in the training 
duration, balance tasks, and the age of the participants. 
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Recently, a review by Bestmann and Krakauer (2015) discussed the relationship 
between motor skill acquisition and modulation of corticospinal excitability. The 
researchers suggested that there are several possible reasons for the lack of 
association between the two. Long-term training of some sport discipline usually 
involves motor skill learning and consequently repeated training. It is well 
known that motor skill expertise is associated with functional/structural cortical 
plasticity. Nevertheless, the manner in which this neuroplastic reorganization 
results in modifications to motor learning processes remain unclear. (Seidel et al., 
2017).  

Motor control and the underlying process of motor skill learning are closely 
interconnected with environmental changes and proprioceptive processing. 
Consequently, this series of studies assessed corticospinal excitability in response 
to translational and rotational ankle perturbation tasks within the framework of 
motor skill acquisition. The detailed purposes of the preset studies can be 
characterized as follows: 
 

The reliability of neither TMS nor H-reflex measurement during high 
amplitude translational perturbation tasks is known, but such methods are used 
by researchers to examine differences between groups and/or the effects of 
interventions. Thus, it is important to determine such reliability to enable full 
evaluation of the scientific methodology employed within those studies. 
Therefore, the aim of the first experiment (Experiment I) was to examine the test-
retest reliability of MEPs and H-reflex responses as well as corticospinal 
modulation during a high amplitude translational perturbation task. 

 
Currently, little is known regarding how repeated balance training affects 

motor performance during translational perturbation tasks, or what the 
contribution of the spinal and supraspinal mechanisms behind this improvement 
is. The purpose of the second experiment (Experiment II) was to investigate 
whether short-term motor learning leads to performance improvement during 

3 PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 
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ankle translational perturbation. An additional aim was to determine the neural 
mechanism that might modulate the improvement in balance control ability. 

 
The aim of the third experiment (Experiment III) was to explore the 

contribution of/and the underlying corticospinal mechanisms mediating 
motoneuronal responses to rotational perturbation of skill and endurance trained 
athletes. Both skill and endurance training are known to lead to distinctive 
neuronal adaption, but there are contentions about how the different types of 
long-term training affects corticospinal plasticity. Whether muscle stretch 
influences corticospinal facilitation/inhibition differently in endurance- and 
skill-trained athletes and, thus, the mechanism(s) behind natural movement 
remain unknown. 
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4.1 Subjects 

This dissertation consists of three original manuscripts, each of which is based on 
a separate experiment (I, II, III). A total of 48 healthy subjects volunteered to 
participate in these experiments. Descriptive characteristics of the subjects of the 
three experiments are presented in Table 1. None of the participants had any 
history of neuromuscular diseases and all participants were informed about the 
procedures and gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the 
ethics board of the University of Jyväskylä and was performed in conformity 
with the declaration of Helsinki. Nonathlete subjects were recruited in 
Experiment I and II (reference number: 267/13.00.04.00/2021), athletes were 
recruited in Experiment III (16/7/2019). In Experiment III, the endurance group 
had trained endurance sports on average for 12 ± 3 years for 11 ± 3 h per week. 
Three participants practiced cross-country skiing, two long-distance running, 
three triathlon, and two swimming. The skill group had trained in skill sports on 
average for 13 ± 3 years for 9 ± 1 h per week. Four participants practiced aerobic 
gymnastics, three aesthetic group gymnastics, two martial arts, and one dancing. 

TABLE 1 Physical characteristics of the study subjects (mean ± standard deviation). 

Experi-
 

Group N Sex (M/F) Age (yr) Height (cm) Weight 
 I / 14 8/6 35 ± 6 173.5 ± 10.6 71.8 ± 17.0 

II / 14 7/7 33 ± 5 171.3 ± 9.3 72.8 ± 14.2 
III Endurance 10 7/3 25 ± 3 176.3 ± 8.3 69.7 ± 9.5 
 Skill 10 1/9 22 ± 3 165.2 ± 8.4 67.0 ± 7.8 

 
  

4 METHODS 
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Subjects were asked to not participate in exhaustive exercise 24 hours before 
measurements and not to take any caffeine on the measurement day to avoid 
interference with the TMS protocol (Turco et al., 2020). 

4.2 Experimental design 

4.2.1 Pre-study 

To investigate stability of the new custom-built helmet for the TMS coil and TMS 
cable holder system, a pre-study in Experiment I was performed with two 
subjects (A: 160.0 cm, 45.0 kg; B: 185.0 cm, 96.4 kg). Subjects went through the 
same translational perturbation setup as in Experiment I. Kinematic data of the 
TMS coil and the subject were recorded at 150 Hz by a five-camera motion 
capture system (Vicon Motion System, Oxford, UK). Three markers were placed 
on the subject’s head to build the head coordinate system. Two markers were 
placed on the coil handle to estimate TMS coil movement since the coil was 
covered by the helmet, which made it impossible to place any markers on the coil 
itself (Figure 6).  

 

 

FIGURE 6  Subject with motion capture markers in the pre-study. Three markers were 
placed on the head: ‘Ho’ was the origin of the head coordinate system; ‘Hy’ 
was utilized to build the y-axis with ‘Ho’; ‘Hzy’ was the point on the zy- plane, 
which produced x-axis by cross product with y-axis). The z-axis was built by 
the cross product of x-axis and y-axis. Handle_h was the marker on the higher 
position of the TMS handle, and Handle_l was the marker placed on the lower 
position of the TMS handle. 
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4.2.2 Experiment I 

Experiment I was conducted over two sessions with the same tasks repeated and 
48 h separated session 1 (S1) and session 2 (S2). In each session, after EMG 
electrode setup and five minutes cycling warm-up (70 W) on the fitness cycle 
(Monark, 282E, Varberg, Sweden), 16 translational perturbations as one set 
without any stimulation were used to collect centre of pressure (COP), muscle 
activity, and calculate the latency from platform movement to ankle movement 
onset. Then, subjects were positioned in a custom-built ankle dynamometer 
(University of Jyväskylä, Finland) to test the isometric maximal voluntary 
contraction (MVC) of the right leg soleus muscle. The TMS coil was set up and 
the active motor threshold (aMT) was tested when subjects sat in the ankle 
dynamometer. With a TMS coil set on the head and held by the custom-built 
helmet (Figure 7), subjects carefully stood up and moved to the balance platform. 
MEPs were measured during standing rest, and at four different time points (10 
ms, 40 ms, 80 ms, and 140 ms) relative to the onset of ankle movement during 
translational perturbation in random order. The H-reflex measurements were 
always performed after TMS due to practical reasons. During standing rest, 
maximum M-wave (MMAX) and H-reflex/M-wave recruitment curve were 
measured. In perturbation tasks, H-reflexes were elicited at the same four time 
points as the MEPs also in random order. The stimulations were delivered during 
each perturbation, regardless of perturbation direction, but only MEPs and H-
reflex during backward perturbations were analysed. 

 

 

FIGURE 7  Measurement setup in Experiments I and II. The TMS coil’s cable was con-
nected to a conveyor on the roof to relieve the weight and moved along with 
the balance platform during perturbation. 
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4.2.3 Experiment II 

Three perturbation sessions (PS1, PS2, PS3) were conducted with 48 h intervals. 
The protocol of PS1 and PS3 was similar to Experiment I (Figure 7). TMS and H-
reflex measurements were delivered during standing rest and at two time points 
(40 ms and 140 ms) during translational perturbation tasks. In PS2, 13 
perturbation sets, with a total of 208 perturbations were given to subjects with 
one to two minutes rest between perturbation trials. 

4.2.4 Experiment III 

In Experiment III, a single-pulse TMS session and a paired-pulse TMS session 
were conducted. After EMG electrodes were set, subjects were positioned on a 
custom-built ankle dynamometer (Figure 8, University of Jyväskylä, Finland). 
Then the MMAX and MVC of the right soleus muscle were measured separately. 
10 trials of rotational perturbation were using to measure SLR. After identifying 
the TMS stimulation hotspot and resting motor threshold (rMT), 10 single-pulse 
TMS stimuli were administered at 120% of the rMT. In each session, MEPs were 
measured by TMS in four conditions: at the beginning of the pedal movement 
(Onset), during SLR, 120 ms after SLR in a passive condition (p120), and 120 ms 
after SLR while plantar flexing the ankle to 25% of MVC (a120). All single-pulse 
trials were performed during single-pulse TMS sessions and then, following five 
days, all paired-pulse trials were performed in paired-pulse TMS sessions.  
 

 

FIGURE 8  Measurement setup and subject position in Experiments III. The subject sat on 
a custom-built ankle dynamometer during the experiment. 
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4.3 Measurements 

4.3.1 Electromyography 

4.3.1.1 EMG setup in Experiments I and II 

EMG was measured by bipolar electrodes (Blue Sensor, Ag/AgCl, 28 mm2, 
Ambu A/S, Ballerup, Denmark) placed 2 cm below the gastrocnemius on the line 
of the Achilles tendon for soleus muscle. For the tibialis anterior and 
gastrocnemius muscles, EMG was placed according to SENIAM guidelines 
(1999). In the pilot study, discomfort, and strong muscle twitch were reported 
from some subjects during 140 ms. To reduce potential discomfort and tension 
caused by high-intensity stimulation, a pseudo-monopolar setup on soleus was 
used in TMS measurements as has been done previously (Blazevich et al., 2012; 
Kirk et al., 2019). The pseudo-monopolar setup provides a better representation 
of the electrical characteristics of the action potentials (Rodriguez-Falces & Place, 
2018), resulting in higher MEP amplitude compared to a bipolar arrangement 
with the same intensity of the stimulus and therefore, a lower intensity could be 
used during the measurements. In addition, according to practical experience, 
the shape of the MEP is more consistent with the pseudo-monopolar setup, which 
is important in dynamic tasks. A disadvantage of this electrode montage is that 
the signal-to-noise ratio can be compromised, however, this was not the case in 
the current study. One electrode was placed 2 cm below the gastrocnemius on 
the line of the Achilles tendon and the reference electrode was placed on the tibia 
at the same level. For all EMG setups, skin was shaved, carefully abraded with 
sandpaper, and cleaned with alcohol. Target skin impedance was less than 5 kΩ 
and if this was not the case, skin preparation was repeated. All EMG data were 
collected using the Neurolog EMG system (CED Ltd., Cambridge, England), with 
a gain of 1000. Data were band-passed filtered (15–500 Hz) and further collected 
using CED 1401 A/D-converter (CED ltd., Cambridge, England) and Spike2 (8.0) 
software (CED ltd., Cambridge, England) with a sampling rate of 5 kHz. 

4.3.1.2 EMG setup in Experiment III 

EMG measurements were performed by bipolar electrodes (Blue Sensor N, 
Ag/AgCl, 28 mm2, Ambu A/S, Ballerup, Denmark) placed 2 cm below the 
gastrocnemius on the line of the Achilles tendon for soleus muscle and over the 
muscle belly for tibialis anterior at 1/3 of the distance between the fibula and 
medial malleolus. A reference electrode was placed on the ipsilateral medial 
malleolus. Before electrode placement, skin under the electrodes was shaved, 
abraded with sandpaper, and cleaned with alcohol to reduce the resistance below 
5 kΩ. EMG signals were amplified (1000×) by a preamplifier (NL824; Digitimer, 
Welwyn Garden City, UK), and then band-pass filtered (10-1000 Hz) by another 
preamplifier (NL900D/NL820A; Digitimer Ltd., UK). EMG was sampled at 5 
kHz and reaction forces were sampled at 1 kHz via a 16-bit AD converter (CED 
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power 1401, Cambridge Electronics Design Limited, UK). Spike2 software (CED, 
Cambridge, UK) was used for all online data collection and offline analyses.  

4.3.2 Force measurement 

4.3.2.1 Force measurements in Experiments I and II 

MVC was used to investigate possible muscle fatigue between sessions and to 
determination of aMT (10% MVC). Subjects were positioned in a custom-built 
ankle dynamometer (University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland) to assess the 
MVC with the right foot on the plate at 100° hip angle, 180° knee angle (leg fully 
extended) and 90° ankle angle. After the positioning procedure, the subject 
performed 5–7 submaximal plantarflexion trials to practice performance. MVC 
was performed at least three times at one-minute intervals and the highest force 
value was considered as the MVC. If the last trial was > 5% greater than the 
second-best, single additional trials were performed until no further 
improvement was observed. The typical number of required maximum trials was 
3–5. Reaction forces from the dynamometer pedal were measured by a strain 
gauge transducer with A/D converter and sampled at 1 kHz in Spike2 software. 

4.3.2.2 Force measurement in Experiment III 

MVC was measured to compare calf muscle force between groups and adjust 
muscle contraction levels during a120 (25% MVC). Subjects were positioned on a 
custom-built ankle dynamometer (University of Jyväskylä, Finland) with the hip 
at 120° and the right knee in a fully extended position of 180°. The right foot ankle 
was set at 90° and rested on a pedal of the dynamometer. A seat belt restricted 
movement of the upper body and straps secured the right thigh and foot. Hands 
were resting and held together during the measurement (Figure 8). The subject 
contracted the ankle plantar flexors sub-maximally several times for warm-up 
and then performed three maximal isometric plantarflexion actions with two 
minutes of rest between trials. The highest force value from the three trials was 
considered as the MVC. Reaction forces from the dynamometer pedal were 
measured by a piezoelectric crystal transducer (Kistler Holding, Winterthur, 
Switzerland) with A/D converter, and sampled at 1 kHz in Spike2 software. 

4.3.3 Perturbation tasks 

4.3.3.1 Translational perturbation in Experiments I and II 

Translational perturbation tasks were completed on a custom-built dynamic 
balance device (University of Jyväskylä, Finland) modified from Piirainen et al.’s 
study (2013). The translational perturbation system operated at 0.25 m/s, 
accelerating at 2.5 m/s2, over a 0.3 m displacement. During perturbation tasks, 
16 perturbations were performed in one set, with eight anterior and eight 
posterior perturbations in random order which reduced the possible anticipation 
of the direction of perturbation. The order of perturbation direction was the same 
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in all sets. Two-min rest periods were given after every perturbation set to 
minimize possible muscle fatigue (Piirainen et al., 2013).  

During translational perturbation tasks, COP values were collected by a 
force plate embedded inside the balance platform.  One strain gauge sensor was 
placed in each of the four corners of the force plate (BT4 balance platform; HUR 
Labs, Tampere, Finland). The data was saved using the Coachtech-feedback 
system (University of Jyväskylä, Finland). Coachtech-feedback monitored COP 
displacement and only triggered the next perturbation when COP was below ± 5 
mm level from the standing baseline for at least 1 s. This approach ensured that 
the subject was always keeping the initial body position and not anticipating the 
upcoming perturbation. A fixation point was set on the wall three meters from 
the subjects at eye level to stabilize the subjects’ visual attention during 
measurements. 

4.3.3.2 Rotational perturbation in Experiment III 

A motor-driven ankle dynamometer (University of Jyväskylä, Finland) 
performed ankle rotational perturbation with dorsiflexion (rotational magnitude: 
4°, speed: 200 °/s) in Experiment III (Figure 2).  

4.3.4 Stretch reflex measurement 

4.3.4.1 Short latency response in Experiments I and II 

In the pilot study of Experiment I, the time difference between ankle and 
platform movement was identified by an ankle goniometer (Figure 9: cursor 2) 
and platform control signal Figure 9: cursor 1). A 17 ms to 33 ms time difference 
was observed between ankle movement and the platform control signal between 
different subjects. Therefore, a 25 ms constant delay was defined as the time 
difference between the platform control signal and the onset of ankle movement. 
Additionally, the latency of SLR from pilot subjects was calculated by Spike2 
software using the average of the waveforms from eight backward perturbations 
of one perturbation set (Figure 9D). 40 ms after ankle movement was defined as 
SLR time point (Figure 9: cursor 4).  
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FIGURE 9  The sampling schematic of one posterior perturbation trial. The A channel 
shows ankle movement from the ankle goniometer (°), and cursor 2 was de-
termined as the onset of ankle movement after perturbation onset. The B chan-
nel demonstrates platform movement starting from cursor 1. The C channel 
shows soleus EMG activities from a single perturbation trial (smoothed with a 
2 ms window and rectified). The D channel shows the average EMG activity 
curve from eight posterior perturbation trials (smoothed with a 2 ms window 
and rectified) to estimate the delay for stimulation because of the EMG varia-
bility between perturbation trials. The right column shows the soleus MEPs 
from a single trial of perturbation in four time points (10 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms, and 
140 ms). 

 

4.3.4.2 Short latency response in Experiment III 

The SLR was elicited by rotational perturbation in resting and contracting soleus 
muscle in experiment III. At the beginning of the experiment, 10 SLR trials were 
measured during muscle-relaxed condition to calculate the latency of SLR in 
Spike2 software using the average of the waveforms. The latency of SLR was then 
defined as the time between the onset of a digital trigger of pedal movement and 
the start of the ascending EMG signal.   
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4.3.5 Transcranial magnetic stimulation 

4.3.5.1 TMS setup in Experiments I and II 

TMS was delivered using a single-pulse Magstim 2002 stimulator with a double-
cone coil (Magstim, Whitland, UK). A skin-tight (swimming) cap was placed on 
the head of the subject to increase friction between the coil and the scalp. The 
optimal TMS stimulus site for the right soleus muscle was located on average 1 
cm lateral (left) and 1 cm posterior to the cranial apex. Several stimulations were 
delivered to determine optimal coil placement and it was then marked on the cap. 
The aMT was defined as the lowest stimulus intensity to elicit clear MEPs in three 
out of five stimulations from right ankle plantarflexion with 10% MVC. After the 
confirmation of aMT, a second swimming cap with a hole in the middle of the 
vertex (Orca High Visibility Neoprene Swim Cap, Orca, Auckland, New Zealand) 
was placed over the coil to reduce the gap and relative movement between the 
coil and head. Then, the custom-made helmet (modified from an ice-hockey 
helmet; CCM TACK 710 JK-K, CCM Hockey, Montreal, Canada) was attached to 
the subject’s head with a chin strap. Even though the helmet setup was tight, it 
was ensured that the helmet was as comfortable as possible with no reported 
discomfort caused to the subject. Then subjects moved to the balance system. The 
TMS cable was placed on a conveyor adjacent to the safety belt conveyor on the 
roof and connected with the balance platform by a firm handle, which raised the 
cable above the subject and moved it in the same direction as the balance platform 
during perturbations (Figure 7).  

In experiment sessions, single-pulse TMS with 110% intensity of aMT was 
delivered during standing rest and translational perturbation tasks to investigate 
corticospinal excitability. The 110% intensity of aMT was chosen in order to cause 
less discomfort than the higher-level stimulations used in the pilot study. During 
standing rest, 10 trials of TMS were performed to calculate the latency of MEP 
before perturbation tasks. This allowed precise arrival of the MEP to the soleus 
muscle to coincide with the desired time points for each participant. In 
translational perturbation tasks, MEPs were elicited at different time points after 
ankle movement (i.e., Experiment I: 10 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms, and 140 ms; Experiment 
II: 40 ms and 140 ms; Figure 9, right column). 

4.3.5.2 TMS setup in Experiment III 

TMS was delivered using a paired-pulse Magstim 2002 stimulator with a double 
cone coil (Magstim, Whitland, UK). Finding the hotspot of soleus muscle was 
done the same way as it had been done in Experiments I and II. rMT was defined 
as the lowest stimulus intensity to elicit clear MEPs in three out of five trials. 10 
TMS stimulations with 120% of rMT intensity were delivered to calculate the 
latency of MEP before perturbation tasks.  

In single-pulse TMS session, TMS was delivered during the four tasks. For 
each task, 10 TMS stimulations with ankle rotational perturbations were given 
with different intensities (120%, 140%, 150% of rMT) randomly. There were 5–8 s 
intervals between each TMS stimulation in each trial and 2 min rest between 
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conditions. In paired-pulse TMS sessions, subjects performed the same rotational 
perturbation tasks as in single-pulse TMS session paired-pulse TMS sessions. To 
investigate intracortical facilitation/inhibition, SICI and intracortical facilitation 
(ICF) were measured during the four conditions. SICI was elicited by paired 
pulse TMS stimulation with a suprathreshold TMS pulse (120% of rMT) after a 
subthreshold TMS pulse (80% of rMT) at 3 ms inter-stimulus interval. Similarly, 
ICF (15 ms inter-stimulus interval) was produced using the same sub- to 
suprathreshold intensities (Kujirai et al., 1993; Wassermann, 2002; Ziemann et al., 
1996). 

In both sessions, during passive tasks (Onset, SLR, and p120), participants 
were asked to perform an attention task, which consisted of counting down from 
200 silently. During active task (a120), participants were asked to focus on a line 
marking 25% MVC level on a screen in front of them and perform plantar flexion 
to follow the force line throughout the trial. 

4.3.6 H-reflex measurement (Experiment I, II) 

For H-reflex measurements, subjects stood relaxed during the electrical 
stimulation set-up. Electrical stimulation was administrated to the tibial nerve in 
the popliteal fossa. A cathode (1.5 cm × 1.5 cm) was placed over the tibial nerve, 
and an anode (5 cm × 8 cm) was placed above the patella. Rectangular stimulation 
pulse (DS7AH, Digitimer Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK) with a duration of 0.2 ms was 
delivered at 10 s intervals. Once the optimal site of stimulation was established, 
the site was marked by a marker pen, and an electrode (Blue Sensor, Ag/AgCl, 
28 mm2, Ambu A/S, Ballerup, Denmark) was placed and strapped around the 
subject’s knee with an elastic band. An increasing intensity interval (1-5 mA) was 
chosen to measure the H-M recruitment curve with at least 30 data points up to 
the MMAX. The stimulus intensity was adjusted to 5 ± 2% of the MMAX, which was 
used during perturbation to control H-reflex measurements. 

During translational perturbation tasks, H-reflex measurement followed 
the same protocol as TMS trials. H-reflex was measured during standing rest and 
different time points in perturbation tasks. The MMAX of soleus muscle was 
recorded to normalize the muscle response values (MEP, H-reflex, and muscle 
activity). For H-reflex measurements, a successful trial from one perturbation set 
was considered when an M-wave response reached 5 ± 2% of the MMAX value. 
The intensity of electrical stimulation was adjusted during perturbation trials to 
obtain at least five successful H-reflex trials. In cases where fewer than five 
successful H-reflex collections were achieved in a set, an extra perturbation set 
(four backward and four forward) was involved. For each perturbation task, five 
successful H-reflex were usually completed within one to one normal plus extra 
set (16-24 perturbations). 
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4.4 Data analysis and statistical methods 

Statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS 20.0 (SPSS, Chicago, USA). 
Result visualizations were performed using Prism (V9, GraphPad Software, San 
Diego, California USA). MEPs, H-reflex, and other muscle activity results were 
normalized by the peak-to-peak value of MMAX and presented as %MMAX in the 
results. The significance level was set at P < 0.05 and all results were displayed 
as mean ± standard deviation (SD). In addition, if variables were not normally 
distributed as tested by Shapiro-Wilk’s W tests, variables were processed by log 
transformation prior to statistical analyses following Nielsen’s suggestion 
(Nielsen, 1996).  

4.4.1 Pre-study 

Kinematic data were analysed using MATLAB (2019b, The MathWorks, Inc., 
U.S.). After coordinating transformation from ground coordinate to head 
coordinate system (Hxyz, Figure 6), relative offset (maximum displacement) of 
the coil handle was analysed on x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis respectively to represent 
coil movement compared with the subject’s head movement. In the coordinate 
system, the x-axis was the sagittal axis, the y-axis was the frontal axis, and the z-
axis was the vertical axis. 

4.4.2 Experiment I 

In standing rest, mean soleus MEPs were determined by peak-to-peak amplitude 
(in mV) from 10 TMS stimulations. Outliers were identified from the 10 trials (± 
2.5 SD of the mean) and removed before analysis (Avenanti et al., 2006). The 
average MEP latency and duration were calculated in the standing rest condition 
and then utilized in the translational perturbation condition. MEP was defined 
as starting when EMG was above the mean +2SD level recorded 100 ms before 
the TMS trigger and ending when below the mean -2SD level (Hirano et al., 2016). 
However, this was only used in the standing condition since it was difficult to 
use these criteria during the perturbation due to increase in EMG. Thus, the MEP 
amplitude was obtained by calculating the peak-to-peak amplitude within the 
MEP onset and offset latencies calculated in the standing condition. MEP 
amplitudes from 7–8 trials when the platform moved backward were selected 
and averaged after excluding outliers (± 2.5 standard deviations of the mean). H-
reflex was determined with peak-to-peak amplitude and averaged from all 
successful trials (within 3–7% MMAX) in standing rest and translational 
perturbation tasks. 

Test-retest reliability and inter-individual variability of MEPs and H-reflex 
amplitude between sessions were assessed via intraclass correlation coefficients 
(ICC) using a two-way mixed effects model with an absolute agreement using 
the average value from multiple trials. Standard error of measurement (SEM) 
was estimated as root mean square error (√MSE) from a one-way ANOVA, 
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which avoids errors associated with ICC calculation. The minimal detectable 
change (MDC) was calculated as SEM × 1.96 × √2 (Weir, 2005). According to the 
ICC method guideline (Koo & Li, 2016), ICC was calculated between single 
stimulation trials, and trial-to-trial coefficient of variance (CV) with 
homoscedasticity of MEPs and H-reflex amplitudes to determine whether eight 
MEP/H-reflexes were adequate for calculating the average value. Reliability 
based on ICCs and 95% CIs were categorized as poor (ICC < 0.5), moderate (0.5 
< ICC < 0.75), good (0.75 < ICC < 0.9), or excellent (ICC > 0.9). Bland-Altman plots 
of MEPs in all conditions were investigated to visualize the agreement between 
two sessions (Bland & Altman, 1995). 

4.4.3 Experiment II 

COP in anterior-posterior direction was calculated using the formula: 
 
COP𝑦𝑦 =  �(Flf +  Frf)  ×  0.26 −  (Flr +  Frr)  ×  0.26� / (Flf +  Frf +  Frr +  Flr)  
 
, where F is the force value from sensors (lf = left front, rf = right front, rr = right 
rear, lr = left rear), and 0.26 (m) is a sensor distance from the middle line. COP 
values were analysed in perturbation trials without stimulations. The mean 
standard deviation of the COP displacement curve was calculated to evaluate the 
general body sway. As shown in Figure 13, Peak-to-peak COP displacement 
(dCOP) was analysed in the time window of 1 s before platform movement 
(Preparation-phase; Pre), during platform movement (Active-phase; Act), and 1 
s from the end of platform movement (Recovery-phase; Rec). The COP velocity 
curve was calculated by differentiating the COP curve by using 20 ms windows, 
and then the average COP velocity of the velocity curve (vCOP) was analysed in 
the same time window as dCOP. Both dCOP and vCOP were normalized by 
individual subject’s height × weight (dCOP: mm/(m*kg); vCOP: (mm/s)/(m*kg)) 
according to the recommendation of Chiari et al. (2002).  

In the perturbation tasks without stimulation, the average of all subjects’ 
full wave rectified EMG from soleus, gastrocnemius, and tibialis anterior was 
analysed 100 ms before the ankle movement to 400 ms. EMG was normalized 
with maximal EMG during tasks. Furthermore, soleus EMG was analysed using 
root mean square (RMS) over 20 ms time windows from the perturbation onset 
(0 ms) to 180 ms after onset. In the perturbation tasks with stimulation, the EMG 
was calculated using RMS in a 30 ms window before stimulation, which was 
defined as background EMG. 

In order to evaluate neural excitability changes between corticospinal and 
spinal level MEP / H-reflex ratio was calculated. To explore the relationship 
between the changes in balance performance and corticospinal correlation from 
PS1 to PS3, ∆MEP and ∆H-reflex and their correlation with ∆ dCOP were 
analysed by Pearson product-moment correlation. Delta values were calculated 
using the formula:  

 
Delta value (∆) = (value of PS3 – value of PS1) / value of PS1 × 100% 
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All variables of the MEP / H-reflex ratio were processed by log 

transformation before statistical analyses following Nielsen’s suggestion. MVC, 
MMAX, and HMAX / MMAX values were assessed by paired t-test. Since dCOP and 
vCOP were analysed by different time windows (i.e., 1 s for Pre and Rec phase, 
but 1.3 s for the Act phase), between-session differences of dCOP, vCOP, and 
standard deviation of the COP displacement were examined by paired t-test. To 
assess adaptation in corticospinal excitability during perturbations, MEPs, H-
reflex, Background EMG, and EMG activity were assessed by two-way (2 × 3) 
repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors SESSION (PS1 and PS3) and TIME 
(standing rest, 40 ms, 140 ms). When a significant F-value was observed, 
Mauchly’s test was used to evaluate sphericity, and where the assumption was 
valid F-values were reported with sphericity-assumed degrees of freedom and 
df error F (sphericity assumed df, df error). Effect sizes for the ANOVA main effects are 
reported as partial eta squared (ηp2), where 0.02, 0.13, and 0.26 are considered 
small, medium, and large, respectively. If significance for TIME was revealed, 
Bonferroni post hoc analysis was used for pairwise comparisons between levels 
(i.e., standing rest, 40 ms, 140 ms). Correlations between MEP amplitude, H-
reflex amplitude, and EMG activity were analysed by Pearson product moment 
correlation tests.  

4.4.4 Experiment III 

In single-pulse TMS session, MEP amplitudes from 120%, 140%, and 150% of rMT 
trials did not differ between groups. Consequently, the data from all stimulus 
intensities were averaged and defined as ‘MEPAVG’, thereby increasing the 
number of trials per condition to 30. MEPAVG at SLR condition was compared 
with stretch reflex (SR) values without stimulation to demonstrate the SR / 
MEPAVG ratio. In PS, the peak-to-peak amplitude of conditioned MEP was 
compared to the test MEP. SICI and ICF were expressed as a percentage of the 
test MEP with the following formula:  
 
SICI (or ICF) = (conditioned MEP/ test MEP) × 100% 
 

A higher ICF percentage represents more facilitation, while higher SICI 
percentage values represent less intracortical inhibition when comparing 
conditions.  

TMS-induced responses were assessed by a two-way repeated measures 
ANOVA with within-subjects factor of four levels (Onset, SLR, p120, and a120) 
and between-subjects factor groups of two levels (endurance and skill). When a 
significant F-value was observed, a post-hoc one-way repeated analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) with main factor group of four levels (Onset, SLR, p120, and 
a120) was used. Mauchly’s test was used to evaluate sphericity, and where the 
assumption was valid F-values were reported with sphericity-assumed degrees 
of freedom and df error F (sphericity assumed df, df error). MEPAVG violated the assumption 
of sphericity and so F-values were reported along with the Greenhouse-Geisser 
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adjustments F (Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted df, df error). Effect sizes for the ANOVA main 
effects are reported as partial eta squared (ηp2), where 0.02, 0.13, and 0.26 are 
considered small, medium, and large, respectively. To assess post-hoc differences 
between groups, an independent t-test was used. Correlations between MEPAVG 
and stretch reflex, MVC, and MEPAVG were analysed for non-log transformed 
MEP values and stretch reflex values using Spearman’s rank correlation test. 
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5.1 TMS system stability during translational perturbation tasks 
(Pre-study) 

Markers of the TMS handle displacement before (A: x-axis, B: y-axis, and C: z-
axis) and after transformation (D: x-axis, E: y-axis, and F: z-axis) are shown in 
Figure 10. The maximum offset of the Handle_h marker demonstrated 7 ± 2 mm 
on the x-axis, 8 ± 2 mm on the y-axis, and 5 ± 1 mm on the z-axis. The offset of the 
Handle_l marker was 5 ± 1 mm on the x-axis, 5 ± 2 mm on the y-axis, and 4 ± 1 
mm on the z-axis.  

 

FIGURE 10 Kinematic data from one subject. Average marker’s displacement from 14 per-
turbations is shown with ground coordinate system (left column) and head 
coordinate system (right column).  

5 RESULTS 
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5.2 Reliability of using TMS during translational perturbation 
tasks (Experiment I) 

5.2.1 Corticospinal excitability during perturbation tasks 

In this study, MEPs were visible in all trials. MEPs demonstrated lower 
amplitude in standing rest and 10 ms time point of S2 compared to S1. The H-
reflex increased in S2 compared to S1 at 10 ms time point (Table 2). 

TABLE 2  Normalized MEP and H-reflex value (% maximum M-wave) in both sessions 
(S1 and S2). Significant differences between time are denoted by ‘*’ (P < 0.05). 

 

5.2.2 Within-session test-retest reliability 

In S1, the ICC of MEPs showed excellent reliability and narrow 95% CI in 
standing rest and translational perturbations. In S2, ICC demonstrated good to 
excellent reliability of all MEPs. Within-session CV% of MEPs showed 
homoscedasticity when tested by Levene’s statistics (Table 3). 
 
  

  S1 S2 t(13) P-value ηp2 
MEP Standing rest 7.06 ± 4.62 5.89 ± 3.88 2.217 0.045* 0.592 
 10 ms 12.96± 8.14 11.11 ± 7.26 2.211 0.046* 0.591 
 40 ms 15.86 ± 9.74 14.36 ± 9.76 1.455 0.169 0.389 
 80 ms 16.52 ± 6.65 16.02 ± 6.04 0.561 0.585 0.150 
 140 ms 34.27 ± 21.26 30.36 ± 16.84 0.946 0.361 0.253 
  S1 S2 t(12) P-value ηp2 
H-reflex Standing rest 26.18 ± 10.72 28.87 ± 11.21 -0.720 0.486 -0.200 
 10 ms 24.81 ± 8.86 30.96 ± 9.15 -2.460 0.030* -0.682 
 40 ms 27.99 ± 11.22 30.32 ± 11.09 -0.765 0.459 -0.212 
 80 ms 38.29 ± 17.61 41.20 ± 14.72 -0.973 0.350 -0.270 
 140 ms 42.99 ± 21.46 47.92 ± 17.04 -1.303 0.217 0.362 
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 TABLE 3 Within-session test-retest reliability (between stimulation trials) of MEPs for 
both sessions (S1 and S2) are shown in the table with ICC and 95% confi-
dence interval. Coefficient of variance percentage (CV%) is shown as mean ± 
standard deviation. 

 
 

Within-session reliability of H-reflex responses showed to be good to excellent in 
both sessions and narrow 95% CI. Within-session CV% of H-reflex showed 
homoscedasticity when tested by Levene’s statistics (Table 4). 

 TABLE 4 Within-session test-retest reliability (between stimulation trials) of H-reflex 
for each session (S1 and S2) are shown in the table with ICC and 95% confi-
dence interval. Coefficient of variance percentage (CV%) is shown as mean ± 
standard deviation. 

 

 S1 
ICC [95% CI]  CV% 

Standing rest 0.953 [0.906, 0.982]  40.8 ± 14.5 
10 ms 0.927 [0.932, 0.993]  39.1 ± 25.8 
40 ms 0.964 [0.925, 0.987]  39.0 ± 23.1 
80 ms 0.957 [0.909, 0.985]  33.4 ± 17.8 
140 ms 0.983 [0.964, 0.994]  20.1 ± 8.0 
 S2 
 ICC [95% CI]  CV% 
Standing rest 0.934 [0.868, 0.975]  39.4 ± 11.7 
10 ms 0.915 [0.924, 0.987]  41.6 ± 17.5 
40 ms 0.960 [0.913, 0.986]  38.5 ± 20.7 
80 ms 0.854[0.694, 0.948]  35.0 ± 14.5 
140 ms 0.976 [0.950, 0.991]  22.7 ± 10.3 

 S1 
ICC [95% CI]  CV% 

Standing rest 0.985 [0.968, 0.995]  21.5 ± 9.8 
10 ms 0.945 [0.848, 0.989]  27.9 ± 11.8 
40 ms 0.945 [0.837, 0.991]  33.1 ± 12.7 
80 ms 0.979 [0.905, 0.999]  19.1 ± 11.7 
140 ms 0.974 [0.881, 0.999]  24.0 ± 16.7 
 S2 
 ICC [95% CI]  CV% 
Standing rest 0.986 [0.971, 0.995]  18.6 ± 5.9 
10 ms 0.956 [0.725, 1.000]  22.3 ± 8.0 
40 ms 0.994 [0.963, 1.000]  22.1 ± 9.8 
80 ms 0.874 [0.351, 0.997]  16.9 ± 8.6 
140 ms 0.965 [0.843, 0.999]  17.8 ± 8.3 
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5.2.3 Between-session test-retest reliability 

MEPs during standing rest demonstrated excellent test-retest reliability between 
sessions when considering the 95% CI (Table 5). During perturbation tasks, MEPs 
also showed excellent reliability (Table 5). From the Bland-Altman plot, the mean 
bias for MEPs at 10 ms time point (mean bias = 1.85%, 95% CI [-4.09, 7.80]; Figure 
11) and 40 ms time point (mean bias = 1.50%, 95% CI [-8.78, 11.79]; Figure 11) 
were similar. MEPs at 80 ms time point showed the lowest bias (mean bias = 
0.50%, 95% CI [-5.76, 6.77]; Figure 11), while MEPs of 140 ms time point 
demonstrated the highest bias and widest limits of agreement (mean bias = 3.91%, 
95% CI [-10.23, 18.04]; Figure 11). 

TABLE 5  Between-session test-retest reliability of MEPs (log-transformed data) with 
ICC and 95% confidence interval. Standard error of measurement (SEM) and 
minimal detectable change (MDC) is expressed in decimal form, which is the 
same as the original MEP data. 

 

FIGURE 11  Bland-Altman plot for MEPs responses during perturbation tasks between ses-
sions (S1 and S2). Each panel (10 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms, and 140 ms) shows the dif-
ference as a function of the average of the two testing sessions with dashed lines 
indicating the mean bias and 95% confidence intervals indicated by dot lines.  

Time point ICC [95% CI] SEM (%MMAX) MDC (%MMAX) 
Standing rest 0.932 [0.789, 0.978] 0.232 0.644 
10 ms 0.935 [0.811, 0.979] 0.210 0.581 
40 ms 0.928 [0.797, 0.977] 0.152 0.420 
80 ms 0.943 [0.777, 0.982] 0.032 0.088 
140 ms 0.947 [0.835, 0.983] 0.084 0.232 
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During standing rest, H-reflex demonstrated poor test-retest reliability, but 
during perturbation tasks, H-reflex showed moderate-to-good reliability. At the 
10 ms time point, ICC demonstrated a wider 95% CI compared to the other time 
points (Table 6). Meanwhile, H-reflex showed the highest bias at the 10 ms time 
point (mean bias = -6.149%, 95% CI [-23.81, 11.51]; Figure 12). Similar limits of 
agreement for H-reflex were observed at 40 ms (mean bias = -2.328%, 95% CI [-
23.82, 19.17]; Figure 12) and 80 ms time points (mean bias = -2.909%, 95% CI [-
24.02, 18.21]; Figure 12). However, H-reflex demonstrated its widest limits of 
agreement at the 140 ms time point (mean bias = -4.935, 95% CI [-31.68, 21.81]; 
Figure 12). 

TABLE 6 Between-session test-retest reliability of H-reflex (original data) with ICC and 
95% confidence interval. Standard error of measurement (SEM) and minimal 
detectable change (MDC) is expressed in decimal form, which is the same as 
the original H-reflex data. 

Time point ICC [95% CI] SEM (%MMAX) MDC (%MMAX) 
Standing rest 0.475 [-0.771, 0.841] 0.071 0.169 
10 ms 0.626 [-0.079, 0.881] 0.158 0.378 
40 ms 0.720 [0.086, 0.914] 0.063 0.151 
80 ms 0.887 [0.644, 0.965] 0.071 0.169 
140 ms 0.865 [0.577, 0.958] 0.126 0.302 

 

 

FIGURE 12  Bland-Altman plot for H-reflex during perturbation tasks between sessions (S1 
and S2). Each panel (10 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms, and 140 ms) shows the difference as 
a function of the average of the two testing sessions with dashed lines indicat-
ing the mean bias and 95% confidence intervals indicated by dot lines. 
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5.3 Balance control performance after short-term translational 
perturbation training (Experiment II)  

dCOP (mm/(m*kg)) and vCOP ((mm/s)/(m*kg)) of Pre, Act, and Rec were 
analysed to explore balance performance in anterior-posterior direction before, 
during, and after the onset of balance platform movement, respectively (Figure 
13). Both dCOP and vCOP at all phases decreased significantly from PS1 to PS3 
(Table 7). Standard deviation of the COP displacement demonstrated significant 
decrease at PS3 compared to PS1 (PS1: 0.16 ± 0.05; PS3: 0.13 ± 0.06, t (13) = 2.741, P = 
0.017). 

TABLE 7 COP displacement (mm/(m*kg)) and COP velocity ((mm/s)/(m*kg)) in Pre, 
Act, and Rec phases are shown with t-value and P-value of the paired t-test. 
Significant differences between time are denoted by ‘*’ (P < 0.05) and ‘**’ (P < 
0.001). 

 

  PS1 PS3 Mean dif-
ference t (13) P-value Hedge’s g 

dCOP Pre 0.09 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.04 0.01 2.177 0.049* 0.217 
 Act 1.14 ± 0.34 1.01 ± 0.27 0.13 2.483 0.027* 0.395 
 Rec 0.64 ± 0.21 0.44 ± 0.18 0.20 4.642 < 0.001** 0.995 
vCOP Pre 0.16 ± 0.08 0.13 ± 0.06 0.03 2.951 0.011* 0.429 
 Act 1.59 ± 0.57 1.31 ± 0.40 0.28 3.212 0.007* 0.548 
 Rec 0.97 ± 0.35 0.66 ± 0.29 0.31 5.405 < 0.001** 0.928 
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FIGURE 13 Average COP displacement (dCOP) and velocity (vCOP). The signal diagram 
(bottom part) shows the displacement of the perturbation platform movement 
(negative value means the platform moved backward).  
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5.4 Corticospinal modulation after short-term translational per-
turbation training (Experiment II) 

5.4.1 Corticospinal excitability  

There was no significant difference demonstrated in MMAX, HMAX / MMAX, or 
MVC (Table 8). 

TABLE 8   Between sessions results of maximum M-wave (MMAX), maximum H-reflex 
and M-wave ratio (HMAX / MMAX), and maximum voluntary contraction force 
(MVC). 

 PS1 PS3 t(13) P-value 
MMAX (mV) 6.8 ± 1.3 6.6 ± 1.5 0.907 0.381 
HMAX / MMAX  (%) 48.5 ± 16.2 47.4 ± 18.2 0.279 0.785 
MVC (Nm) 1756.9 ± 480.9 1813.7 ± 480.9 -2.070 0.059 

 
A significant main effect for time was observed in MEP (F (1.118, 30.897) = 39.355, P < 
0.001, ηp2 = 0.602; Figure 14A), but there was no main effect for session (F (1, 26) = 

0.817, P = 0.374, ηp2 = 0.031) or session × time interaction (F (1.118, 30.897) = 0.267, P = 
0.650, ηp2 = 0.010). However, significant differences over time were observed 
from 40 ms to 140 ms (P < 0.001). In addition, MEP during the standing rest was 
lower than 40 ms (P = 0.012) and 140 ms (P < 0.001). Background EMG values 
demonstrated significant increase at 140 ms compared to other times (Figure 14B).  
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FIGURE 14 A: Motor evoked potential (MEP) and B: background EMG between sessions 
(PS1 and PS3). Three different times (standing rest, 40 ms, and 140 ms) were 
shown in the x-axis. Symbols represent the MEP values of individual subjects 
and bar charts represent the Background EMG activities. Significant differ-
ences between time are denoted by ‘*’ (P < 0.05) and ‘**’ (P < 0.001). 

Similarly, no between session difference was shown in H-reflex (F (1,26) = 0.048, P 
= 0.828, ηp2 = 0.002; Figure 15A) or session × time interaction (F (1.273,33.099) = 0.638, 
P = 0.466, ηp2 = 0.024). However, a significant main effect over time was observed 
(F (1.273,33.099) = 36.269, P < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.582). Post hoc tests showed increased H-
reflex from 40 ms to 140 ms (P < 0.001). In addition, H-reflex during the standing 
rest was lower than 140 ms (P < 0.001). Background EMG values demonstrated 
an increase at 140 ms compared with the other times (P < 0.001; Figure 15B). 
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FIGURE 15  A: H-reflex and B: background EMG between sessions (PS1 and PS3). Three 
different times (standing rest, 40 ms, and 140 ms) were shown in the x-axis, in 
which symbols represent H-reflex values of individual subjects and bar charts 
represent the Background EMG activities. Significant differences between time 
are denoted by ‘*’ (P < 0.05) and ‘**’ (P < 0.001). 

A significant main effect for time was observed in the MEP / H-reflex ratio (F 
(1.592，41.397) = 37.174, P < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.588; Figure 16), but there was no main effect 
for session (F (1, 26) = 0.541, P = 0.469, ηp2 = 0.020) or session × time interaction (F 
(1.592, 41.397) = 0.704, P = 0.469, ηp2 = 0.026). Post hoc tests demonstrated an enhanced 
MEP / H- reflex ratio from standing rest to 40 ms (P < 0.001) and standing rest to 
140 ms (P < 0.001). 
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FIGURE 16  MEP / H-reflex ratio. Three different times (standing rest, 40 ms, and 140 ms) 
were shown in the x-axis. Symbols represent the values of individual subjects, 
while the mean values with standard deviation bars are also depicted. Statis-
tical significance is denoted by ‘**’ (P < 0.001). 

 

5.4.2 Muscle activity during perturbation 

Figure 17 shows soleus (A), gastrocnemius (B), and tibialis anterior (C) muscle 
activity during translational perturbation in PS1 and PS3.  
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FIGURE 17  Muscle activity during balance perturbation. The average EMG from all sub-
jects in perturbation trials without stimulation (A: soleus; B: gastrocnemius; C: 
tibialis anterior).  
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Specifically, RMS of soleus EMG activity did not demonstrate a significant be-
tween-session difference in perturbation trials without stimulation. Soleus activ-
ity was lower at the 40–60 ms window (PS1: 0.53 ± 0.20%, PS3: 0.47 ± 0.21%) when 
compared to the 140–160 ms window (PS1: 1.32 ± 0.64%, PS3: 1.27 ± 0.52%; P < 
0.001; Figure 18), where these windows match the timings of the stimulations.  

Since Background EMG was calculated before the stimulations, correlations 
between EMG activity during no-stimulation trials and MEP and H-reflex ampli-
tudes were also calculated. A positive correlation was observed between EMG 
activity (40 ms-60 ms) and H-reflex (r = 0.500, P = 0.007), but not with MEP (r = 
0.161, P = 0.412) at 40 ms. On the contrary, EMG activity showed a positive cor-
relation with MEP (r = 0.501, P = 0.007), but not H-reflex (r = 0.241, P = 0.218) at 
140 ms. 

 

 

FIGURE 18  Root mean square of soleus EMG during balance perturbation. soleus EMG in 
every 20 ms window from ankle movement (0 ms) to 180 ms as zoomed in 
from the dashed square of Figure 17A. Statistical significance is denoted by ‘**’ 
(P < 0.001). Note: There are other significant differences between the time win-
dows which are not marked in the figure since the focus was 40-60 ms and 140-
60 ms windows.  

5.4.3 Correlations between changes in spinal/corticospinal excitability and 
balance performance 

Figure 19 showed the correlations between changes in the displacement of COP 
and MEP and H-reflex at 40 ms time points. Δ MEP at 40 ms demonstrated a 
significant and positive correlation with Δ dCOP in Rec (Figure 19C). However, 
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Δ H-reflex at 40 ms demonstrated a significant and negative correlation with the 
Δ dCOP during the Pre (Figure 19D). 

 

FIGURE 19 Correlation between changes of MEP / H-relfex and COP displacement 
(dCOP). ‘▵’ shows correlation between Δ MEP with Δ dCOP at Pre (A), Act 
(B), and Rec (C); ‘▴’ shows correlation between Δ H-reflex with Δ dCOP at 
Pre (D), Act (E), and Rec (F).  
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5.5 Corticospinal excitability between skill and endurance train-
ing athletes during rotational perturbation tasks (Experiment 
III) 

There were no differences between groups in training years (endurance group: 
11 ± 3 years; skill group: 13 ± 3 years), rMT (endurance group: 54 ± 7% stimulator 
output; skill group: 47 ± 8% stimulator output) or MVC (endurance group: 297 ± 
67 Nm; skill group: 227 ± 86 Nm). 

5.5.1 Single-pulse MEPs 

MEPAVG results demonstrated a significant main effect for condition (F (1.971, 33.51) 

= 83.908, P < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.832; Figure 20B), but there was no main effect for the 
group (F (1, 17) = 0.532, P = 0.476, ηp2 = 0.030; Figure 20A) and no group × condition 
interaction (F (1.971, 33.51) = 1.88, P = 0.169, ηp2 = 0.100). MEPAVG in the endurance 
group was 1.6 ± 0.8 %MMAX (Onset), 10.7 ± 9.4 %MMAX (SLR), 2.1 ± 1.3 %MMAX 
(p120), and 10.0 ± 5.0 %MMAX (a120). MEPAVG in the skill group was 1.7 ± 
1.0 %MMAX (Onset), 14.4 ± 6.4 %MMAX (SLR), 2.7 ± 1.8 %MMAX (p120), and 8.9 ± 
5.9 %MMAX (a120).  

Significant differences between conditions were observed from Onset to 
SLR, SLR to p120, p120 to a120, and Onset to a120 for both groups (P < 0.001; 
Figure 20B), In addition, there was a significant difference between Onset and 
p120 (P = 0.005), SLR and a120 (P = 0.024) in the skill group only (Figure 20B). 
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FIGURE 20  Average MEP value (MEPAVG) between-groups (A) and within-groups (B). 

(A) There was no difference shown in MEPAVG between groups. Individual 
values are shown with shape symbols (‘○’ = endurance group, ‘△’ = skill 
group). The signal of stretch reflex and MEP is from a single TMS trial of one 
representative participant. (B) In the skill group, there were differences 
between each condition. Individual values are showed with shape symbols (‘○’ 
= Onset, ‘□’ = SLR, ‘△’ = p120, ‘◇’ =a120). 
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There was a strong correlation between MVC and Onset MEPAVG in the skill 
group (r = 0.790, P = 0.007, N = 10; Figure 21), but no relationship was observed 
for the endurance group (r = -0.417, P = 0.265, N = 9).  

 

FIGURE 21  Correlation between MVC and average MEP value (MEPAVG). Scatter plot of 
MVC and MEPAVG of Onset condition in two groups (‘+’ = endurance group, 
‘○’ = skill group). Data from the skill group (N = 10) showed a positive corre-
lation (P = 0.007). Data from the endurance group (N = 9) did not reach statis-
tical significance (P = 0.265).  

SR / MEPAVG ratio revealed that the increase in MEPAVG from Onset to SLR was 
partly affected by the presence of stretch reflex, and there were no differences 
between two groups (endurance = 1.8 ± 0.8; skill = 1.3 ± 1.0). However, the 
correlation of MEPAVG and stretch reflex showed a strong relationship in the 
endurance group (r = 0.733, P = 0.025, N = 9; Figure 22), but not in the skill group 
(r = 0.212, P = 0.556, N = 10; Figure 22). 
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FIGURE 22 Correlation between stretch reflex and average MEP value (MEPAVG). Scatter 
plot of stretch reflex and MEPAVG in two groups (‘+’ = endurance group, ‘○’ = 
skill group). There was a significant positive correlation observed in the en-
durance group (P = 0.025), but not in the skill group (P = 0.556). 

 

5.5.2 Paired-pulse MEPs 

SICI showed a significant main effect for condition (F (3, 42) = 5.154, P = 0.004, ηp2 
= 0.269), but not between groups (F (1, 14) = 0.409, P = 0.533, ηp2 =0.028) nor group 
× condition interaction (F (3, 42) = 1.074, P = 0.370, ηp2 = 0.071). Post-hoc (Bonferroni) 
tests for SICI did not reveal significant differences between conditions for each 
group separately.  

ICF showed a significant main effect for condition (F (3, 45) = 4.64, P = 0.007, 
ηp2 = 0.236) and for the group (F (1, 15) = 6.163, P = 0.025, ηp2 = 0.291). There was 
no group × condition interaction (F (3, 45) = 0.455, P = 0.715, ηp2 = 0.029). However, 
one-way ANOVA for ICF did not show significant differences between 
conditions in either group nor differences between groups observed for any 
condition by t-test (Table 9). 

TABLE 9  Short-intracortical inhibition (SICI) and intracortical facilitation (ICF) at dif-
ferent conditions (mean ± standard deviation).  

 SICI ICF 
 Endurance 

 
Skill group Endurance 

 
Skill group 

Onset 51 ± 21 % 46 ± 28 % 166 ± 90 % 185 ± 51 % 
SLR 67 ± 23 % 115 ± 40 % 98 ± 32 % 140 ± 56 % 
p120 69 ± 32 % 69 ± 37 % 150 ± 34 % 158 ± 43 % 
a120 94 ± 36 % 87 ± 27 % 115 ± 35 % 130 ± 36 % 
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6.1 Test-retest reliability of using TMS and H-reflex in ankle 
translational perturbation tasks. 

The TMS setup in translational perturbation tasks (Experiment I and II) was 
innovative (Figure 7). Since MEP amplitude is sensitive to the position of the 
stimulation hotspot, it is necessary to test the stability and reliability of this setup 
at the beginning. Thus, a preliminary motion capture assessment was conducted 
to examine the relative movement between the subject’s head and the TMS coil. 
In the pre-study, the TMS coil and its handle were considered a rigid body, 
rotating around the centre point of the head. Two markers on the upper and 
lower part of the handle were used to estimate the movement of the coil. Because 
the coil was below the lower marker, the movement of the coil could be 
considered to be less than the markers range of movement, which was less than 
5 mm on the x-, y-, and z-axis. From the study of TMS coil location accuracy with 
a function-guided navigation system, a 2-5 mm distance around the initially 
defined hotspot resulted in good accuracy of MEPs, and changes in coil location 
within a 5 mm distance had no significant effect on MEP amplitude (De Goede 
et al., 2018). This supports the assertion that the stability of the TMS coil during 
perturbation tasks provided accurate MEP values in the present study. In recent 
pilot experiment, the reliability of the same TMS setup was tested using a 
neuronavigational TMS system and revealed a good match between the two coil 
tracking methods (unpublished observation).  

In Experiment I, paired t-tests were used to test any systematic differences 
in MEPs and H-reflexes between sessions. The results demonstrated higher H-
reflex amplitude in S2 at 10 ms time point (S1: 24.8 %MMAX; S2: 31.0 %MMAX) with 
lower MEP (S1: 13.0 %MMAX; S2: 11.1 %MMAX). The observed MEP or H-reflex 
amplitude changes were lower than the between-session MDC, which indicates 
that the between-session differences may result from the inherent variability of 
MEPs/H-reflex or noise in the measurements. Therefore, to enhance the 
reliability of the obtained results and minimize the potential influence of learning 

6 DISCUSSION 
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effects, it is recommended that at least two familiarizing perturbation sets should 
be performed prior to the first measurement session and reduce the number of 
repeated perturbations in a single session.  

TMS measurement demonstrated strong test-retest reliability in both 
between- and within-session, during standing rest and translational perturbation 
tasks (ICC > 0.80). The highest test-retest reliability and lowest between-trial 
variability were observed at 140 ms time point, which is defined as a voluntary 
activation phase. It indicates that MEPs are more reliable while the contribution 
of voluntary activation of the muscles is increasing compared with the low 
voluntary muscle activity at the early response time points during perturbation 
tasks or muscles at rest. This finding is supported by data from Tallent et al., 
(2012), in which they showed higher reliability of MEPs in active muscle than 
passive muscle. Similarly, Darling et al.’s (2006) study has shown that less 
variance was observed with more muscle activation. On the other hand, sensory 
inputs (vestibular, vision, proprioception) may influence the excitability of motor 
units in the corticospinal pathway more during standing rest and early time 
points after perturbation and, therefore, the variability of MEPs increases 
(Darling et al., 2006). Because of this typical between-trial variability, which was 
also shown in Experiment I (within-session CV% = 16.9-46.1) mean MEP values 
from several individual trials should be examined. Although Goldsworthy et al. 
(2016) suggested that 20 ~ 30 trials may be optimal for estimating MEPs in the 
first dorsal interosseous, other TMS studies have shown good reliability with 
fewer stimulation trials (Bastani & Jaberzadeh, 2012; van Hedel et al., 2007), 
which indicates that the reliability of MEPs fluctuates in different experimental 
protocols and it might be muscle-specific (Cavaleri et al., 2017). Eight to ten trials 
showed excellent reliability (ICC > 0.81) in MEPs of the tibialis anterior muscle 
of stroke patients (Beaulieu et al., 2017). Lewis et al. (2014) demonstrated good 
reliability (ICC > 0.80) in soleus muscle in healthy subjects by averaging only six 
MEPs. According to Cavaleri et al.’s (2017) study, a mean value of ten trials is 
required to produce consistent condensed reliability, and five trials are the lowest 
number to achieve excellent within-session reliability. It seems MEPs in lower 
limb muscles appear to be more reliable than those in upper limb muscles. 
Therefore, five to ten trials of TMS would be applicable for lower limb muscles 
research. Based on the results of Experiment I, MEPs of a single subject at every 
time point were analysed from eight backward perturbation trials, and the 
average value was calculated (seven to eight trials) after removing outliers. To 
the best of the author’s knowledge, there is only one previous TMS study that 
has used this method (Hosel & Tremblay, 2021). Since ICC of MEPs demonstrated 
good-to-excellent within-session (between trials) reliability, calculating average 
MEP amplitude from eight TMS stimulation trials and removing outlier MEPs 
beyond 2.5 SD (maximum one outlier in the present results) could be considered 
sufficient in reducing MEP between-trial variability and producing a reliable 
TMS procedure in corresponding perturbation tasks. 

H-reflex demonstrated better test-retest reliability in translational 
perturbation tasks than during standing rest; ICC, SEM, and MDC, and within-
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session reliability were extremely robust. Similar results that revealed high 
stability between stimulation trials but lower reliability between the sessions 
were found in a previous study (Handcock et al., 2001). The possible reasons 
include more irregular body sway or various lack of attention issues during 
standing rest compared with more regular body movements and better focus 
during perturbation tasks. Compared with the standing position, previous 
studies with subjects who were in a supine or prone position revealed high 
reliability for the soleus H-reflex (Hopkins et al., 2000; Palmieri et al., 2002), 
which indicated that the H-reflex reliability may also relate to the body position 
used in the protocol. Better reliability was shown at 80 ms (ICC = 0.89) and 140 
ms (ICC = 0.87) time points than at 10 ms (ICC = 0.63) and 40 ms (ICC = 0.72) 
time points, even though the reliability in the latter two conditions is still 
considered acceptable (Portney & Watkins, 2009). The within-session reliability 
was generally better than between sessions. This observation implies that five 
successful stimulations are sufficient to be utilized for H-reflex measurements in 
translational perturbation tasks. Calculating average from eight to ten trials may 
provide greater reliability between the sessions. However, it should be noted that 
increasing the number of perturbation trials with stimulation might induce the 
risk of fatigue and learning effects. It is not surprising that high reliability of H-
reflex in soleus muscle was shown between stimulation trials since previous 
studies from different body positions have also reported similar high-reliability 
values and suggested that four to five stimulations are needed to obtain reliable 
results (Al Amer et al., 2020; Hopkins et al., 2000). Although the stimulation 
intensity and body position were different, results in Experiment I showed 
important information about reliability of using the H-reflex method in ankle 
translational perturbation tasks. 

6.2 Motor skill performance improves after one session of pertur-
bation training 

COP is an important parameter to evaluate balance performance in balance tasks 
(Zemková, 2011). In a previous study of balance ability between young and older 
adults, the older subjects showed larger peak COP displacement which implied 
poorer balance control ability during perturbation (Piirainen et al., 2013). Since 
the body always sways mostly in the anterior and posterior direction during 
forward/backward translational perturbation tasks, the anterior-posterior 
direction of COP movement in Experiments I and II was of interest. In 
Experiment I, the COP displacement and velocity were analysed only for the 
backward movement of the platform. COP displacement and velocity did not 
differ significantly between the two measurement sessions in terms of the Act- 
phase, indicating the high reliability of COP during the active translational 
perturbation phase between sessions. However, the velocity of COP during the 
Pre- and Rec-phases, as well as the maximum COP displacement during Rec- 
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phase was considerably reduced in S2. The results suggest that there was less 
body sway in S2 before the perturbation and after the perturbation ended 
compared to S1. 

In Experiment II, a key distinction from Experiment I was that one 
perturbation training session was placed in between two TMS/H-reflex 
measurement sessions. An adaptive process was observed as sway reduction in 
both COP displacement and velocity during perturbation tasks after training. In 
addition, variability of COP decreased, as shown by the reduction of standard 
deviation of the COP after training, suggesting that there was less inconsistency 
in body sway. The study of Tjernström et al. (2002) suggested that previous 
experience with balance testing helped the subjects to refine their strategies to 
maintain balance and, thus adaptive motor learning can be induced by 
challenging postural disturbance training but not by training of fewer 
perturbations or lower amplitude. It is in line with results of this thesis that one 
extra perturbation training session can significantly contribute to improved 
balance control.  

During translational perturbation tasks, both feedback control, which 
occurs in response to sensory feedback, and feedforward control, which refers to 
anticipation of a voluntary movement, are involved in postural control (Dietz et 
al., 1993). In the results from Experiment I, balance control ability was already 
partially learned from S1 to S2, in which the COP decreased in Pre- and Rec- 
phases in S2. It is well-known that feedforward control is an internal model for 
accuracy, which does not need a feedback loop and is more related to anticipation 
and voluntary activation (Kawato, 1999). Therefore, feedforward control may 
have improved and contributed to the balance control from S1 to S2. On the other 
hand, feedback control needs information from sensory afferents, which occurs 
in Act- phase. Results from Experiment II demonstrated that one more training 
session was needed for the balance performance improvement in the Act- phase. 
This may imply that feedback control is more involved in the balance control 
improvement after training. Similar results were demonstrated in the study by 
Alizadehsaravi et al. (2021) that balance training induced feedback control 
improvement during perturbation in older adults. In predictable situations (e.g., 
aiming tasks, same direction balance perturbation), movement control shifts 
from feedback to feedforward during the skill acquisition, and the learner 
becomes less dependent on feedback control (Kasuga et al., 2015; Teixeira et al., 
2020). However, in unpredictable situations (e.g., random direction balance 
perturbation), feedforward compensations are less effective (Pavol & Pai, 2002). 
This may imply that in translational perturbation tasks, motor control from 
feedback may play a more crucial role than feedforward control.  
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6.3 Short-term perturbation training induces neural adaptation 

6.3.1 Neural modulation during ankle translational perturbation 

The time consumption of early cortical somatosensory potentials evoked by tibial 
electrical stimulation has been demonstrated to be about 40 ms (Fellows et al., 
1993). The centre processing time from the somatosensory cortex to the M1 has 
been measured to be about 18 ms in the representative area of the soleus muscle 
(Kumpulainen et al., 2012). In Experiment II, we observed that the MEP latency, 
which demonstrates the neural transformation from the M1 to the soleus muscle, 
is 35 ms on average. According to the calculating method by Mrachacz-Kersting 
et al.’s study (2006), M1 contribution to ankle stretch and, thus, activation of the 
soleus muscle should not arrive earlier than 93 ms (i.e., 93 ms = 40 ms + 18 ms + 
35 ms). Therefore, in Experiments I and II, from ankle movement onset to 100 ms 
(early phase) can be considered to represent subcortical control, and 100 ms (late 
phase) onwards can be considered as cortical control phase. 

MEPs were demonstrated to increase already in 40 ms in Experiment I and 
II, which is too soon for a cortical response following proprioceptive processing 
as mentioned previously. It may relate to subjects’ anticipation or feedforward 
control, even though the perturbation system gave random anterior or posterior 
perturbations. However, it should be noted that MEPs did not increase at the 
onset of ankle movement compared to the standing rest phase, which, on the 
other hand, might imply that anticipation-induced increases in corticospinal 
excitability may not exist. Then again, feedforward control is driven by the 
internal model for accuracy, which does not need a proprioceptive loop (Kawato, 
1999). Therefore, feedforward control, but not likely the anticipation, could 
explain the increased MEPs without H-reflex changes at a 40 ms time point 
during perturbation. 

In the later perturbation phase, contribution of cortical drive during balance 
control is known to increase (Taube et al., 2008). In the study of Mierau and 
colleagues (2015), a negative potential (N1) was recorded by 
electroencephalography over the centro-parietal cortical area at 100–200 ms after 
the perturbation onset. N1 is addressed as reflex cortical processing, which is 
related to perturbation amplitude and postural threat. Meanwhile, the N1 
amplitude demonstrated a positive correlation with EMG activity of the 
gastrocnemius muscle after 100 ms. A similar positive correlation was observed 
in Experiment II between EMG activity (140–160 ms) and MEP (140 ms phase). It 
suggests that cortical level neural activity is strongly related to muscle activity 
during the later phases of translational perturbation.  

Since MEP and H-reflex amplitude is highly influenced by background 
EMG, increased MEP and H-reflex values may be explained by increased 
motoneuron excitability from 40 ms to 140 ms. On the other hand, this study 
showed a positive correlation between EMG activity and H-reflex at 40 ms, and 
between EMG activity and MEP at 140 ms. This implies that the motoneuron 
excitability relates to H-reflex at the early phase (i.e., SLR), but the reliance of 
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MEP on motoneuron excitability was more likely at the later phase (i.e., after 
LLR). Nevertheless, the strength of the correlation was moderate (r2 = 0.25) with 
other factors contributing most of the variance. Therefore, when a potential 
decreasing MEP/H-reflex ratio was demonstrated in the results, it can be thought 
to be because of reduced cortical excitability after one training session. A 
previous study from Taube et al., (2006) showed a similar conclusion since 
conditioned H-reflex by MEP decreased after balance training. 

6.3.2 Neural adaptation after one session of perturbation training 

TMS-induced MEP amplitude demonstrates neural excitability in the whole 
corticospinal loop. Therefore, the neural adaptation that is explained by MEP 
changes after perturbation training may occur at cortical and/or subcortical 
levels. 

LTP and its shift to synaptogenesis are important mechanisms for motor 
skill learning processes (Cooke & Bliss, 2006; Kleim et al., 2004). Depending on 
the complexity of motor tasks, synaptogenesis needs several repeated training 
sessions (Carey et al., 2005). Animal studies, such as one by Kleim et al. (2004), 
have shown that cortical synaptogenesis occurred after ten days of repeated 
training. In human studies, Rosenkranz et al. (2007), demonstrated evidence of 
synaptogenesis after five training sessions. In this thesis, non-significant changes 
in MEPs were demonstrated before and after training in Experiment II. This 
suggests that the number of training sessions may not have been sufficient to 
induce morphological changes, resulting in incomplete motor skill learning in 
some subjects (3 out of 14 subjects showed increased dCOP). However, Shah’s 
study (2008) showed that the information regarding repetitive and learned 
movements is stored in the basal ganglia, accessible through cortical and 
subcortical connections when needed. A study by Mouthon and Taube (2019) 
found that two weeks, including six balance training sessions, led to increased 
intracortical inhibition, which correlated to improved balance control 
performance. Additionally, Lauber, et al. (2018) showed that SICI increased 
during the initial balance training stages but then returned to baseline as training 
progressed. Researchers also proposed that there may be a high level of cortical 
drive at the beginning of balance training, and then shifts to a subcortical level 
once balance control has been acquired (Logan, 1979). Only single-pulse TMS 
was used in Experiment II of this thesis, which makes it impossible to explore 
cortical inhibition or facilitation after training. To gain a more comprehensive 
understanding of intracortical inhibition and facilitation behaviour during 
balance perturbation tasks, future research should consider using paired-pulse 
TMS. 

It should also be noted that the modulation of automaticity-related neural 
excitability may occur at the spinal level, according to the modulation of H-reflex 
to the demands of the task (Adkins et al., 2006). Previous studies have shown 
decreasing soleus H-reflex amplitude when human body balance is challenged. 
For example, from lying to standing (Mynark & Koceja, 2002), or from standing 
to walking (Capaday & Stein, 1986). In this thesis study, reduced dCOP and 
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vCOP after training indicated that balance control ability was improved after 
perturbation training. It also suggested that maintaining balance was not as 
challenging as before, which may indicate why the MEP / H-reflex ratio in the 
majority of subjects (12 out of 14) was lower after training. A similar finding has 
been shown in a previous study. Penzer et al.  (2015) found decreased MEP slope 
and increased H-reflex slope of the input-output curve following two times per 
week in six weeks of balance training in older adults. It suggested an increased 
efficacy of Ia afferents and a decrease in corticospinal excitability. This is 
consistent with thesis results that showed increased H-reflex while MEP 
decreased at 140 ms. However, neural adaptation at the spinal level is related to 
the duration of training and the age of subjects. For example, four weeks balance 
training period induced decreasing H-reflex in quiescent muscle (Gruber et al., 
2007; Taube et al., 2007), which may be caused by supraspinal influence on 
presynaptic inhibition of Ia afferent fibres. A recent systematic review 
demonstrated that the soleus H-reflex consistently decreases in younger people, 
while it is less affected or increases in older people after balance training (Sun et 
al., 2022). Therefore, mechanisms of balance training-induced corticospinal 
adaptation seem to be not fully resolved, and contradictory results in the studies 
may be related to differences in the duration of training, motor tasks, and the age 
of the participants. 

Automaticity refers to the ability to perform automated tasks with minimal 
or no interference from demanding secondary tasks (Logan, 1979). Depending on 
the motor task some studies have linked reduced cortical activity to movement 
‘automaticity’ (Hempel et al., 2004; Jansma et al., 2001). For example, a functional 
magnetic resonance imaging study by Wu et al. (2004) demonstrated that when 
the motor task becomes automatic, the related motor network becomes more 
efficient and cortical areas, such as premotor cortex, cingulate cortex, left caudate 
nucleus participate less in executing automatic condition. On the other hand, an 
increase or more complex redistribution of activity in different brain regions has 
been suggested as well (Poldrack & Gabrieli, 2001). A study on visuomotor 
control revealed that early performance gains are strongly influenced by 
prefrontal-caudate interactions, whereas as the task becomes more automatic, 
later performance gains rely more on subcortical circuit activity (Floyer-Lea & 
Matthews, 2004). This research found a positive correlation between ∆ MEP (40 
ms) and ∆ dCOP (Rec), but a negative correlation between ∆ H-reflex (40 ms) and 
∆ dCOP (Pre), suggesting that decreased COP displacement may be associated 
with reduced corticospinal excitability and increased spinal excitability. Taube et 
al. (2007) also demonstrated a negative correlation between balance performance 
improvement and changes in TMS-conditioned H-reflex following sensorimotor 
training, indicating reduced corticospinal input to the soleus muscle, which 
aligns with current findings. A study by Bakker et al. (2021) found that 30 min 
balance training improved balance performance, but no neural adaptation, such 
as altered MEP amplitude or increased SICI as hypothesized, was observed. 
Researchers speculated that the motor adaptation process after motor learning 
might be influenced by the subcritical area, potentially within the cerebellum and 
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basal ganglia (Bakker et al., 2021; Doyon & Benali, 2005). Considering the lack of 
MEP or H-reflex changes in this thesis study before and after training, and the 
relationship of Δ MEP and Δ H-reflex with Δ dCOP at the 40 ms time point, it is 
reasonable to infer that subcortical circuit activity may play an important role in 
balance control, which induces improved balance performance following 
perturbation training.  

6.4 Neural adaptation responses to rotational perturbation de-
pends on the training background  

6.4.1 Neural modulation in the early phase of rotational perturbation be-
tween skill- and endurance- trained athletes 

Experiment III in this thesis focused on long-term training (i.e., skill- and 
endurance- trained athletes), and neural adaptation revealed by rotational 
perturbation. By using rotational perturbation in a sitting position, a more 
controlled/standardized experimental environment was ensured. SLR here can 
be considered as a purer stretch reflex than in standing since there is less cortical 
modulation from the descending pathway. Therefore, MEPs elicited by TMS 
during SLR and after SLR would demonstrate inherent differential corticospinal 
and intracortical modulation between groups. During the early phase (SLR) 
following rotational perturbation, the ratio of stretch reflex amplitude and 
MEPAVG revealed by TMS has an additive effect on EMG response during 
rotational perturbation. The ratio in each group (endurance group = 1.8, skill 
group: = 1.3) showed no between-group differences, indicating that corticospinal 
excitability was not specifically enhanced in either group during spinal reaction 
phase. This result matches what has been found previously in that no 
corticospinal modulation occurred when SLR was elicited in the tibialis anterior 
or soleus muscles (Petersen et al., 1998; Taube et al., 2006). However, MEPAVG 
showed a strong positive correlation with stretch reflex in the endurance group 
only at the SLR time point. This implies that the monosynaptic spinal loop likely 
contributes more to corticospinal excitability than the supraspinal loop in the fast 
response phase after ankle rotational perturbation in the endurance group. There 
were indeed some individuals in the endurance group specifically adapted for 
high excitability post-stretch. However, the lack of between-group differences 
may have been due to high within-group variance and low sample size. It is 
speculated that training-specific sensorimotor control may induce neural 
adaptation differently. For example, while both long-distance running and 
swimming are defined as endurance training, there is obviously less rapid ankle 
perturbations in swimming compared to running. This difference between sports 
may affect the responsiveness of spinal motoneurons on Ia afferent input. This 
proposal is in line with a previous study that long-term trained endurance 
runners demonstrated higher neural excitability at the spinal level (Ogawa et al., 
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2012), but on the contrary, low spinal excitability has been observed in superficial 
cyclists (Bertschinger et al., 2021). 

The ankle rotational perturbation-induced stretch reflex is an important 
part of proprioceptive processing induced by lengthening soleus muscle. As 
mentioned before, it is generally acknowledged that SLR is provided 
predominantly by the spinal pathway and that transcortical feedback is involved 
after SLR (Dietz et al., 1984; Mrachacz-Kersting et al., 2006). However, the 
outcomes of SICI in Experiment III indicated that there was modulation of 
cortical inhibitory processing already during SLR in the skill group. It has been 
known that cortical inhibition is reduced before a voluntary action (Reynolds & 
Ashby, 1999). However, it is important to emphasize that no voluntary muscular 
activity occurred before or after SLR had abated in the passive trials of 
Experiment III. This prompts the consideration of a ‘priming’ mechanism in the 
skill group to modulate top-down responses since subjects could anticipate when 
the rapid perturbation came. This is supported by other research, which 
demonstrated cortical inhibition decreasing without changes in spinal neuronal 
excitability during an anticipatory postural task (Chiou et al., 2018). Additionally, 
a study by Wälchli et al. (2017), using TMS and H-reflex measurement, illustrated 
that intracortical inhibition is reduced during the preparatory phase when 
individuals expect a perturbation to happen. These studies suggested cortical 
inhibition ‘release’ during anticipating situations, which is in line with the result 
shown in the skill group in this thesis. 

At the SLR time point, increased intracortical inhibition was observed in the 
endurance group (SICI: 67% of test MEP) but not in the skill group (SICI: 115% 
of test MEP). In addition, SICI showed inhibition (<100% of test MEP) at all 
passive conditions (i.e., Onset, SLR, and p120) in the endurance group, which 
implies that intracortical inhibition was maintained during ankle rotational 
perturbation. This finding seems to contradict a previous study by Singh et al. 
(2014), which showed that aerobic training increased cortical facilitation and 
decreased inhibition at rest. However, it is essential to note that the increased 
intracortical inhibition in the endurance group was specifically observed during 
SLR. It is possible that the Ia afferent input modulated SICI amplitude in this case. 
When considering the correlation found between stretch reflex and MEPs in the 
endurance group, the findings suggested that endurance athletes might rely 
more on spinal mechanisms and have lower cortical reliance. According to 
Mouthon and Taube (2019), the role of enhanced intracortical inhibition is 
believed to avoid unnecessary coactivation during motor control tasks. Since 
endurance training includes long-term repetitive movements reflective of motor 
technique learning (Adkins et al., 2006), maintaining cortical inhibition and 
reduced corticospinal excitability may benefit reducing unnecessary coactivation 
and lead to more efficient movements. On the other hand, the skill group 
demonstrated more variability in SICI during the entire process of ankle 
rotational perturbation, which included ‘facilitation’ at the SLR time point and 
inhibition at other time points. It implied a wider range of modulatory capacity 
at the cortical level in the skill group, which possibly related to their ability to 
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learn complex motor tasks and new motor skills. Previous research has shown 
that ability to modulate SICI is crucial for behavioural function, and limiting the 
ability of SICI modulation is related to behavioural function declines (e.g., 
balance performance) by aging (Heise et al., 2014; Papegaaij et al., 2016). 
Additionally, a greater capacity for inhibitory modulation can be essential for 
learning complex motor tasks (Taube et al., 2020). In the present study, higher 
variability of SICI during passive ankle perturbation suggests a wider 
modulatory capacity range in the skill group and, thus, it may relate to long-term 
new motor skill learning and complex motor skill training.     

6.4.2 Neural modulation in the late phase of rotational perturbation be-
tween skill- and endurance- trained athletes 

In Experiment III, increased MEPs at p120 compared to Onset were observed 
only in the skill group. The p120 time point took place 120 ms after SLR, which 
can be considered a voluntary activation phase and is close to the LLR2 phase 
reported by Taube et al. (2008). The increased MEPs at LLR2 indicated 
modulation of corticospinal excitability while reduced H-reflex at the same time 
suggested that this modulation was cortical. At the p120 time point, the 
ascending time of MEP is sufficient to allow different pathways, including 
cortical and spinal, to contribute to its facilitation and inhibition. Greater MEPs 
in the skill group compared to the endurance group suggest that they have 
greater or more long-lasting corticospinal excitability than endurance-trained 
athletes after ankle rotational perturbation, even in a passive condition. 

Less intracortical inhibition at SLR may at least partly explain the enhanced 
MEP at p120 in the skill group. Hence, reducing inhibition supports the 
assumption of ‘releasing the break before impending movement’ (Floeter & 
Rothwell, 1999). Since there was no muscle activity at the p120 condition, but 
MEP was enhanced in the skill group, ‘priming’ for voluntary contraction seems 
to arise in the skill group but not in the endurance group. The possible 
explanation might be that for skill-trained athletes, there are more voluntary 
movement changes in training and competition, which need to be controlled by 
the motor cortex, cerebella, or somatosensory association cortex (Kurtzer, 2015; 
Suminski et al., 2007). In support of this contention, a strong positive correlation 
between MVC and resting MEPs was observed in the skill group only. MVC force 
is dependent on recruitment of motor units and the force-producing capacity of 
muscle fibres. A higher MEP value is related to higher excitability of motor 
cortical output cells and motoneurons during voluntary contraction (Taylor et al., 
2002). Therefore, for skill-trained athletes, corticospinal excitability plays an 
important part in voluntary movement and suggests cortical adaptation to a top-
down strategy in response to ankle rotational perturbation. 

Higher cortical facilitation in skill athletes was found with ICF by paired 
pulse TMS. The average ICF value from all conditions was higher in the skill than 
in the endurance group, and a significant main effect for group was observed. 
Nevertheless, there were no (pairwise) statistical between-group differences at 
any condition, which may dilute confidence in making such inferences. The 
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cortical mechanisms of ICF are not fully clear, especially in the lower limb. It is 
generally thought to be mediated by glutamatergic interneurons and activation 
of the N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptor (Kujirai et al., 1993; McDonnell et 
al., 2006). Increased ICF is either a result of decreased GABAergic inhibition or a 
separate increase in glutamatergic facilitation. Since the GABAergic inhibition 
(SICI) demonstrated no difference at Onset, p120, or a120, it may be that 
potentially higher ICF in skill athletes was due to glutamatergic facilitation. 
Although many controversies exist, the review by Park et al. (2014) showed that 
glutamatergic facilitation, which is believed to be triggered by the synaptic 
activation of the NMDA receptor, is one of the important molecular mechanisms 
for LTP. Therefore, a greater ICF found in the skill group would support 
Kumpulainen et al.’s (2015) findings that skill athletes have higher corticospinal 
plasticity than endurance athletes.  

6.5 Motor learning mechanisms of short- and long-term training. 

One important suggestion regarding the mechanisms of motor learning-induced 
cortical plasticity is related to LTP at the cortical level, which involves modifying 
synaptic connections (Rioult-Pedotti et al., 2000). LTP is a prerequisite for 
synaptogenesis, and studies have demonstrated that skill training leads to 
synaptogenesis in the motor cortex (Adkins et al., 2006). To induce LTP-like 
plasticity, researchers have used paired association stimulation (PAS) with TMS 
of the corresponding area in the M1. The amount of PAS-induced LTP-like 
plasticity increase depends on the number of active synapses. Therefore, a PAS 
intervention has been used as a measure of corticospinal plasticity (Di Lazzaro et 
al., 2009). In a study by Kumpulainen et al. (2015), PAS induced increased MEP 
in skill athletes, but not in endurance athletes or untrained adults, revealing 
higher corticospinal plasticity and greater synaptogenesis at the cortical level of 
skill-trained athletes. Previous findings suggest that skill training enhances the 
adaptability of corticospinal plasticity. Therefore, skill-trained athletes may rely 
more on cortical sources for voluntary movement, as observed in the present 
study during the p120 and a120 conditions in Experiment III. 

On the other hand, Experiment II focused on repeated translational 
perturbation training and demonstrated a potential reduction in cortical control 
at the 100 ms time point after SLR. It indicates that repeated training may result 
in a greater reliance on spinal sources after motor acquisition. Just like endurance 
training, which involves repetitive stretch-shortening cycle actions, may lead to 
a decrease in muscle stiffness and Ia afferent presynaptic inhibition (Avela & 
Komi, 1998). During passive and active ankle perturbation, such as stance and 
swing phase in running, rapid modulation through spinal processes plays a vital 
role in maintaining balance during body oscillations, as cortical processes would 
be too slow to respond effectively (Tahayori & Koceja, 2012). Consistently, higher 
stretch reflex responses observed in endurance runners highlight enhanced 
modulation of spinal excitability (Ogawa et al., 2012). This is corroborated by a 
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study performed using H-reflex measurement, which found that well-trained 
swimmers demonstrated greater spinal excitability with increased H-reflex 
compared to non-trained individuals (Ogawa et al., 2009). The findings from 
Experiments II and III partially supported the hypothesis that repeated training 
and long-term endurance training prioritize spinal responses to ankle 
perturbation. This suggests that the repetitive training leads to adaptation in 
which the spinal control mechanisms overdrive cortical involvement in response 
to perturbations at the ankle joint. On the other hand, anticipation induced neural 
excitability at the cortical level was observed in the early phase of perturbation, 
which is known as the ‘spinal drive’ phase. This implies that a top-down strategy 
or feedforward control can occur very early during motor tasks in skill-trained 
athletes when responding to ankle perturbation tasks. 

Some study limitations should be considered in this thesis. 
The pre-study on the stability of the helmet system only included two 

subjects, which did not provide any statistical results. On the other hand, both 
subjects showed relatively small movement of the coil, which is in line with the 
literature (De Goede et al., 2018). The small sample size in Experiment I is another 
limitation. In addition, since MEPs (pseudo-monopolar) and background EMG 
(bipolar) were measured with different EMG electrode arrangements MEP 
normalization by background EMG is complicated. Therefore, the discussion 
about corticospinal modulation and changes in background EMG were made 
separately. 

In Experiment II, large variability was observed in both MEP and H-reflex 
amplitudes when responding to translational perturbation tasks. This variability 
may have led to the lack of significant differences between sessions. Therefore, 
more subjects in future studies would be ideal. Despite utilizing a random 
perturbation order and COP monitoring to reduce anticipation and body sway 
before perturbation onset, it was very difficult to rule out all anticipation effects. 
Due to a similar order and time interval between perturbations of each set, it is 
still possible that subjects could have learned some movement patterns, which 
might be one of the reasons for increasing MEP amplitude at the 40 ms time point. 

In Experiment III, only 20 participants were recruited and divided into two 
groups. Therefore, this sample size may not have been sufficient to determine 
between-group differences considering the large variabilities of MEP amplitudes 
when responding to rapid ankle dorsiflexion. Although conducting sample size 
estimation a priori for novel measurements is challenging, the convention within 
the field is that a typical sample size would be approximately 15 per group (e.g., 
Kumpulainen et al., 2015; Wälchli et al., 2017). Consequently, it is conceivable 
that only the clearest differences in corticospinal plasticity between skill- and 
endurance- athletes may have reached the level of statistical significance in this 
study. This may explain, for example, significant main effects for ICF but no 
significant differences were observed when post-hoc tests were performed to 
ascertain specific differences between groups or between conditions. Moreover, 
it is possible that different loading patterns may induce differences in 
corticospinal plasticity between sports. For example, the two swimmers included 
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in the present study may have added variance to the results given that their sport 
does not include stretch-shortening cycle actions in the triceps surae muscles 
through repetitive ground contact as in running. It is recommended that sport 
and training characteristics should be considered when recruiting athletes as 
participants if the research involves corticospinal responses during motor tasks.   
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The stability of the new TMS setup used in a translational perturbation task was 
verified in the pre-study experiment. Both MEPs and H-reflex demonstrated 
acceptable reliability between two measurement sessions based on ICCs and 
have good-to-excellent test-retest reliability between stimulation trials. During 
the perturbation phase, no differences between the sessions were observed in 
MEPs, H-reflex responses, COP displacement, or COP velocity during 
translational perturbations indicating good reliability of the test methods.  

In repeated perturbation training, balance control ability improved after 
only one perturbation training session, which was evidenced by decreased COP 
displacement and velocity during translational perturbation in Experiment II. 
Increased MEPs were observed in SLR time points (40 ms after ankle movement), 
which suggests that feedforward control plays an important role in balance 
control during translational perturbations. However, no significant neural 
adaptation was demonstrated at the supraspinal or spinal level before and after 
training sessions. Nonetheless, the correlation between ∆COP and ∆MEP/∆H-
reflex may imply potential alterations in corticospinal excitability that parallel 
with balance performance improvement. These findings suggest that when using 
repeated motor tasks in the experimental designs, motor learning, and neural 
adaptation even after a few sessions should be considered. Furthermore, neural 
adaptation might occur at a subcortical level, which may be related to repeated 
short-term translational perturbation training. In general, enhancing balance 
control could potentially prevent injuries related to falls in various populations, 
ranging from athletes to elderly individuals. This study showed that short-term 
repeated balance training significantly improved balance performance. Neural 
adaptation might occur at a subcortical level, which is important for fast response 
in the changing environment (also in line with findings from endurance athletes 
in this study). Therefore, repeated training may benefit fast response for certain 
population groups. For example, training using forward translational 
perturbations before winter for older adults may replicate potential slipping and 
effectively improve their balance performance, such as preventing falls, on icy 

7 PRIMARY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
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surfaces during winter. Nevertheless, future research is required in the elderly 
population to validate findings similar to those observed in the present study. 

With long-term sports training, skill- and endurance-trained athletes 
demonstrated a similar pattern of corticospinal modulation, as evidenced by 
MEPAVG following ankle rotational perturbation. However, the endurance group 
showed maintained SICI, while the skill group demonstrated removal of SICI 
during the SLR time point (~40 ms after perturbation onset). Furthermore, in 
skill-trained athletes, corticospinal excitability (MEPAVG) was enhanced at 120 ms 
after muscle stretch, suggesting a “priming” of corticospinal excitability during 
the voluntary activation phase. Skill-trained athletes demonstrated a positive 
relationship between MEP amplitude and MVC, emphasizing the significance of 
corticospinal excitability for voluntary action which is particularly important for 
skill athletes. On the other hand, in endurance-trained athletes, a positive 
correlation emerged between stretch reflex and MEP amplitude at SLR. This 
suggests that the spinal loop response assumes a more important role in the fast 
response phase after rapid ankle rotational perturbation in endurance athletes. 
Meanwhile, considering SICI variability during rotational perturbation in the 
endurance group, maintained cortical inhibition may potentially reduce 
inefficient motor response to muscular stretch. 
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YHTEENVETO (SUMMARY IN FINNISH) 

Esitutkimuksessa selvitettiin aivojen magneettistimulaation (TMS) luotettavuut-
ta ja toistettavuutta tilanteessa, jossa tasapainoon aiheutettiin translationaalinen 
häiriö. Lihaksen sähköinen vaste TMS-stimuloinnille (MEP) sekä H-refleksivaste 
sähköiselle stimuloinnille osoittivat hyvää luotettavuutta kahden mittauskerran 
välillä. Mittausten sisäinen luotettavuus oli molempien vasteiden osalta hyvästä 
erinomaiseen. Häiriövaiheen aikana mittauskertojen välisiä eroja MEP- ja H-
refleksivasteissa ja painekeskipisteen (COP) siirtymässä tai sen nopeudessa ei 
havaittu, mikä osoittaa testimenetelmien hyvää luotettavuutta.  

Toistuvassa tasapainohäiriöharjoittelussa tasapainonhallintakyky parani jo 
yhden harjoituskerran jälkeen, mikä näkyi COP:n siirtymän ja nopeuden vähene-
misenä translaatiohäiriön aikana. Lyhyen latenssin venytysrefleksivaiheen (SLR) 
aikapisteessä (40 ms nilkan liikkeen jälkeen) havaittiin MEP:n kasvua, mikä 
viittaa siihen, että myötäkytkentä (feedforward) ohjauksella on tärkeä rooli 
tasapainon hallinnassa translaatiohäiriön aikana. Selkäytimen tai sen yläpuolisen 
tason hermostollisessa ohjauksessa ei kuitenkaan havaittu merkittävää sopeu-
tumista harjoittelujakson jälkeen. COP:n ja MEP/H-refleksi suhteen muutosten 
välinen tilastollisesti merkitsevä korrelaatio voi kuitenkin viitata mahdolliseen 
muutokseen kortikospinaalisen radan herkkyydessä, joka on samansuuntainen 
tasapainosuorituskyvyn paranemisen kanssa. Nämä havainnot viittaavat siihen, 
että tutkimuksissa olisi jatkossa syytä ottaa huomioon motorinen oppiminen ja 
hermostollinen sopeutuminen, joiden vaikutusmekanismit voivat käynnistyä jo 
muutaman suorituskerran jälkeen, erityisesti silloin kun koejärjestelyssä käy-
tetään toistuvia motorisia tehtäviä. Lisäksi lyhytaikaisen ja toistuvan translaa-
tiohäiriöharjoittelun hermostollinen sopeutuminen saattaa tapahtua motorista 
aivokuorta alemmalla tasolla. 

Tutkimus osoitti, että pitkäaikaista taito- ja kestävyysharjoittelua harrasta-
neilla urheilijoilla kortikospinaalisen radan herkkyyden modulaatiomalli (keski-
arvoinen MEP muutos) nilkan kiertohäiriön aikana oli samankaltainen. Kestä-
vyysryhmässä lyhyen intervallin intrakortikaalinen inhibitio (SICI) kuitenkin 
säilyi, kun taas taitoryhmässä vastaava inhibitio poistui SLR-aikapisteen aikana. 
Lisäksi taitoa harjoittelevilla urheilijoilla kortikospinaalisen radan herkkyys (kes-
kiarvoinen MEP) lisääntyi 120 ms kiertohäiriön alun jälkeen, mikä viittaa korti-
kospinaalisen radan herkkyyden pohjustamiseen tahdonalaisen aktivointivai-
heen aikana. Taitolajiurheilijoilla MEP:n ja tahdonalaisen maksimaalisen isomet-
risen voimantuoton välillä oli tilastollisesti merkitsevä positiivinen korrelaatio. 
Tämä korostaa kortikospinaalisen radan herkkyyden merkitystä tahdonalaiselle 
toiminnalle, mikä näyttäisi olevan erityisen tärkeää taitolajiurheilijoille. Toisaalta 
kestävyysurheilijoilla ilmeni tilastollisesti merkitsevä positiivinen korrelaatio 
venytysrefleksin ja MEP-amplitudin välillä SLR-aikapisteessä kiertohäiriön alun 
jälkeen. Tämä viittaa siihen, että selkäytimen monosynaptisella vasteella on tär-
keämpi rooli nopeassa vastevaiheessa nilkan nopean kiertohäiriön jälkeen erityi-
sesti kestävyysurheilijoilla. Samalla, kun otetaan huomioon kestävyysryhmän 
SICI:n vaihtelevuus kiertohäiriön aikana, säilytetty intrakortikaalinen inhibitio 
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voi mahdollisesti vähentää tehotonta motorista vastetta kiertohäiriöön eli lihas-
venytykseen.  
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Following ankle movement, posterior balance perturbation evokes short-

(SLR ~30–50 ms), medium- (MLR ~50–60 ms), and long-latency

responses (LLR ~70–90 ms) in soleus muscle before voluntary muscle

contraction. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and Hoffmann-

reflex (H-reflex) measurements can provide insight into the

contributions of corticospinal and spinal mechanisms to each

response. Motor evoked potential (MEP) and H-reflex responses have

shown good reliability in some dynamic muscle contraction tasks.

However, it is still unclear how reliable these methods are in dynamic

balance perturbation and corticospinal modulation during long amplitude

balance perturbation tasks. 14 subjects completed two test sessions in

this study to evaluate the reliability of MEPs, H-reflex, and corticospinal

modulation during balance perturbation. In each session, the balance

perturbation system operated at 0.25 m/s, accelerating at 2.5 m/s2 over

0.3 m displacement. MEPs and H-reflexes were elicited in the right leg

soleus muscle at four delays after ankle movement (10 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms,

and 140 ms), respectively. Test-retest reliability of MEP and H-reflex

amplitudes were assessed via intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC)

both between- and within-session. Between-session test-retest

reliability for MEPs was excellent (ICC = 0.928–0.947), while H-reflex

demonstrated moderate-to-good reliability (ICC = 0.626–0.887). Within-

session reliability for both MEPs and H-reflex was excellent (ICC =

0.927–0.983). TMS and H-reflex measurements were reliable at

different delays after perturbation between- and within-sessions,

which indicated that these methods can be used to measure

corticospinal excitability during balance perturbation.

KEYWORDS

dynamic balance control, voluntary activation, motor evoked potential, intraclass
correlation coefficients, corticospinal modulation
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Introduction

Human standing balance control is defined as maintaining

the stability limits between the center of mass and base of support

(Maki and Mcilroy, 1997). In dynamic balance tasks, the human

center of mass is led to more challenging conditions, in which the

somatosensory system plays a more crucial role in selecting an

appropriate muscle response for maintaining balance (Horak

et al., 1990). When a sudden and unexpected posterior

perturbation occurs, the movement at the ankle joint leads to

muscle stretch within the shank, which evokes complex reflexes

with short- (SLR ~30–50 ms after ankle plantarflexion), medium-

(MLR ~50–60 ms), and long-latency responses (LLR ~70–90 ms)

(Taube et al., 2006; Latash and Zatsiorsky, 2015). SLR has been

demonstrated to be elicited by a pure monosynaptic response at

the spinal level, while LLR is influenced more by the transcortical

loop, which has been suggested to include supraspinal level

involvement since it has enough time to exert its influence

(Taube et al., 2008). As perturbation amplitude increases,

there is greater time for body sway that predicts more

voluntary activation involved to maintain body balance.

Stronger calf muscle voluntary contraction ability is related to

better balance control that is observed more in young people who

use an ‘ankle strategy’ than in e.g. older adults who more often

use a ‘hip strategy’ to maintain balance during perturbation

(Horak et al., 1992). It has been suggested that both

supraspinal and spinal level mechanisms may be at play

during a balance perturbation task. However, corticospinal

and spinal excitability modulation of responses and voluntary

activation during the balance perturbation task is still not clear

with higher amplitude perturbation and such studies have been

limited.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and Hoffmann’s

reflex (H-reflex) measurements are commonly used to induce

involuntary responses and study the role of corticospinal and

spinal excitability as well as their modulation during various tasks

(Pinniger et al., 2001; Trimble and Koceja, 2001; Knikou, 2008).

In TMS measurements, a significant practical challenge faced by

researchers is the stabilization of the TMS coil during the

experiment, which may be more precise by using a TMS

navigation system particularly in static conditions. For now,

only a small number of studies have used TMS in anterior

and posterior balance perturbation, and the maximum

perturbation amplitude is 15 cm (Taube et al., 2007; Wälchli

et al., 2017; Fujio et al., 2019). A higher amplitude balance

perturbation may lead to larger and faster body swaying,

which may result in unexpected movement of the TMS coil.

Thus, the stability of the TMS coil is critical during TMS

experiments, especially in the absence of a neuronavigation

system (Chipchase et al., 2012). Stabilization of the TMS coil

should be carefully considered when examining dynamic balance

tasks. Further, the motor evoked potential (MEP) elicited by TMS

is very sensitive to changes in the environment outside of the

body (i.e., environment noise) and inside (i.e., awareness switch)

(Chipchase et al., 2012). Therefore, testing reliability and

variability of MEPs are also crucial within this setting. Many

studies have observed acceptable reliability of using TMS in static

and dynamic conditions, such as in relaxed muscle, knee

contraction, and squat tasks (Tallent et al., 2012; Proessl et al.,

2021). However, better reliability has been observed in static tasks

(i.e., isometric knee extensions) compared with dynamic tasks

(i.e., squats) (Proessl et al., 2021), which suggests that complex

tasks with extra technical and physiological noise are more

variable when using TMS.

H-reflex measurement has been used to assess spinal

(motoneuron pool) excitability (Táboríková and Sax, 1968).

Good reliability has been observed in many studies (Hopkins

et al., 2000; Hayes et al., 2009), for example, when measuring

H-reflex at rest, excellent test-retest reliability was observed in

soleus and tibialis anterior muscles (ICC >0.9) (Palmieri et al.,

2002; Hayes et al., 2009). Good reliability was also shown in ankle

plantarflexion and dorsiflexion positions during isometric

contraction and walking in soleus muscle (Chen et al., 2010;

Simonsen and Dyhre-Poulsen, 2011). However, increased

variability in reliability values was observed in different sitting

postures (e.g., erect sitting, slumped sitting, and slouched sitting),

while the overall reliability of H-reflex was still good (ICC >0.8)
(Al Amer et al., 2020). In summation, H-reflex has been

demonstrated to have good reliability during various tasks,

but not yet during dynamic balance perturbation trials.

Currently, the reliability of neither TMS nor H-reflex

measurement during high amplitude balance perturbation

tasks is known, but such methods are used by researchers to

examine differences between groups and/or the effect of

interventions (Taube et al., 2007; Fujio et al., 2019). Thus, it is

important to determine such reliability to enable full evaluation

of the scientific methodology employed within those studies.

Also, in a previous study, the TMS coil was held by the halo vest

on the subject’s shoulder (Taube et al., 2006), but the vest may

affect the natural body movement during balance perturbation.

In our system holding the TMS coil, the entire coil is connected

with the platform, which helps the TMS coil move with the

balance platform during perturbation. Therefore, the aim of the

present study was to examine the test-retest reliability of MEPs

and H-reflex responses as well as corticospinal modulation

during a high amplitude balance perturbation task.

Methods

Subjects

Fourteen voluntary subjects participated in the study

(8 males, 6 females, age: 35 ± 6 years, height: 173.5 ± 10.6 cm,

weight: 71.8 ± 17.0 kg, and BMI: 25.0 ± 4.7). None of the subjects

had any history of neuromuscular or orthopedic diseases and all
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subjects were informed about the procedures and gave written

informed consent. Subjects were fully introduced to the protocol

and they had the opportunity to withdraw from the study at will

in any phase. The study was approved by the ethics board of the

University (diari number: 1267/13.00.04.00/2021) and the study

was performed in conformity with the declaration of Helsinki

(2013).

Experimental design

Tests were conducted over two sessions with the same tasks

repeated and 46 ± 7 h separated Session 1 (S1) and Session 2 (S2).

In each session, after electromyography (EMG) electrode setup

and 5 min cycling warm-up (70W) on the fitness cycle (Monark,

282E, Varberg, Sweden), 16 balance perturbations without any

stimulation were used to collect center-of-pressure (COP) and

EMG activity data. Then, subjects were positioned in a custom-

built ankle dynamometer (University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä,

Finland) to test the isometric maximal voluntary contraction

(IMVC) of the right leg. The TMS coil was set up and the active

motor threshold (aMT) was tested when subjects sat in the ankle

dynamometer. With a TMS coil set on the head and held by the

custom-built helmet (Figure 1), subjects carefully stood up and

moved to the balance platform. In the balance perturbation task

with stimulation, MEPs were evoked at four different delays after

the onset of ankle movement during balance perturbation in

random order. The H-reflex measurements were always

performed after TMS due to practical reasons. H-reflexes were

elicited at the same four delays as theMEPs also in random order.

The stimulations were delivered during each balance

perturbation, regardless of perturbation direction, but only

MEPs and H-reflex during backward perturbations were

analyzed.

Pre-study design

A pre-study experiment was performed with two subjects

with different height and weight before the main experiment to

investigate the stability of the custom-built TMS coil helmet and

TMS cable holder system. Kinematic data of the TMS coil and the

head of the subject were recorded at 150 Hz by a five-camera

motion capture system (Vicon Motion System, Oxford,

United Kingdom). Three markers were placed on the subject’s

head to build the head coordinate system. Two markers were

placed on the coil handle to estimate TMS coil movement since

the coil was totally covered by the helmet, which made it

impossible to place any markers on the coil itself. Kinematic

data were analyzed using MATLAB (2019b). After coordinate

transformation from ground coordinate to head coordinate

system (see Figure 1), relative offset (maximum displacement)

of the coil handle was analyzed to represent coil movement

compared with the subject’s head movement. The x-axis was the

sagittal axis, the y-axis was the frontal axis, and the z-axis was the

vertical axis.

Electromyography

EMG was measured by bipolar electrodes (Blue Sensor, Ag/

AgCl, 28 mm2, Ambu A/S, Ballerup, Denmark) placed 2 cm

below the gastrocnemius on the line of the Achilles tendon

for soleus muscle (SOL) and tibialis anterior (TA) and

gastrocnemius (GM) muscles according to SENIAM guidelines

(Hermens, 1999). As part of TMS measurement, we used the

pseudo-monopolar setup to collect the MEPs considering

potential discomfort and intension of subjects caused by high

intensity stimulation during balance perturbation, especially

during 140 ms (voluntary activation phase). The pseudo-

monopolar setup allowed MEPs of higher amplitude to be

recorded compared with bipolar connection, which in turn

also decreased the intensity of the stimulus needed to evoke a

detectable MEP (Kirk et al., 2019). According to our practical

experience, the shape of the MEP is more consistent with the

pseudo-monopolar setup, which is important for the dynamic

FIGURE 1
Motion capture markers were placed as shown in the picture.
Three markers were placed on the head, i.e., ‘Ho’ was the origin of
the head coordinate system; ‘Hy’ was utilized to build y-axis with
‘Ho’; ‘Hzy’ was the point on the zy-plane, which produced
x-axis by cross product with y-axis). z-axiz was built by cross
product of x-axis and y-axis. Handle_h was the marker on the
higher position of the TMS handle, and Handle_l was the marker
placed on the lower position of the TMS handle.
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tasks. A disadvantage of this electrode montage is that the signal-

to-noise ratio can be compromised. However, this was not a

problem in the current setup. One electrode was placed 2 cm

below the gastrocnemius on the line of the Achilles tendon and

the reference electrode was placed on the tibia at the same level.

The skin was shaved, carefully abraded with sandpaper, and

cleaned with alcohol. Skin target impedance was less than 5 kΩ
and if this was not the case, skin preparation was repeated. All

EMG data were collected using the Neurolog EMG system (CED

ltd., Cambridge, England), with a gain of 1000. Data were band-

passed (15–500 Hz) filtered and further collected using CED

1401 A/D-converter (CED ltd., Cambridge, England) and Spike 2

(8.0) software (CED ltd., Cambridge, England) with a sampling

rate of 5 kHz.

Isometric maximal voluntary contraction

Isometric maximal voluntary contraction (IMVC) was used

to investigate possible muscle fatigue between sessions and to

measure aMT. After EMG setup and a 5 min warm-up, subjects

were positioned in a custom-built ankle dynamometer

(University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland) to test the IMVC

with the right foot on the plate at 100° hip angle, 180° knee angle

(leg fully extended) and 90° ankle angle. After the positioning

procedure, the subject contracted 5 - 7 submaximal

plantarflexion trials to practice the performance. IMVC was

performed at least three times at one-minute intervals and the

highest force value was considered as the IMVC. If the last trial

was >5% higher than the second-best, single additional trials

were performed until no further improvement was observed. The

typical number of required maximum trials was 3–5. Reaction

forces from the dynamometer pedal were measured and

maximum IMVC amplitude was analyzed by a strain gauge

transducer sampled at 1 kHz in Spike2 software.

TMS and H-reflex measurement setup

TMSwas delivered using a single-pulseMagstim 2002 stimulator

with a double cone coil (Magstim, Whitland, United Kingdom). A

skin-tight (swimming) cap was placed on the head of the subject to

increase friction between the coil and the scalp. The optimal TMS

stimulus site for the right soleus muscle was located on average 1 cm

lateral (left) and 1 cm posterior to the cranial apex. Several

stimulations were delivered to determine optimal coil placement

and it was then marked by a marker pen on the cap. The aMT was

defined as the lowest stimulus intensity to elicit clear MEPs in three

out of five stimulation from right ankle plantarflexion with 10%

IMVC. After the confirmation of aMT, a second swimming cap with

a hole in the middle of the vertex (Orca High Visibility Neoprene

Swim Cap, Orca, Auckland, New Zealand) was placed over the coil

to reduce the gap and relative movement between the coil and head.

Then, the custom-made helmet (modified from an ice-hockey

helmet; CCM TACK 710 JK-K, CCM Hockey, Montreal,

Canada) was attached to the subject’s head with a chin

FIGURE 2
The figure shows the modified helmet to stabilize the TMS coil. The TMS coil’s cable was connected with a conveyor on the roof to relieve the
weight and moved along with the balance platform during perturbation.
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strap. Even though the helmet setupwas tight, it was ensured that the

helmet was as comfortable as possible with no reported pain caused

to the subject. Then subjects moved to the balance system. The TMS

cable was placed on a conveyor adjacent to the safety belt conveyor

on the roof and connected with the balance platform by a firm

handle, which raised the cable above the subject and moved it in the

same phase and direction as the balance platform during

perturbation (Figure 2). Single-pulse TMS with 110% intensity of

aMT was delivered during standing rest and balance perturbation

tasks to investigate corticospinal excitability.

For H-reflex measurements, subjects stood relaxed during

the electrical stimulation set-up. Electrical stimulation was

administrated to the tibial nerve in the popliteal fossa. A

cathode (1.5 cm × 1.5 cm) was placed over the tibial nerve,

and an anode (5 cm × 8 cm) was placed above the patella.

Rectangular stimulation pulse (DS7AH, Digitimer Ltd.,

Hertfordshire, United Kingdom) with a duration of 0.2 ms

was delivered at 10 s intervals. Once the optimal site of

stimulation was established, the site was marked by a marker

pen, and an electrode (Blue Sensor, Ag/AgCl, 28 mm2, Ambu

A/S, Ballerup, Denmark) was placed and strapped around the

subject’s knee with an elastic band. An increasing intensity

interval (1–5 mA) was chosen to measure the H-M

recruitment curve with at least 30 data points up to the

maximal M-wave. The stimulus intensity was adjusted to 5%

(±2%) of the maximum M-wave, which was used during balance

perturbation to control H-reflex measurements.

Dynamic balance perturbations with TMS
and H-reflex

Balance perturbation tasks utilized a custom-built dynamic

balance device (University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland)

FIGURE 3
The sampling schematic of one balance perturbation phase. The (A) channel shows ankle movement from the ankle goniometer (°), and cursor
2 was determined as the onset of ankle movement after balance perturbation. The (B) channel demonstrates platform movement starting from
cursor 1. The (C) channel shows soleus EMG activities from a single perturbation trial (smoothed with a 2 ms window and rectified). The (D) channel
shows the average EMG activity curve from 8 posterior perturbation trials (smoothedwith a 2 mswindow and rectified) to estimate the delay for
stimulation because of the EMG variability between perturbation trials. The right part of the figure shows the soleus MEPs from a single trial of
perturbation in four delays (10 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms, and 140 ms).
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modified from Piirainen et al.’s study (2013). The balance

perturbation system operated at 0.25 m/s, accelerating at

2.5 m/s2 over a 0.3 m displacement. During balance

perturbation tasks, 16 balance perturbations were delivered in

anterior (plate moved forward) and posterior (plate moved

backward) directions in random order with 6–12 s intervals. A

fixation point was set on the wall 3 m from the subjects at eye

level to stabilize the subjects’ visual attention during

measurements.

During balance perturbation tasks, the COP displacement

and velocity in anterior and posterior (AP) directions were

collected by custom designed balance platform, with one

strain gauge sensor in each of the four corners of the force

plate (BT4 balance platform; HUR Labs, Tampere, Finland) and

saved and analyzed using the Coachtech-feedback system

(University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland). COP in anterior-

posterior direction was calculated using the formula COPy �
((Frr + Frf ) × 0.26 − (Frr + Flr) × 0.26)/(Flf + Frf + Frr + Flr),
where lf = left front, rf = right front, rr = right rear, lr = left rear

and 0.26 m is sensor distances from middle line.

In the pilot study, the time difference between ankle

movement identified by the ankle goniometer (Figure 3A:

cursor 2) and platform control signal (Figure 3B: cursor 1)

was analyzed. A 17 ms–33 ms time difference was observed

between ankle movement (cursor 1) and the platform control

signal (cursor 2). Therefore, a 25 ms constant delay was defined

as the time difference between the platform control signal and the

onset of ankle movement. During the balance perturbation task,

MEPs and H-reflexes were elicited at four delays after the

platform control signal: 35 ms, 65 ms, 105 ms, and 165 ms.

Delays of MEPs and H-reflex’s in this study were represented

as 10 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms, and 140 ms, using the onset of the ankle

movement as the delay timepoint (see Figure 3: cursor 3, 4, 5, and

6). Delays were designed to represent the onset of ankle

movement, SLR, LLR, and the voluntary activation phase.

Using the same protocol as TMS trials, H-reflex was measured

in standing rest and the same four delays during balance

perturbation. The maximum compound action potential

(M-max) of soleus muscle with was recorded in order to

normalize the muscle response values (MEP, H-reflex, and

voluntary EMG activity).

In the dynamic balance perturbation tasks with stimulation,

16 perturbations were performed in one set of trials, with

8 anterior and 8 posterior perturbations in random order,

which ensured subjects were not able to anticipate the

direction of perturbation. Two-min rest periods were given

after every perturbation set to minimize possible muscle

fatigue (Piirainen et al., 2013). During H-reflex balance

perturbation trials, a successful trial was defined as an

M-wave response of 5% (±2%) M-max value. The intensity of

electrical stimulation was adjusted during perturbation trials to

obtain at least five successful trials. If less than five successful

backward trials in a normal 16-trial perturbation set were

achieved, an extra 8-trial balance perturbation set, four

backward and four forward, with random order was

performed. For each perturbation task, five successful trials

were usually completed within 16–24 perturbations (16-trials

+ 8-trials), followed by 2 minutes of rest.

Data and statistical analysis

The COP velocity curve was calculated by differentiating the

COP curve by using 20 ms windows. Trials were performed at

6–12 s intervals and triggered when COP was at least 1 s

within ±5 mm level from zero level. With this approach, the

subject was always standing straight without any anticipation for

the upcoming perturbation. Peak COP displacement and the

average COP velocity were analyzed in the time window of 1 s

before platform movement (Preparation-phase; Pre), during

platform movement (Active-phase; Act), and 1 s from the end

of platform movement (Recovery-phase; Rec).

EMG activity from balance perturbation was collected from

the balance perturbation set without stimulation, which was

calculated by the root-mean-square (RMS) with a 20 ms

window for SOL, TA, and GM during the perturbation from

ankle movement (0 ms) to 160 ms. RMS over a 100 ms window

was applied before plate movement. All EMG activity data were

normalized by maximum RMS with a 20 ms window during

balance perturbation and presented %MaxSOL, %MaxTA, and %

MaxGM in the results (Piirainen et al., 2013). Background EMG

with stimulation trials was analyzed by RMS with a 30 ms

window before stimulation and normalized by Mmax of

monopolar (MEPs) and bipolar (H-reflex), respectively.

In standing rest, mean soleus MEPs were determined with

peak-to-peak amplitude (in mV) from 10 TMS stimulations.

Outliers were identified from the ten trials (±2.5 SD of the mean)

and removed before analysis (Avenanti et al., 2006). The average

MEP latency and duration were calculated in the standing rest

condition and then utilized in the balance perturbation

condition. The MEP was defined as starting when EMG was

above the mean + 2SD level recorded 100 ms before the TMS

trigger and ending when below the mean - 2SD level (Hirano

et al., 2016). However, this was only used in the standing

condition since it was difficult to use these criteria during the

perturbation due to increase in EMG. Thus, the MEP amplitude

was obtained by calculating the peak-to-peak amplitude within

the MEP onset and offset latencies calculated in the standing

condition. Selecting MEP amplitudes from 7 - 8 trials when the

platform moved backward and averaged after excluding outliers

(±2.5 standard deviation of the mean). All MEPs were

normalized by the peak-to-peak value of maximum M-wave

and presented as %M-max in the results. H-reflex was

determined with peak-to-peak amplitude and averaged from

all successful trials (within 3%–7% M-max) in standing rest

and balance perturbation tasks. H-reflex was normalized by
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the peak-to-peak amplitude of the maximum M-wave and

presented as % M-max in the results.

Statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS 20.0

(SPSS, Chicago, United States). Result visualizations were

performed using Prism (V9, GraphPad Software, San Diego,

California United States). All variables of MEPs and RMS of

EMG activity were processed by log transformation prior to

statistical analyses following Nielsen’s suggestion (Nielsen, 1996)

since the original data was not normally distributed, which

resulted in data being normally distributed as assessed by

Shapiro-Wilk’s W tests. Between-session differences for

IMVC, TMS intensity of aMT, maximum COP displacement

and average COP velocity were examined by paired t-test.

To assess modulation in corticospinal excitability during

balance perturbations, MEPs, H-reflex, EMG activity without

stimulation, and background EMG before stimulation data were

assessed by two-way (2 × 4) repeated-measures ANOVAwith the

factors SESSION (S1 and S2) and DELAY (10 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms,

and 140 ms). When a significant F-value was observed,

Mauchly’s test was used to evaluate sphericity, and where the

assumption was valid F-values were reported with sphericity-

assumed degrees of freedom and df error [i.e., F (sphericity assumed df,

df error)]. Effect sizes for the ANOVA main effects are reported as

partial eta squared (ηp2), where 0.02, 0.13, and 0.26 are

considered small, medium, and large, respectively. If

significance for DELAY was revealed, Bonferroni post-hoc

analysis was used for pairwise comparisons between levels

(0 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms, and 140 ms). The significance level was

set at p < 0.05 and all results were displayed as Mean ± SD.

For the research question of test-retest reliability, a paired

t-test was used to test the reliability of log transformed MEP and

H-reflex amplitudes between sessions at each delay separately.

Test-retest reliability and inter-individual variability of MEPs

and H-reflex amplitude between sessions were assessed via

intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) using a two-way

mixed effects model with an absolute agreement using the

average value from multiple trials. Standard error of

measurement (SEM) was estimated as root mean square error

(
����

MSE
√

) from a one-way ANOVA, which avoids errors

associated with ICC calculation. The minimal detectable

change (MDC) was calculated as SEM × 1.96 ×
�

2
√

(Weir,

2005). According to the ICC method guideline (Koo and Li,

2016), ICC was calculated between single stimulation trials, and

trial-to-trial coefficient of variance (CV) with homoscedasticity

of MEPs and H-reflex amplitudes to determine whether eight

MEP/H-reflexes were adequate for calculating the average value.

Reliability based on ICCs and 95% CIs were categorized as poor

(ICC <0.5), moderate (0.5 < ICC <0.75), good (0.75 < ICC <0.9),

FIGURE 4
Kinematic data from a single subject in 14 perturbations are shown in the figure. Original data in the ground coordinate system are shown on the
left side [(A) x-axis; (B) y-axis; (C) z-axis] with markers on the subject’s head (Ho: dashed line), higher position of the handle (Handle_h: black solid
line) and lower position (Handle_l: gray solid line). Coordinate transformed data frommarkers on the higher position (Handle_l: black solid line) and
lower position of the handle (Handle_h: grey solid line) are shown on the right side, which represented themovement of the markers related to
the coordinate system of the head [(D): x-axis; (E) y-axis; (F) z-axis].
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or excellent (ICC >0.9). Bland-Altman plots of MEPs in all

conditions were investigated to visualize the agreement

between two sessions (Bland and Altman, 1995).

Results

Motion capture results from pre-study

Markers of the TMS handle displacement before (A: x-axis, B:

y-axis, and C: z-axis) and after transformation (D: x-axis, E:

y-axis, and F: z-axis) are shown in Figure 4. The maximum offset

of the marker on the higher position of the TMS handle

demonstrated 7 ± 2 mm in the x-axis, 8 ± 2 mm in the y-axis,

and 5 ± 1 mm in the z-axis. The offset of the marker on the lower

position of the TMS handle was 5 ± 1 mm in the x-axis, 5 ± 2 mm

in the y-axis, and 4 ± 1 mm in the z-axis.

Between-session test-retest reliability

The peak-to-peak amplitude of MEPs and H-reflexes varied

from 0.87 ± 0.61 to 2.51 ± 1.47 mV and from 1.54 ± 0.64 to 3.20 ±

1.68 mV, respectively. In addition, MEPs were visible in 100% of

the trials. By paired-t test, MEPs demonstrate lower amplitude in

rest standing [t(13) = 2.217, p = 0.045, η2 = 0.592] and 10 ms delay

(t(13) = 2.211, p = 0.046, η2 = 0.591) in the perturbation task of S2.

No significant difference was demonstrated for MEP amplitude

in other delays of the perturbation tasks [40 ms: t(13) = 1.455, p =

0.169, η2 = 0.389; 80 ms: t(13) = 0.561, p = 0.585, η2 = 0.150;

TABLE 1 Between-session test-retest reliability of MEPs (log-transformed data) and H-reflex (original data) with ICC and 95% confidence intervals. In
H-reflex, SEM/MDC is expressed in decimal form, which is the same as the original H-reflex data.

MEPs H-reflex

ICC [95%CI] SEM MDC ICC [95%CI] SEM(%Mmax) MDC (%Mmax)

Standing rest 0.932 [0.789, 0.978] 0.232 0.644 0.475 [−0.771, 0.841] 0.071 0.169

10 ms delay 0.935 [0.811, 0.979] 0.210 0.581 0.626 [−0.079, 0.881] 0.158 0.378

40 ms delay 0.928 [0.797, 0.977] 0.152 0.420 0.720 [0.086, 0.914] 0.063 0.151

80 ms delay 0.943 [0.777, 0.982] 0.032 0.088 0.887 [0.644, 0.965] 0.071 0.169

140 ms delay 0.947 [0.835, 0.983] 0.084 0.232 0.865 [0.577, 0.958] 0.126 0.302

FIGURE 5
Bland-Altman plot for MEPs (A–D) and H-reflex (E–H) responses in balance perturbation between S1 and S2. Each panel (10 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms,
and 140 ms) shows the difference as a function of the average of the two testing sessions with dashed lines indicating the mean bias and 95%
confidence intervals indicated by dot lines.
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140 ms: t(13) = 0.946, p = 0.361, η2 = 0.253]. The H-reflex

increased in S2 compared to S1 at 10 ms delay [t(12) = −2.460,

p = 0.03, η2 = −0.682], but there were no differences in the other

conditions [standing rest: t(12) = −0.720, p = 0.486, η2 = −0.200;

40 ms: t(12) = −0.765, p = 0.459, η2 = −0.212; 80 ms: t(12) = −0.973,

p = 0.350, η2 = −0.270; 140 ms: t(12) = −1.303, p = 0.217,

η2 = −0.362].

MEPs during standing rest demonstrated excellent test-retest

reliability between sessions (ICC = 0.932; Table 1) when

considering the 95% CIs. During balance perturbation tasks,

MEPs also showed excellent reliability (ICC = 0.928–0.947;

Table 1). From the Bland-Altman plot, the mean bias for

MEPs at 10 ms delay (Figure 5A, mean bias = 1.85%, 95%CI

[−4.09%, 7.80%]) and 40 ms delay (Figure 5B, mean bias = 1.50%,

95%CI [−8.78%, 11.79%]) were similar. MEPs at 80 ms delay

showed the lowest bias (Figure 5C, mean bias = 0.50%, 95%CI

[−5.76%, 6.77%]), while MEPs of 140 ms delay demonstrated the

highest bias and widest limits of agreement (Figure 5D, mean

bias = 3.91%, 95%CI [−10.23%, 18.04%]).

During standing rest, H-reflex demonstrated poor test-retest

reliability (ICC = 0.475; Table 1). During balance perturbation

tasks, H-reflex showed moderate-to-good reliability (ICC =

0.626–0.887). At 10 ms delay, ICC demonstrated a wider 95%

CI [−0.079, 0.881] compared to the other delays. Meanwhile,

H-reflex showed highest bias at the 10 ms delay (Figure 5E, mean

bias = −6.149%, 95%CI [−23.81%, 11.51%]). Similar limits of

agreement for H-reflex were observed at 40 ms (Figure 5F, mean

bias = −2.328%, 95%CI [−23.82%, 19.17%]) and 80 ms delays

(Figure 5G, mean bias = −2.909%, 95%CI [−24.02%, 18.21%]).

However, H-reflex demonstrated its widest limits of agreement at

the 140 ms delay (Figure 5H, mean bias = −4.935, 95%CI

[−31.68%, 21.81%]).

Within-session test-retest reliability

In S1, ICC ofMEPs showed excellent reliability and narrow 95%

CI in standing rest and balance perturbations (ICC = 0.927–0.983).

In S2, ICC demonstrated good to excellent reliability of all MEPs

(ICC = 0.854–0.976). Within-session CV% of MEPs ranged from

20.1% to 41.6% in both sessions and showed homoscedasticity when

tested by Levene’s statistics (Table 2).

Within-session reliability of H-reflex responses showed to be

good to excellent in both sessions (ICC = 0.874–0.994), and narrow

95% CI. Within-session CV% of H-reflex was 16.9–33.1% in both

sessions and Levene’s test indicated homoscedasticity (Table 3).

COP in balance perturbation

COP displacement and velocity of Pre-, Act-, and Rec-phases

were analyzed to explore the balance performance in AP

TABLE 2 Within-session test-retest reliability (between stimulation trials) of MEPs for S1 and S2 are shown in the table with ICC and 95% confidence
interval. CV% was shown as mean ± sd.

S1 S2

ICC [95%CI] CV% ICC [95%CI] CV%

Standing rest 0.953 [0.906, 0.982] 40.8 ± 14.5 0.934 [0.868, 0.975] 39.4 ± 11.7

10 ms delay 0.927 [0.932, 0.993] 39.1 ± 25.8 0.915 [0.924, 0.987] 41.6 ± 17.5

40 ms delay 0.964 [0.925, 0.987] 39.0 ± 23.1 0.960 [0.913, 0.986] 38.5 ± 20.7

80 ms delay 0.957 [0.909, 0.985] 33.4 ± 17.8 0.854 [0.694, 0.948] 35.0 ± 14.5

140 ms delay 0.983 [0.964, 0.994] 20.1 ± 8.0 0.976 [0.950, 0.991] 22.7 ± 10.3

TABLE 3Within-session test-retest reliability (between stimulation trials) of H-reflex for S1 and S2 are shown in the tablewith ICC and 95%confidence
interval. CV% was shown as mean ± sd.

S1 S2

ICC [95%CI] CV% ICC [95%CI] CV%

Standing rest 0.985 [0.968, 0.995] 21.5 ± 9.8 0.986 [0.971, 0.995] 18.6 ± 5.9

10 ms delay 0.945 [0.848, 0.989] 27.9 ± 11.8 0.956 [0.725, 1.000] 22.3 ± 8.0

40 ms delay 0.945 [0.837, 0.991] 33.1 ± 12.7 0.994 [0.963, 1.000] 22.1 ± 9.8

80 ms delay 0.979 [0.905, 0.999] 19.1 ± 11.7 0.874 [0.351, 0.997] 16.9 ± 8.6

140 ms delay 0.974 [0.881, 0.999] 24.0 ± 16.7 0.965 [0.843, 0.999] 17.8 ± 8.3
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direction before, during, and after of balance platform moving,

respectively (see Figure 6). Before perturbation (Pre), paired

t-test results indicated no change in maximum COP

displacement from S1 to S2 [t(9) = 1.665, p = 0.132, η2 =

0.235]. However, velocity was lower in S2 (15 ± 2 mm/s) than

S1 (18 ± 4 mm/s) [t(9) = 2.817, p = 0.020, η2 = 0.469]. During

perturbation (Act), there was no difference shown either in COP

displacement [t(9) = 1.247, p = 0.244, η2 = 0.147] or velocity (t(9) =

1.650, p = 0.133, η2 = 0.232). After perturbation (Rec), significant

differences between S1 and S2 were demonstrated from both

COP displacement [S1: 83 ± 20 mm; S2: 56 ± 16 mm, t(9) = 5.962,

p < 0.001, η2 = 0.798] and velocity [S1: 126 ± 32 mm/s; S2: 91 ±

24 mm/s, t(9) = 5.043, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.739].

EMG activity during balance perturbation

There was no main effect of soleus muscle EMG activity for

SESSION [F (1, 26) = 0.128, p = 0.723, ηp2 = 0.005], but a

significant main effect was demonstrated for DELAY [Figures

7A,F (3.326, 60.485) = 65.839, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.718]. At the delays

studied, post-hoc analyses showed lower EMG activity at 10 ms

delay than 40 ms, 80 ms, and 140 ms (all p < 0.001). At 40 ms

delay, EMG activity was lower than 80 ms and 140 ms

respectively (both p < 0.001), but there was no difference

between 80 ms and 140 ms (p = 0.706).

Similarly, there was no main effect observed in

gastrocnemius medial muscle EMG activity for SESSION [F (1,

26) = 1.513, p = 0.230, ηp2 = 0.055], but a significant main effect

was observed for DELAY [Figures 7B,F (2.077, 54.009) = 219.095, p <
0.001, ηp2 = 0.894]. Specifically, post-hoc analysis showed lower

EMG activity at 10 ms delay than 80 ms, and 140 ms (both p <
0.001), and EMG activity at 40 ms delay was lower compare with

80 ms and 140 ms (both p < 0.001). Significantly lower EMG

activity was also observed at 80 ms than 140 ms (p < 0.001).

The EMG activity of tibialis anterior muscle demonstrated no

main effect for SESSION (F (1, 26) = 3.488, p = 0.073, ηp2 = 0.118),

but significant main effect for DELAY [Figures 7C,F (2.194,

FIGURE 6
Maximum COP displacement (A) and average COP velocity (B) in Pre-, Act-, and Rec-phases were shown respectively with mean, standard
deviation, and individual data (light gray line) in the figure (S1: black symbol; S2: orange symbol, N = 10). Significant differences were marked by ‘#’
between sessions (p < 0.05).

FIGURE 7
EMG activity of SOL (A), GM (B), and TA (C) during balance perturbation respectively Significant differences between delays were marked by ‘*’
(p < 0.05). EMG activity was demonstrated with mean and standard deviation. The line was processed by smoothing the spline of data knots for S1
(black) and S2 (orange).
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57.045) = 122.897, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.825]. Specifically, post-hoc

analyses showed lower EMG activity at 10 ms delay than 80 ms,

and 140 ms (both p < 0.001). EMG activity at 40 ms was lower

compared with 80 ms and 140 ms (both p < 0.001), and

significantly lower EMG activity was observed at 80 ms than

140 ms (p < 0.001).

The background EMG before TMS did not differ between

sessions [F (1, 26) = 0.317, p = 0.578, ηp2 = 0.12], but significant

increases were observed between 140 ms delay (1.72%) with

other delays (10 ms: 0.53%, p < 0.001; 40 ms: 0.50%, p <
0.001; 80 ms: 0.58%, p < 0.001). A significant difference was

also found between 40 ms and 80 ms delays (p = 0.014).

Background EMG before electrical stimulation has shown

similar results. No difference between sessions (F (1, 24) =

0.383, p = 0.542, ηp2 = 0.016). Compared to other delays

(10 ms: 0.44%, p < 0.0001, 40 ms: 0.48%, p < 0.0001, 80 ms:

0.46%, p < 0.0001), background EMG at 140 ms delay was

significantly higher (1.02%).

Corticospinal excitability during balance
perturbation

There was no difference observed in IMVC (S1: 1814.6 ±

499 Nm, S2: 1871.9 ± 522 Nm, p = 0.894) or TMS intensity of

aMT (S1: 35% ± 4%, S2: 35% ± 4%, p = 0.769) between sessions.

A significant main effect for DELAY in MEPs during balance

perturbation was observed [Figures 8A,F (3, 78) = 56.764, p <
0.001, ηp2 = 0.686], while no changes were shown between

sessions [F (1, 26) = 0.033, p = 0.858, ηp2 = 0.001]. Post-hoc

analyses demonstrated significant lower MEPs at 10 ms

compared with other delays (40 ms: p = 0.009; 80 ms: p =

0.001; 140 ms: p < 0.001). MEPs at 140 ms delay were higher

than 40 ms and 80 ms delays (both p < 0.001), but no differences

were observed between 40 ms delay and 80 ms delay (p = 0.249)

(Figure 8A).

A main effect for DELAY was observed in H-reflex [Figures

8B,F (1.594, 38.249) = 19.366, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.447], while no

differences between sessions were observed [F (1, 24) = 0.692, p =

0.414, ηp2 = 0.028]. Post-hoc analyses demonstrated that H-reflex

at 10 ms was lower than 80 ms (p = 0.001) and 140 ms (p < 0.001)

delays. Lower H-reflex was also shown at 40 ms delay compared

to 80 ms and 140 ms (80 ms: p = 0.001, 140 ms: p = 0.001). There

was no difference between 80 ms and 140 ms delay (p = 0.172)

(Figure 8B).

Discussion

In the present study, we investigated the reliability of

corticospinal (MEPs) and spinal excitability (H-reflex) during

balance perturbation, using variances estimated from a two-

session test-retest paradigm. At the beginning of the balance

perturbation phase (10 ms delay), MEPs and H-reflexes

demonstrated a significant difference between sessions

assessed by paired t-test. ICC demonstrated good-to-excellent

test-retest reliability in the TMS measurements, which was

generally better than that of the H-reflex measurements.

Within each session, both measurements showed excellent

reliability, although variability was also shown between trials.

No differences between the sessions were observed in MEPs,

H-reflex responses, COP displacement, or COP velocity during

FIGURE 8
Peak-to-peak amplitude of MEPs (A: N = 14) and H-reflex responses (B: N = 13) in balance perturbation with delays (10 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms,
140 ms) from two sessions (S1: black symbol, S2: orange symbol). Data shown are mean, standard deviation, and individual data (light gray line). The
significant differences are shown between delays by ‘*’ (p < 0.05), but there were no between-session differences in MEPs or H-reflex.
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balance perturbations indicating good reliability of the test

methods. Neither EMG activity without stimulation nor

background activity before stimulation demonstrated changes

between sessions, indicating constant muscle activity between

measurement sessions.

Test-retest reliability of the experiment
method

In the pre-study, the coil and its handle were considered as a

rigid body, which rotated around the head as the center. Two

markers on the upper and lower part of the handle were used to

estimate the movement of the coil. Because the coil was below the

lower marker, the movement of the coil could be considered to be

less than the markers on the handle, which was less than 5 mm in

the x-, y-, and z-axis. From the study of TMS coil location

accuracy with a function-guided navigation system,

2 mm–5 mm distance around the initially defined hotspot

resulted in good accuracy of MEPs, and changes in coil

location within 5 mm distance had no significant effect on

MEP amplitude (De Goede et al., 2018). This supports our

assertion that the stability of the TMS coil during balance

perturbation trials provided accurate MEP values in the

present study.

Paired t-tests were used to test any systematic differences in

MEPs and H-reflexes between sessions in this study. According

to paired t-test results, 10 ms delay of S2 resulted in higher

H-reflex amplitude (S1: 24.8% Mmax; S2: 31.0% Mmax) with

lower MEP (S1: 13.0% Mmax; S2: 11.1% Mmax). The observed

MEP or H-reflex amplitude changes were lower than the

between-session MDC, which indicates that the between

session differences may result from the variability of MEPs/

H-reflex or noise in the measurements. Therefore, data should

be interpreted carefully because systemic error may occur in

some conditions. It would be recommended that at least two

familiarizing perturbation sets should be performed before the

first measurement session to reduce possible learning effects.

TMS measurement demonstrated strong test-retest

reliability, both between- and within-session during standing

rest and balance perturbation tasks (ICC >0.80). The highest test-
retest reliability and lowest between-trial variability were

observed at 140 ms delay, which is defined as a voluntary

activation phase in the present study. It indicates that MEPs

are more reliable while the contribution of voluntary activation of

the muscles is increasing compared with the low voluntary

muscle activity at the early response phases after balance

perturbation or muscles at rest. This finding is supported by

Tallent et al.’s (2012) study, in which they showed higher

reliability of MEPs in active muscle than resting muscle. In

Darling et al.’s (2006) study, less variance was also observed

with more muscle activation. Sensory inputs (vestibular, vision,

proprioception) may influence the excitability of motor units in

the corticospinal pathway more at standing rest and early phases

after perturbation and, therefore, the variability of MEPs

increases (Darling et al., 2006). Another reason, such as

intersession intervals (>72 h), would reduce the TMS

measurement reliability (Luc et al., 2014; Cavaleri et al., 2017).

There may be a reason for the good between-session (<53 h)
MEPs reliability in this study. Examine the mean MEP value

from several individual trials because of typical between-trial

variability, which was also shown in this study (within-session

CV% = 16.9%–46.1%). Although Goldsworthy et al. (2016)

suggested that 20–30 trials may be optimal for estimating

MEPs in the first dorsal interosseous by TMS, other TMS

studies have also shown good reliability with fewer

stimulation trials (Van Hedel et al., 2007; Bastani and

Jaberzadeh, 2012), which indicates that the reliability of MEPs

fluctuates in different experimental protocols and it might be

muscle specific (Cavaleri et al., 2017). MEPs in lower limb

muscles, on the other hand, appear to be more reliable than

those in upper limb muscles. For example, eight to ten trials of

MEPs showed excellent reliability (ICC >0.81) in the tibias

anterior muscle of stroke patients (Beaulieu et al., 2017). In

addition, Lewis et al.‘s (2014) demonstrated good reliability

(ICC >0.80) in soleus muscle in healthy subjects by averaging

only sixMEPs. According to Cavaleri et al.’s (2017) study, a mean

value of ten trials is required to produce consistent condensed

reliability, and five trials are the lowest number to achieve

excellent within-session reliability. In the present study, MEPs

of a single subject at every delay were analyzed from 8 backward

balance perturbation trials and the average value was calculated

(7 – 8 trials) after removing outliers. To the best of our

knowledge, there is only one previous TMS study that has

used this method (Hosel and Tremblay, 2021). Since ICC of

MEPs demonstrated good-to-excellent within-session (between

trials) reliability, calculating averageMEP amplitude from 8 TMS

stimulation trials and removing outlier MEPs beyond 2.5 SD

(maximum one outlier in the present results) could be considered

as sufficient in reducing MEP between-trial variability and

producing a reliable TMS procedure in corresponding balance

perturbation tasks.

H-reflex demonstrated better test-retest reliability in balance

perturbation task than at standing rest; ICC, SEM, andMDC, and

within-session reliability were extremely robust. Similar results

that revealed high stability between stimulation trials but lower

reliability between the sessions were found in a previous study

(Handcock et al., 2001). The possible reasons include more

irregular body sway or various lack of attention issues during

standing rest compared with more regular body movements and

better focus during balance perturbation. Compared with the

standing position, previous studies with subjects who were in

supine or prone position revealed high reliability for the soleus

H-reflex (Hopkins et al., 2000; Palmieri et al., 2002), which

indicated that the H-reflex reliability may relate to the body

position used in the protocol. Better reliability was shown at
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80 ms (ICC = 0.89) and 140 ms (ICC = 0.87) delays than at 10 ms

(ICC = 0.63) and 40 ms (ICC = 0.72) delays, even though the

reliability in the latter two conditions are still acceptable (Portney

and Watkins, 2009). The within-session reliability was generally

better than between sessions in the present study. This

observation implies that five successful stimulations, i.e., at the

range of 3%–7% M-max, is sufficient to be utilized for H-reflex

measurements in balance perturbation tasks. The average of a

larger number of trials (8–10) may provide greater reliability

between the sessions. However, it should be noted that in this

kind of protocol, the number of perturbation trials will increase

with increasing stimulation responses, which might increase the

risk of fatigue. It is not surprising that high reliability of H-reflex

in soleus muscle was shown between stimulation trials, since

previous studies from different body positions have also reported

similar high reliability values, and, thus suggested that 4 to

5 stimulations are needed to obtain reliable results (Hopkins

et al., 2000; Al Amer et al., 2020). Although the stimulation

intensity and body position were different in this study, the

present study adds important information about reliability of

using the H-reflex method in dynamic balance perturbation

tasks.

Corticospinal modulation in balance
perturbation

During balance perturbation tasks, COP is an important

parameter to evaluate balance performance (Zemková, 2011). In

a previous study of balance ability between young and older

adults, the older subjects showed larger peak COP displacement

which implied poor balance control ability during perturbation

(Piirainen et al., 2013). In the present study, we were more

interested in the AP direction of the body sway, thus the COP

displacement and velocity were analyzed only to backward

movement of the platform. COP displacement and velocity

did not differ significantly between the two measurement

sessions in terms of Act-phase, indicating high reliability of

COP during the active balance perturbation phase between

sessions. However, the velocity of COP during Pre- and Rec-

phases, as well as the maximum COP displacement during Rec-

phase was considerably reduced in S2. The results suggest that

there was less body sway before perturbation began and after

perturbation ended in S2, which may indicate effects of learning.

Nevertheless, these changes were not observed during the Act-

phase when stimulations were delivered.

As we already know, a rapid ankle joint perturbation

(dorsiflexion) can lead to a relatively stereotypical pattern

response around 40 ms in the soleus muscle, which is

addressed as the ‘SLR’. When H-reflex was produced at this

time, it showed facilitation in a previous drop jump study, which

was explained by enhanced Ia-afferent transmission (Taube et al.,

2008). However, H-reflex responses in the present results did not

show any difference between the 10 ms delay and 40 ms delay,

which was similar to the case of Piirainen et al.’s study (Piirainen

et al., 2013). It may relate to the different ankle movement

patterns between balance perturbation (translation) and drop

jump (rotation). As demonstrated by Wälchli et al.’s study, it

involved higher speed perturbations (0.74 m/s), in which SLR

decreased while the LLR increased, inferring a top-down control

from supraspinal sources (Wälchli et al., 2017). MEP amplitudes

were slightly enhanced at 40 ms with EMG activity of the soleus

muscle increasing from the onset of ankle movement (no

stimulation trials) but background EMG before stimulation

did not change. Meanwhile, gastrocnemius and tibialis

anterior muscles have not been active implying no co-

contraction of the agonist-antagonist muscle groups at this

delay (see Figure 7). As a result of the present findings, it

seems that cortical control contributes to the initial phase

following perturbation. However, there is no literature

demonstrated that the transcortical loop triggers the early

phase after perturbation. Therefore, the enhanced MEP may

relate to extra caution during perturbation tasks.

H-reflexes were found to be enhanced from SLR to LLR

during balance perturbation in Taube et al.’s previous study

(Taube et al., 2006), suggesting that the LLR is part of the

transcortical loop in the soleus muscle. The present results did

not show a significant difference between 40 ms (SLR) to 80 ms

(LLR) delay but between 10 ms and 80 ms/140 ms delay, which is

not entirely consistent, but not in conflict with Taube’s study,

since both studies indicate an increase in H-reflex during balance

perturbation at the later phase. It is also important to consider the

random direction of perturbation in this study, as well as

different speeds and displacements of the balance platform

movement. Therefore, direct comparison is not possible.

There was a significant increase in background EMG levels

(before stimulation) at 140 ms delay. Increased voluntary

muscle contractions result in increased MEP and H-reflex

values (Škarabot et al., 2019), which may explain the

increased MEPs and H-reflexes in the muscle voluntary

contraction phase during perturbation tasks.

Limitations

Some study limitations should be considered when interpreting

the current findings. We did not use a neuronavigation TMS system

in the present study. However, it is very difficult to utilize such a

system in the dynamic task and with the helmet used in the current

experiment. The helmet and the coil conveyor made it possible to

stabilize the coil during the experiment and eliminate the tension of

the cable during perturbations. The pre-study on the stability of the

helmet systemonly included two subjects, which did not provide any

statistical results. On the other hand, both subjects showed relatively

small movement of the coil, which is in line with the literature (De

Goede et al., 2018). The small sample size in this study is another
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limitation and since MEPs (pseudo-monopolar) and background

EMG (bipolar) used different arrangement normalizing MEPs by

background EMG is complicated. Therefore, we were only able to

discuss the corticospinal modulation and changes in background

EMG separately.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this study investigated the reliability of TMS and

H-reflexmeasurements during different phases of a sliding-platform

balance perturbation task. The TMS coil stability was verified in the

pre-study experiment with kinematic data. BothMEPs and H-reflex

demonstrated acceptable reliability between two measurement

sessions based on ICCs and have good-to-excellent test-retest

reliability between stimulation trials. However, careful placement/

stability of the coil and control of the M-wave during dynamic

balance perturbation trials must be ensured to obtain such reliable

data. MEPs increased in the early phase (SLR) implying that the

corticospinal loop may play a role in overcoming balance

perturbation at an earlier delay than previously thought.
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Abstract: Sensorimotor training and strength training can improve balance control. Currently, little is
known about how repeated balance perturbation training affects balance performance and its neural
mechanisms. This study investigated corticospinal adaptation assessed by transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) and Hoffman-reflex (H-reflex) measurements during balance perturbation induced
by perturbation training. Fourteen subjects completed three perturbation sessions (PS1, PS2, and PS3).
The perturbation system operated at 0.25 m/s, accelerating at 2.5 m/s2 over a 0.3 m displacement in
anterior and posterior directions. Subjects were trained by over 200 perturbations in PS2. In PS1 and
PS3, TMS and electrical stimulation elicited motor evoked potentials (MEP) and H-reflexes in the
right leg soleus muscle, at standing rest and two time points (40 ms and 140 ms) after perturbation.
Body sway was assessed using the displacement and velocity of the center of pressure (COP), which
showed a decrease in PS3. No significant changes were observed in MEP or H-reflex between sessions.
Nevertheless, Δ MEP at 40 ms demonstrated a positive correlation with Δ COP, while Δ H-reflex at
40 ms demonstrated a negative correlation with Δ COP. Balance perturbation training led to less body
sway and a potential increase in spinal-level involvement, indicating that movement automaticity
may be suggested after perturbation training.

Keywords: balance control; motor learning; transcranial magnetic stimulation; H-reflex; automaticity

1. Introduction

Balance control is a fundamental motor skill that requires rapid adaptation to a dynam-
ically changing environment (e.g., balance perturbation tasks) [1]. Especially in dynamic
tasks, balance control involves proprioceptive, somatosensory, and vestibular loops, which
are related to neuronal activity in the brain stem, cerebellum, and motor cortex [2,3]. It
has been determined that inherent muscle activity and the action of reflex loops contribute
to maintaining standing balance during balance perturbation tasks [4,5]. Muscle activity
recorded by electromyography (EMG) in lower limb muscles, such as the soleus and tib-
ialis anterior, exhibits a stereotypical pattern referred to as short-latency response (SLR),
medium-latency response (MLR), and long-latency response (LLR) following ankle move-
ment subsequent to the disturbance of a standing position [6,7]. Although there have been
different opinions regarding latencies and the mechanisms of these responses, SLR is gener-
ally considered a monosynaptic reflex and can enhance muscle stiffness [8,9]. Alternatively,
MLR is more likely due to group-II afferent involvement [10] and is likely subcortical in
origin, while LLR is associated with transcortical loops [11,12].

Several studies have examined how sensorimotor training [12], explosive strength
training [13], and cognitive training [14] can improve balance control. In this regard,
neural adaptation at both spinal and supraspinal levels has been demonstrated following
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training [12–18]. The Hoffman reflex (H-reflex) is a commonly used method to evaluate
neural excitability at the spinal level. Correia et al. [19] reviewed that there were only a
few studies that had used H-reflex in fast movement tasks. Even though H-reflex changes
(i.e., spinal circuit excitability) occur before voluntary reactions, these reflex reactions may
be more related to movement force rather than other factors, such as speed. On the other
hand, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a noninvasive method to investigate
corticospinal excitability in human sport and training [20]. Taube et al. [18] showed that
neural adaptation occurred more at the cortical level than at the spinal level through
TMS-evoked motor evoked potentials (MEP) before and after balance training. Reduced
MEPs and TMS-conditioned H-reflexes in the LLR but not SLR were observed during a
balance perturbation task. Therefore, neural adaptation seems to occur at both spinal and
supraspinal levels after balance training, depending on the timing of interest after the
perturbation. Thus, responses in the SLR and LLR have been shown to differ.

Since balance control is a motor skill, balance training can also be considered motor
skill learning acquisition. Rosenkranz et al. [21] showed that short-term (five sessions)
training demonstrated synaptogenesis, and, thus, improved corticospinal plasticity. The
activity of the primary motor cortex has been demonstrated in the early learning phase of
a static balance task [22]. However, the study of Prsa et al. [23] indicated that motor skill
training in a laboratory setting (e.g., moving an arm to a required target) is simpler than
in ‘real-life’ situations, where tasks can be more complex and require conscious effort to
complete. In other words, simple motor training tasks in the laboratory may be acquired
quickly, even after a few trials, and in an unconscious manner. This is often referred to
as ‘implicit learning,’ to distinguish it from ‘motor skill acquisition’ [24]. When using
balance perturbation as a motor task, hundreds of perturbations are usually involved in
one experiment, which may already induce the ‘adaptation’ of the central nervous system.
Therefore, it is important to clarify how balance control ability improves and adapts to
short-term repeated perturbation tasks.

When perturbation tasks are more challenging and unfamiliar (i.e., higher perturba-
tion amplitude and velocity), well-coordinated and higher muscle activities are needed
to maintain body balance. Subsequently, high voluntary muscle activation after LLR has
been shown in our previous study [25]. However, this important time window for muscle
activity has not been frequently studied previously. This voluntary muscle activity may
be related to a stronger contribution of cortical drive to maintain body position/restore
balance during challenging perturbation tasks [26–28]. Currently, little is known about how
repeated balance training affects balance performance and voluntary activation after LLR
during balance perturbation tasks, or about the contribution of the spinal and supraspinal
mechanisms behind this improvement. The main purpose of this study was to investi-
gate whether short-term motor learning leads to performance improvement during ankle
transitional perturbation. A secondary purpose was to determine the neural mechanism
that might modulate the improvement in balance control ability. Specifically, this study
investigated (1) the effect of high-amplitude short-term balance perturbation training on
balance performance, and (2) corticospinal and spinal excitability at different time points
after perturbation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects

Fourteen subjects volunteered to participate in the study (7 males and 7 females, age:
33 ± 5 years, height: 1.71 ± 0.93 m, weight: 72.8 ± 14.2 kg, and BMI: 24.6 ± 3.5). None
of the subjects had any history of neuromuscular or orthopedic diseases and all subjects
were informed about the procedures and gave written informed consent. Subjects were
fully introduced to the protocol and they had the opportunity to withdraw from the study
at any time. An ethical statement (1267/13.00.04.00/2021) was given by the ethics board
of the University and the study was performed in conformity with the declaration of
Helsinki (2013).
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2.2. Experimental Design

Three perturbation sessions (PS1, PS2, PS3) were conducted within 48 h intervals (see
Figure 1). In PS1 and PS3, after EMG electrode setup and 5 min cycling warm-up (70 W)
on a fitness ergometer (Monark, 282 E, Varberg, Sweden), 16 balance perturbations (1 set)
were used to collect center-of-pressure (COP) and EMG activity data. After this, subjects
were positioned in a custom-built ankle dynamometer (University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä,
Finland) to measure the isometric maximal voluntary contraction force (MVC) of the right
leg. The TMS coil was set on a hotspot and the active motor threshold (aMT) was tested
when subjects sat in the ankle dynamometer. With a TMS coil attached to the head and
held by the custom-built helmet [25], subjects moved carefully to the balance platform,
and 10 TMS pulses were given to measure MEPs during standing rest. In the balance
perturbation task with stimulation, MEPs were evoked at 40 ms and 140 ms time points after
the onset of ankle movement during the balance perturbation in random order. H-reflexes
were elicited at the same two time points and in random order. The stimulations were
delivered during each balance perturbation (anterior and posterior directions), however,
only MEPs and H-reflexes during posterior perturbations were analyzed. In PS2, 13 sets of
balance perturbations (16 perturbations in each set) were given to subjects with 1–2 min
rest between perturbation sets.

 

Figure 1. Experimental design in PS1, PS2, and PS3.

2.3. Isometric Maximal Voluntary Contraction

MVC was used to investigate possible muscle fatigue between sessions and to monitor
muscle contraction levels during the identification of aMT (10% MVC). Subjects were
positioned in a custom-built ankle dynamometer (University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä,
Finland) to assess the MVC with the right foot on the pedal at 100◦ hip angle, 180◦ knee
angle (leg fully extended) and 90◦ ankle angle. After the positioning procedure, the
subject performed 5–7 submaximal plantarflexion trials to practice performance. MVC
was performed at least three times at one-minute intervals and the highest force value
was considered the MVC. If the last trial was >5% higher than the second-best, additional
trials were performed until no further improvement was observed. The typical number of
required maximum trials was 3–5. The force from the dynamometer pedal was measured by
a strain gauge transducer sampled at 1 kHz in Spike2 (8.0) software (CED Ltd., Cambridge,
UK), and the maximum MVC amplitude was analyzed.
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2.4. Electromyography (EMG)

EMG was measured by bipolar electrodes (Blue Sensor, Ag/AgCl, 28 mm2, Ambu A/S,
Ballerup, Denmark) placed 2 cm below the gastrocnemius on the line of the Achilles tendon
for the soleus (SOL), tibialis anterior (TA), and gastrocnemius (GM) muscles according
to SENIAM guidelines [29]. In our pilot TMS study, discomfort and muscle twitch were
reported by some subjects at the 140 ms (voluntary activation) time point. To reduce the
potential discomfort and tension caused by high-intensity stimulation, a pseudo-monopolar
setup on the SOL was used in TMS measurements, as has been used previously [30,31]. The
pseudo-monopolar setup provides a better representation of the electrical characteristics
of the action potentials [32], resulting in a higher MEP amplitude compared to a bipolar
arrangement with the same intensity of the stimulus. In addition, according to our practical
experience, the shape of the MEP is more consistent with the pseudo-monopolar setup,
which is important in dynamic tasks. A disadvantage of this electrode montage is that the
signal-to-noise ratio can be compromised; however, this was not a problem in the current
study. One electrode was placed 2 cm below the gastrocnemius on the line of the Achilles
tendon and the reference electrode was placed on the tibia at the same level. The skin
was shaved, carefully abraded with sandpaper, and cleaned with alcohol. The target skin
impedance was less than 5 kΩ, and if this was not the case, skin preparation was repeated.
All EMG data were collected using the Neurolog EMG system (CED Ltd., Cambridge, UK),
with a gain of 1000. Data were band-passed filtered (15–500 Hz) and further collected
using a CED 1401 A/D-converter (CED ltd., Cambridge, UK) and Spike 2 (8.0) software
(CED Ltd., Cambridge, UK) with a sampling rate of 5 kHz.

2.5. Dynamic Balance Perturbations System

Balance perturbation tasks utilized a custom-built dynamic balance device (University
of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland) modified from Piirainen et al. [33] and Hu et al. [25]. The
balance perturbation system operated at 0.25 m/s, accelerating at 2.5 m/s2 over a 0.3 m
displacement. In balance perturbation tasks, 16 perturbations were performed in 1 set, with
8 anterior and 8 posterior perturbations. The order of the perturbation direction was the
same in all sets. Two min rest periods were given after every perturbation set to minimize
possible muscle fatigue [33]. Every perturbation was triggered when COP was below the
±5 mm level of the standing baseline for at least 1 s. This approach modified the triggering
timing and ensured that the subject was always keeping the initial body position and not
anticipating the upcoming perturbation. A fixation point was set on the wall 3 m from the
subjects at eye level to stabilize the subjects’ visual attention during measurements.

During balance perturbation tasks, COP values were collected by a force plate embed-
ded inside the balance platform. One strain gauge sensor was located in each of the four
corners of the force plate (BT4 balance platform; HUR Labs, Tampere, Finland), and data
were saved and analyzed using the Coachtech-feedback system (University of Jyväskylä,
Jyväskylä, Finland). COP in the anterior-posterior direction was calculated using the for-
mula: COPy = ((Flf + Frf)× 0.26 − (Flr + Frr)× 0.26)/(Flf + Frf + Frr + Flr), where F is
the force value from sensors (lf = left front, rf = right front, or = right rear, lr = left rear), and
0.26 (m) is the sensor distance from the middle line.

2.6. TMS Measurement Setup

TMS was delivered using a single-pulse Magstim 2002 stimulator with a double-cone
coil (Magstim, Whitland, UK). A skin-tight (swimming) cap was placed on the head of the
subject to increase friction between the coil and the scalp. The optimal TMS stimulation
site for the right SOL was located on average 1 cm lateral (left) and 1 cm posterior to the
cranial apex. Several stimulations were delivered to determine optimal coil placement and
it was then marked by a marker pen on the cap. The aMT was the lowest stimulus intensity
to elicit clear MEPs in three out of five stimulations from right ankle plantarflexion with
10% MVC [34,35]. After the confirmation of aMT, a second swimming cap with a hole
in the middle of the vertex (Orca High Visibility Neoprene Swim Cap, Orca, Auckland,
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New Zealand) was placed over the coil to reduce the gap and relative movement between
the coil and the head. Then, a custom-made helmet (modified from an ice-hockey helmet;
CCM TACK 710 JK-K, CCM Hockey, Montreal, QC, Canada) was attached to the subject’s
head with a chin strap. In the balance perturbation system, the TMS cable was placed on a
conveyor adjacent to the safety belt conveyor on the roof and connected with the balance
platform by a firm handle, which was the same as in our previous study [25]. Single-
pulse TMS with a 110% intensity of aMT was delivered during standing rest and balance
perturbation tasks to investigate corticospinal excitability, and 110% intensity would cause
less discomfort than the higher level stimulations used in our pilot study.

During balance perturbation tasks, a constant delay (25 ms) between the platform
control signal and the onset of ankle movement was reported in our previous study [25].
Therefore, 40 ms and 140 ms time points after ankle movement were defined as SLR and
voluntary activation timing. MEP latency was calculated between the TMS pulse and MEP
rising point during standing rest. Then, single-pulse TMS with 110% aMT was adjusted to
elicit MEP arising at 40 ms and 140 ms time points.

2.7. H-Reflex Measurement Setup

For H-reflex measurements, subjects stood relaxed during the electrical stimulation
setup. Electrical stimulation was administrated to the tibial nerve in the popliteal fossa. A
cathode (1.5 cm × 1.5 cm) was placed over the tibial nerve, and an anode (5 cm × 8 cm)
was placed above the patella. Rectangular stimulation pulses (DS7AH, Digitimer Ltd.,
Hertfordshire, UK) with a duration of 0.2 ms were delivered at 10 s intervals. Once the
optimal site of stimulation was found, the site was marked by a marker pen, and an
electrode (Blue Sensor, Ag/AgCl, 28 mm2, Ambu A/S, Ballerup, Denmark) was placed and
strapped around the subject’s knee with an elastic band. An increasing intensity interval
(1–5 mA) was chosen to measure the H/M recruitment curve, with at least 30 data points up
to the maximal M-wave. The stimulus intensity was adjusted to 5% (±2%) of the maximum
M-wave, which was used during balance perturbations to control the stimulation intensity
in H-reflex measurements.

During balance perturbation tasks, the H-reflex was measured using the same protocol
as in TMS trials. For the H-reflex, a successful trial from 1 perturbation set (16 perturbations)
was defined as an M-wave response of 5% (±2%) of the maximal M-wave. The intensity
of electrical stimulation was adjusted during perturbation trials to obtain at least five
successful trials. If less than five successful H-reflex trials in a set were achieved, an extra
perturbation set—four backward and four forward—was performed. For each perturbation
task with stimulation, 5 successful H-reflexes were usually completed within 1 to 1.5 sets
(16–24 perturbations).

2.8. Data and Statistical Analysis

COP values were analyzed in perturbation trials without stimulations. The mean
standard deviation of the COP displacement curve was calculated to evaluate the general
body sway (COP_SD). Peak-to-peak COP displacement (dCOP) was analyzed over a
time window of 1 s before platform movement (Preparation phase; Pre), during platform
movement (Active phase; Act), and 1 s from the end of platform movement (Recovery
phase; Rec) (see Figure 2). The COP velocity curve was calculated by differentiating the
COP curve over 20 ms windows, and then the average COP velocity of the velocity curve
(vCOP) was analyzed in the same time window as dCOP (see Figure 2). Both dCOP and
vCOP were normalized by the individual subject’s height × weight (dCOP: mm/(m × kg);
vCOP: (mm/s)/(m × kg)) according to the recommendation of Chiari et al. [36].
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Figure 2. Average COP displacement and velocity (line) and their standard deviations (shadow) from
14 subjects in PS1 (light grey) and PS3 (black) are shown. The signal diagram (bottom part) shows the
displacement of the balance perturbation (a negative value means the platform moved backward).

In the balance perturbation trials without stimulation, the average of all subjects’ full
wave rectified EMG data from 100 ms before the perturbation onset to 400 ms after onset
was analyzed. Furthermore, EMG activity was analyzed using root mean square (RMS)
over 20 ms time windows from the perturbation onset (0 ms) to 180 ms after onset.

MEPs and the H-reflex were measured during standing rest and balance perturbation.
During standing rest, a clear MEP was defined to start when EMG was above the mean
+ 2SD level recorded 100 ms before the TMS trigger and end when below the mean-2SD
level [37]. The average MEP latency and the MEP duration were analyzed during the
standing rest and then used to trigger TMS during the balance perturbation. Average MEP
values were determined with peak-to-peak amplitude (in mV) from 10 TMS stimulations.
4Outliers were identified from the 10 trials (±2.5 SD) and removed before analysis [38].
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In balance perturbation trials, the MEP amplitude from 7–8 trials was selected when the
platform moved backward and was averaged after excluding outliers (±2.5 SD), which
has been shown to provide good reliability in our previous study [25]. All MEPs were
normalized to the peak-to-peak value of the maximal M-wave (MMAX) and presented
as %MMAX in the results. The H-reflex was determined as peak-to-peak amplitude and
averaged from all successful trials (within 3–7% MMAX) in standing rest and balance
perturbation tasks. The H-reflex was also normalized to the MMAX. The RMS of background
EMG (BGemg) was also analyzed with a 30 ms window before TMS and H-reflex triggers
and normalized to MMAX (monopolar and bipolar).

In order to evaluate neural excitability changes between corticospinal and spinal
levels, the MEP/H-reflex ratio (MEP/H ratio) was calculated. To explore the relationship
between the changes in balance performance and corticospinal correlation from PS1 to PS3,
the ΔMEP and ΔH-reflex and their correlation with Δ dCOP were analyzed by Pearson
product moment correlation. Delta values were calculated (i.e., MEP, H-reflex, and dCOP,
respectively) using the formula: (value (PS3)—value (PS1))/value (PS1) × 100%.

The number of participants required was based on power calculations for the expected
change in mean rectified MEPs (sEMG recordings from the soleus muscle during balance
perturbation). By utilizing previous data from a similar experimental setup by Hu et al. [25],
we estimated that 10 subjects in each condition would provide at least 80% power (with a
95% confidence interval) to detect a 15% difference in mean rectified MEPs. This calculation
assumed an SD of 10–15% between time points, with a significance level set at p < 0.05
(two-tailed).

Statistical analyses were conducted using JASP (Version 0.17.1). Result visualizations
were performed using Prism (V9, GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). Since the orig-
inal data were not normally distributed, all variables of the MEP/H ratio were processed
by log transformation before statistical analyses following Nielsen’s suggestion, which
resulted in data being normally distributed, as assessed by Shapiro–Wilk W tests [39]. MVC,
MMAX, and HMAX/MMAX values were assessed by a paired t-test. Since dCOP and vCOP
were analyzed by different time windows (i.e., 1 s for Pre and Rec phases but 1.3 s for the Act
phase), between-session differences of dCOP, vCOP, and COP_SD were examined by paired
t-test. To assess adaptation in corticospinal excitability during balance perturbations, MEPs,
H-reflex, BGemg, and EMG activity were assessed by two-way (2 × 3) repeated-measures
ANOVA with the factors SESSION (PS1 and PS3) and TIME (standing rest, 40 ms, 140 ms).
When a significant F-value was observed, Mauchly’s test was used to evaluate sphericity,
and where the assumption was valid, F-values were reported with sphericity-assumed
degrees of freedom and df error (i.e., F (sphericity-assumed df, df error)). Effect sizes
for the ANOVA main effects are reported as partial eta squared (ηp

2), where 0.02, 0.13,
and 0.26 are considered small, medium, and large, respectively. If significance for TIME
was revealed, Bonferroni post-hoc analysis was used for pairwise comparisons between
levels (i.e., standing rest, 40 ms, 140 ms). Correlations between MEP amplitude, H-reflex
amplitude, and EMG activity were analyzed by Pearson product-moment correlation tests.
The significance level was set at p < 0.05 and all results were displayed as Mean ± SD in
the text and figures.

3. Results

3.1. Balance Performance during Perturbation

dCOP (mm/(m × kg)) and vCOP ((mm/s)/(m × kg)) of Pre, Act, and Rec were
analyzed to explore balance performance in AP direction before, during, and after the onset
of balance platform movement, respectively (see Figure 2). Both dCOP and vCOP at all
phases decreased significantly from PS1 to PS3 (see Table 1). COP_SD demonstrated a
significant decrease at PS3 compared to PS1 (PS1: 0.16 ± 0.05; PS3: 0.13 ± 0.06, t (13) = 2.741,
p = 0.017).
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Table 1. dCOP (mm/(m × kg)) and vCOP ((mm/s)/(m × kg)) of Pre, Act, and Rec shown with
t-value and p-value of the paired-t test. Hedge’s g was used to interpret results with 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8,
which were considered as small, medium, and large effects, respectively.

PS1 PS3 Mean Difference t (13) p-Value Hedge’s g

dCOP Pre 0.09 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.04 0.01 2.177 0.049 * 0.217
Act 1.14 ± 0.34 1.01 ± 0.27 0.13 2.483 0.027 * 0.395
Rec 0.64 ± 0.21 0.44 ± 0.18 0.20 4.642 <0.001 ** 0.995

vCOP Pre 0.16 ± 0.08 0.13 ± 0.06 0.03 2.951 0.011 * 0.429
Act 1.59 ± 0.57 1.31 ± 0.40 0.28 3.212 0.007 * 0.548
Rec 0.97 ± 0.35 0.66 ± 0.29 0.31 5.405 <0.001 ** 0.928

* (p < 0.05); ** (p < 0.001).

3.2. Corticospinal Excitability during Perturbation

There was no significant difference demonstrated in MMAX (PS1: 6.79 ± 1.33 mV,
PS3: 6.64 ± 1.53 mV, t (13) = 0.907, p = 0.381), HMAX/MMAX (PS1: 48.5 ± 16.2%MMAX,
PS3: 47.4% ± 18.2%MMAX, t (13) = 0.279, p = 0.785), or MVC (PS1: 1756.9 ± 480.9 Nm,
PS3: 1813.7 ± 480.9 Nm, t (13) = −2.070, p = 0.059) between PS1 and PS3.

A significant main effect for time was observed for MEP amplitude (Figure 3A,
F (1.118, 30.897) = 39.355, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.602), but there was no main effect for session
(F (1, 26) = 0.817, p = 0.374, ηp

2 = 0.031) or session × time interaction (F (1.118, 30.897) = 0.267,
p = 0.650, ηp

2 = 0.010). However, significant differences over time were observed from
40 ms to 140 ms (p < 0.001). In addition, MEP amplitude during standing rest was lower
than 40 ms (p = 0.012) and 140 ms (p < 0.001). BGemg values demonstrated an increase at
140 ms compared to other times (Figure 3B, p < 0.001).

Figure 3. MEP (A) with BGemg (B) at three different times (standing rest, 40 ms, and 140 ms), in
which symbols represent the MEP values of individual subjects and bar charts represent the BGemg
activities from monopolar EMG setups. Significant differences between time points are marked with
* (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001).

Similarly, no between session difference was shown in the H-reflex (F (1, 26) = 0.048,
p = 0.828, ηp

2 = 0.002) or session × time interaction (F (1.273, 33.099) = 0.638, p = 0.466,
ηp

2 = 0.024). However, a significant main effect over time was observed (Figure 4A,
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F (1.273, 33.099) = 36.269, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.582). Post-hoc tests showed an increased H-reflex

from 40 ms to 140 ms (p < 0.001). Plus, the H-reflex during the standing rest was lower than
140 ms (p < 0.001). BGemg values demonstrated an increase at 140 ms compared with the
other times (Figure 4B, p < 0.001).

Figure 4. H-reflex (A) with BGemg (B) at three different times (standing rest, 40 ms, and 140 ms), in
which symbols represent H-reflex values of individual subjects and bar charts represent the BGemg
activities bipolar EMG setups. Significant differences between time are marked with “**” (p < 0.001).

A significant main effect for time was observed in the MEP/H ratio (Figure 5, F (1.592, 41.397) = 37.174,
p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.588), but there was no main effect for session (F (1, 26) = 0.541, p = 0.469,
ηp

2 = 0.020) or session × time interaction (F (1.592, 41.397) = 0.704, p = 0.469, ηp
2 = 0.026). Post-

hoc tests demonstrated an enhanced MEP/H ratio from standing rest to 40 ms (p < 0.001)
and standing rest to 140 ms (p < 0.001).

Figure 5. The ratio of MEP and H-reflex at three different times (standing rest, 40 ms, and 140 ms), in
which symbols represent the values of individual subjects, while the mean values with standard devi-
ation bars are also depicted. Significant differences between times are marked with “**” (p < 0.001).
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3.3. Soleus Muscle Activity during Perturbation

Figure 6A shows soleus muscle activity during balance perturbation. Specifically,
the RMS of EMG did not demonstrate a significant between-session difference in per-
turbation trials without stimulation. EMG activity was lower at the 40–60 ms window
(PS1: 0.53 ± 0.20%MMAX, PS3: 0.47 ± 0.21%MMAX) when compared to the 140–160 ms
window (PS1: 1.32 ± 0.64%MMAX, PS3: 1.27 ± 0.52%MMAX) (p < 0.001) (Figure 6B), where
these windows match the timings of the stimulations.

Figure 6. Average EMG activity data from all subjects in perturbation trials without stimulation
(A). Data are normalized to MMAX. RMS of EMG activity (B) in every 20 ms window from ankle
movement (0 ms) to 180 ms, as zoomed in from the dashed square of A. Statistical significance is
denoted by “**” (p < 0.001). There are other significant differences between the time windows, which
are not marked in the figure since this study focused on 40–60 ms and 140–60 ms windows.
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Additionally, a positive correlation was observed between EMG activity (40 ms–60 ms)
and H-reflex (r = 0.500, p = 0.007), but not MEP (r = 0.161, p = 0.412) at 40 ms. On the
contrary, EMG activity showed a positive correlation with MEP (r = 0.501, p = 0.007), but
not the H-reflex (r = 0.241, p = 0.218) at 140 ms.

3.4. Correlations between Corticospinal/Spinal Excitability and Balance Performance

Figure 7 shows the correlations between changes in the displacement of COP and
MEP and the H-reflex at the 40 ms time point. Δ MEP at 40 ms demonstrated a signif-
icant and positive correlation with Δ dCOP in Rec (Figure 7C). However, Δ H-reflex at
40 ms demonstrated a significant and negative correlation with Δ dCOP during the Pre
(Figure 7D).

Figure 7. Scatter plots of Δ MEP with Δ dCOP at Pre (A), Act (B), and Rec (C); Scatter plots of
Δ H-reflex with Δ dCOP at Pre (D), Act (E), and Rec (F). “*” is marked when p < 0.05.

4. Discussion

Our findings demonstrate the decreased displacement and velocity of COP in PS3,
which indicates that balance performance improved during the third perturbation session.
In addition, the observed positive correlation between Δ MEP (40 ms) and Δ dCOP (Rec)
along with the negative correlation between Δ H-reflex (40 ms) and Δ dCOP (Pre) suggests
that the decrease in COP displacement may be related to decreased corticospinal excitability
and increased spinal excitability. Individual differences were shown in MEPs and H-reflexes
from PS1 to PS3, but the neural adaptation for those with improved (eight subjects) balance
ability was more likely to transfer from the cortical level toward the spinal level.

The balance performance adaptive process was observed as a sway reduction in both
COP displacement and velocity during balance perturbation. In addition, the variability of
COP decreased, and COP was close to the standing rest baseline, as shown by the reduction
in COP_SD in PS3, indicating body sway. Therefore, balance perturbation training with
repeated high amplitude and speed enhanced balance control performance during the
third session. This was also in line with the study of Bakker et al. [15], who found that
even one session of task-related balance training (but not seated cycling or rest) improved
balance performance in specific balance tasks. Several studies have indicated that different
types of training improve balance control ability, including sensorimotor training [12],
strength training [13], and cognitive dual-task training [14]. Studies also showed that
specific balance training improves postural control but not muscle strength in both young
and older adults [40–42]. The results of our study demonstrated an improvement in balance
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ability without an increase in muscle strength (i.e., no changes in MVC or EMG activity
during the perturbation task were observed), which indicates that the balance task-related
training was efficient for improving balance performance in perturbation tasks, at least for
young adults (i.e., 28 years old to 42 years old in this study).

During balance perturbation tasks, both feedback control, which occurs in response
to sensory feedback, and feedforward control, which refers to the anticipation of a volun-
tary movement, are involved in postural control [43]. In our previous study [25], balance
performance may have been partly learned already following the first testing session, in
which dCOP decreased from the Pre to the Rec phase after one perturbation session. It
is well accepted that feedforward control is an internal model for accuracy, and does not
require feedback loops (e.g., somatosensory feedback), and thus it is more related to antici-
pation [44]. Therefore, feedforward control might have already improved following the first
perturbation session. However, a recent study with a similar setup did not show enhanced
balance performance after the first perturbation session [45]. Researchers suggested that
balance control ability may not be entirely acquired within just one perturbation session.
On the other hand, feedback control relies on information from sensory sources. Since SLR
and LLR occur during the Act phase, this study revealed significant balance performance
changes in the Act phase during the third session. This suggests that feedback control may
play a stronger role in balance control following perturbation training.

The increased MEP amplitude at 40 ms found in our study may be related to the
anticipation of the balance system movement, even when masking strategies were in place
to reduce the influence of anticipation. To avoid preparatory body position, body swaying
was monitored by the perturbation system, and if COP shifted over 5 mm of baseline,
perturbation would not be triggered. In the study of Mierau et al. [46], a positive potential
(P1) was recorded by electroencephalography (EEG) over the centro-parietal cortical area
in the early phase of a balance perturbation, which was suggested to be related to afferent
feedback by the perturbation [46]. Therefore, there would not be enough time for the
cortical drive to participate in the early perturbation phase. Thus, increasing MEP at
40 ms in our study may be related to feedforward control. In our data, at the late phase
of the balance perturbation, an EMG peak after LLR (see Figure 6A) was observed, which
can be considered a voluntary muscle activity in order to maintain body position. In the
study of Nevanperä et al. [45], a significantly increased V-wave was observed after 70 ms,
which indicates that supraspinal drive may be involved in the late phase of the balance
perturbation. In the study of Mierau et al. [46], addressing cortical processing of sensory
feedback, a negative potential (N1) was recorded with EEG during a 100–200 ms time
window after the perturbation onset, which was suggested to be related to the perturbation
amplitude and postural threat. The N1 amplitude demonstrated a positive correlation with
the EMG activity of the gastrocnemius muscle after 100 ms. A similar positive correlation
was observed in our study between EMG activity and MEP in the later phase of the balance
perturbation (140 ms). Taken together with the results of Mierau et al. [46], it seems that
neural activity at the cortical level is strongly related to muscle activity when trying to
maintain balance in the later phases of balance perturbation.

Even though neither MEPs nor H-reflexes demonstrated changes between sessions,
the decreased displacement of COP was related to a higher H-reflex but a lower MEP
at the 40 ms time onset after the intervention. It seems that neural adaptation to bal-
ance perturbation may take place at both the supraspinal and spinal levels. However,
the current null findings for changes in MEPs from PS1 to PS3 may also imply that the
amount of training was not enough to induce any neural excitability changes cortically
and, thus, the movement pattern was not likely fully learned in some subjects (e.g., 3 out of
14 subjects demonstrated increased COP). In a study by Mouthon and Taube [47], increased
short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) was reported following two weeks (six train-
ing sessions) of balance training, showing enhanced intracortical inhibition. In addition,
Lauber et al. [48] demonstrated that more cortical inhibition occurred in the initial stages
of balance training but then decreased back to baseline as training progressed. Collectively,
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these findings indicate that there may be a high level cortical drive at the beginning of
balance training, which then shifts to a subcortical level once balance control has been
acquired [49].

In the current study, only single-pulse TMS at one stimulation intensity was used.
Therefore, future studies should consider using paired-pulse TMS to determine intracor-
tical inhibition and facilitation at different delays during balance perturbation tasks. On
the other hand, it should also be noted that the adaptation of automaticity-related neu-
ral excitability may occur at the spinal level according to modulation of H-reflex to the
demands of the task [50]. Previous studies have shown decreasing soleus H-reflex ampli-
tude when human body balance is challenged (i.e., from lying to standing [51], or from
standing to walking [52]). In our study, reduced COP indicated that balance control ability
was improved after balance perturbation training. In addition, the MEP/H ratio in the
majority of subjects (12 out of 14) was lower in PS3 when compared to PS1 (see Figure 5),
suggesting that maintaining balance was not as challenging as before. Finally, a study by
Bakker et al. [15] found that 30 min balance training improved balance performance, but
no neural adaptations such as altered MEP amplitude or increased SICI, as hypothesized,
were observed. Researchers speculated that other brain areas, such as the cerebellum, may
underlie balance performance improvement [15]. Considering the lack of MEP or H-reflex
changes in our study from PS1 to PS3, and the relationship of Δ MEP and Δ H-reflex with
Δ dCOP at the 40 ms time point, these findings may imply that subcortical circuit activity
could be a crucial factor in balance control, contributing to the enhancement of balance
performance in PS3.

Some limitations should be mentioned regarding this study. Large variabilities were
observed in both MEP and H-reflex amplitudes when responding to balance perturbation
tasks. This variability may have led to the lack of significant differences between sessions.
Therefore, more subjects in a future study would be ideal. Despite utilizing a random
perturbation order and COP monitor to reduce anticipation and body sway before pertur-
bation onset, it was very difficult to rule out all anticipation influences. Due to a similar
order and time interval between the perturbations of each set, it is still possible that subjects
could have learned some pattern, which might be one of the reasons for the increasing MEP
amplitude at the 40 ms time point.

5. Conclusions

Improved balance control, shown by decreased COP displacement and velocity,
was observed in session three. However, no significant group-level neural adaptation
was shown at the supraspinal or spinal level. A correlation between ΔCOP and the
ΔMEP/ΔH-reflex may imply potential corticospinal excitability changes in parallel with
balance performance improvement on an individual level. Based on our findings, it ap-
pears that only a few sessions are required to demonstrate motor learning and/or neural
adaptation. Although neither the precise driver nor mechanism of adaptation could be
identified in the present study, our evidence suggests that repeated short-term balance
training led to modifications from cortical to more subcortical functioning.
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Abstract
Purpose Long-term sports training, such as skill and endurance training, leads to specific neuroplasticity. However, it remains 
unclear if muscle stretch-induced proprioceptive feedback influences corticospinal facilitation/inhibition differently between 
skill- and endurance-trained athletes. This study investigated modulation of corticospinal excitability following rapid ankle 
dorsiflexion between well-trained skill and endurance athletes.
Methods Ten skill- and ten endurance-trained athletes participated in the study. Corticospinal excitability was tested by 
single- and paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulations (TMS) at three different latencies following passive rapid ankle 
dorsiflexion. Motor evoked potential (MEP), short-latency intracortical inhibition (SICI), intracortical facilitation (ICF), and 
long-latency intracortical inhibition (LICI) were recorded by surface electromyography from the soleus muscle.
Results Compared to immediately before ankle dorsiflexion (Onset), TMS induced significantly greater MEPs during the 
supraspinal reaction period (~ 120 ms after short-latency reflex, SLR) in the skill group only (from 1.7 ± 1.0 to 2.7 ± 1.8%M-
max, P = 0.005) despite both conditions being passive. ICF was significantly greater over all latencies in skill than endur-
ance athletes (F (3, 45) = 4.64, P = 0.007), although no between-group differences for stimulations at specific latencies (e.g., 
at SLR) were observed.
Conclusion The skill group showed higher corticospinal excitability during the supraspinal reaction phase, which may 
indicate a “priming” of corticospinal excitability following rapid ankle dorsiflexion for a supraspinal reaction post-stretch, 
which appears absent in endurance-trained athletes.

Keywords Physical exercise · Training adaptation · Stretch reflex · Transcranial magnetic stimulation · Corticospinal 
excitability

Abbreviations
ANOVA  Analysis of variance
EMG  Electromyography
ICF  Intracortical facilitation
LICI  Long-latency intracortical inhibition
LLR  Long-latency reflex
LTP  Long-term potentiation
MEP  Motor evoked potential
MLR  Medium-latency reflex
M-max  Maximum compound action potential
PAS  Paired associative stimulation
rMT  Resting motor threshold
SICI  Short-latency intracortical inhibition
SLR  Short-latency stretch reflex
SOL  Soleus muscle
TA  Tibialis anterior muscle
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Introduction

Corticospinal plasticity, the ability of the brain to modify 
neuronal connections, is essential for learning, motor con-
trol, improved memory, and recovery from brain injury 
(Kantak et al. 2012). It can be modified by conditions 
such as visual, auditory, and proprioception information 
through adapting the neural connections (Pascual-Leone 
et al. 2005). Motor training is a process of acquiring infor-
mation from external sources and accomplishing move-
ment, which is intrinsically associated with neuroplas-
ticity. Long-term sports training improves corticospinal 
plasticity for motor learning (Hötting and Röder 2013; 
Singh et  al. 2016). Meanwhile, different categories of 
training such as endurance training and skill training seem 
to modify the neural system differently (Schlaffke et al. 
2014).

Endurance training aims to increase the capacity of 
continuous motor output by repeating the same move-
ment sequence and, therefore, increasing the efficiency 
of the movement (Barnes and Kilding 2015). Endurance 
training increases cognition and neuroplasticity in several 
brain regions such as the cerebellum, hippocampus, and 
cerebral cortex via different mechanisms of global affec-
tion, such as altered blood volume in the brain and lactate 
induces elevation of neural growth factors and, but does 
not alter specific motor map organization or synapse num-
ber (synaptogenesis), which is produced by motor learning 
(Thomas et al. 2012; Taubert et al. 2015). At the spinal 
level, the excitability of the motor neurons is known to 
adapt after long-term endurance training (Koceja et al. 
2004). Following rapid toe movement, well-trained swim-
mers demonstrated higher spinal excitability than non-
trained individuals (Ogawa et al. 2009), and similar results 
were later presented in endurance runners (Ogawa et al. 
2012). In general, long-term endurance training results in 
enhanced spinal excitability and provides increased blood 
flow, and oxygen delivery through angiogenesis, to brain 
regions, but appears not to participate directly in the mod-
ulation of synaptic number or topology (Churchill et al. 
2002; Taubert et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2019).

On the other hand, skill training is defined as the acqui-
sition and subsequent refinement of novel movement 
sequences (Adkins et al. 2006). According to neuroimag-
ing studies, when learning a new specific exercise (e.g., 
dancing, gymnastics) that triggers motor skill learning 
processes, greater neural networks are activated within 
the brain area of the focused task compared with simple 
movements (e.g., grasping and moving small objects) 
(Papale and Hooks 2018; Ungerleider et al. 2002). A tran-
scranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)-based experiment 
showed that skill-trained athletes (dancing, gymnastics, 

and figure skating) have higher capacity for corticospinal 
plasticity of the test-relevant muscle (soleus) compared 
to endurance-trained athletes (cross-country skiing, orien-
teering), (Kumpulainen et al. 2015). During a single motor 
skill learning session, there is an increase in corticospinal 
excitability in the area controlling the corresponding limb 
(Suzuki et al. 2012), which may be related to decreasing 
cortical inhibitory neurotransmission (Kolasinski et al. 
2019). From previous studies, both single session of skill 
training seems to modify cortical behavior, and long-term 
skill training has been shown to result in changes of corti-
cospinal excitability and different cortical responsiveness 
versus endurance training (Suzuki et al. 2012; Perez et al. 
2004).

One method to investigate the effects of interventions 
on corticospinal plasticity is the stretch reflex test, where 
neural responses are recorded by surface electromyography 
(EMG) (Hagbarth 1967). Such a method can be combined 
with stimulation methods, such as TMS, to determine the 
contribution of different parts of the neural system to the 
reflex response (Budini et al. 2017). This stretch reflex con-
traction occurs naturally in locomotion (i.e., stretch-short-
ening cycle), but the exposure to and fatigue induced by 
these actions during training (Avela and Komi 1998) could 
be hypothesized to be different between skill- and endur-
ance athletes leading to differential corticospinal responses. 
For a healthy human, an imposed dorsiflexion of the ankle 
joint leads to a series of clear responses in the EMG of the 
stretched muscles. The main response, with an onset latency 
at 40 50 ms, is called the short-latency stretch reflex (SLR) 
and is mediated by a monosynaptic reflex loop (Fellows et al. 
1993; Lee and Tatton 1975). The classic view is that SLR is 
“purely” under spinal control, whereas only the long-latency 
reflex (LLR ~ 90 ms) (Dietz et al. 1984) can be influenced 
by cortex behavior (Petersen et al. 1998) based on latencies 
likely for a transcortical loop (Evarts 1973). This view is sup-
ported by TMS-evoked MEP responses not affecting SLR or 
medium-latency reflex (MLR), but being facilitated at  LLR2 
(after ~ 120 ms) (Taube et al. 2008). Based on the movements 
performed during training, e.g., endurance athletes perform-
ing repetitive stretch–shortening cycles while skill athletes 
perform regularly changing movement patterns, it is reason-
able to assume that skill- and endurance athletes differ in 
their corticospinal control of movement and that this may 
become apparent in different phases following muscle stretch.

The aim of the current study was to explore the con-
tribution of/and the underlying corticospinal mechanisms 
mediating motoneuronal responses to stretch reflex of skill- 
and endurance-trained athletes by recording MEPs in the 
soleus muscle. Both skill and endurance training are known 
to lead to neuronal adaptation and mechanisms of neuronal 
modulation in short-term sports training has been explored 
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(Kolasinski et al. 2019), but there are contentions about how 
the different types of long-term training affects neuroplasti-
city. Whether muscle stretch influences corticospinal facili-
tation/inhibition differently in endurance- and skill-trained 
athletes and, thus the mechanism(s) behind natural move-
ment remain unknown. It was hypothesized that endurance-
trained athletes would show more prominent modulation at 
SLR, while skill-trained athletes would show higher modula-
tion after SLR (SLR + 120 ms).

Methods

Participants and ethical approval

Ten endurance-trained athletes: seven males and three 
females (mean ± standard deviation: 25 ± 3 years, 70 ± 9 kg, 
176 ± 8 cm) and ten skill-trained athletes: 1 male and 9 
females (22 ± 3 years, 67 ± 8 kg, 165 ± 8 cm) volunteered to 
participate in this study. There is evidence showing that no 
difference exists in resting MEP between males and females 
(Pitcher et al. 2003). Thus, the different contribution of gen-
ders between the groups should not bias the results. Train-
ing background information was collected by a question-
naire. The endurance group had trained endurance sports 
on average 12 ± 3 years for 11 ± 3 h per week. Three par-
ticipants practiced cross-country skiing, two long-distance 
running, three triathlon, and two swimming. The skill group 
had trained skill sports on average 13 ± 3 years for 9 ± 1 h 
per week. Four participants practiced aerobic gymnastics, 
three esthetic group gymnastics, two martial arts, and one 
dancing. None of the participants had any history of neuro-
muscular or orthopedic diseases and all participants were 
informed about the procedures and gave written informed 
consent. The study was approved by the ethics board of the 
university and the study was performed in conformity with 
the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants were asked not to 
train 12 h before measurements and not have any caffeine 
on the measurement day to avoid interference with the TMS 
protocol (Turco et al. 2020).

Experimental design

There were two test sessions in this study, a single-pulse ses-
sion and a paired-pulse session in that order. Before the first 
testing session, subjects were familiarized with both TMS 
and the ankle perturbations. On each test occasion, partici-
pants were positioned on a custom-built ankle dynamom-
eter (University of Jyvaskylä, Finland) with the hip at 120° 
and the right knee in a fully extended position of 180°. The 
right foot ankle was set at 90° and rested on a pedal of the 
dynamometer. A seat belt restricted movement of the upper 
body and straps secured the right thigh and foot. Hands were 

resting and held together during the measurement. After 
the positioning procedure, the maximum compound action 
potential (M-max) of the resting soleus muscle was meas-
ured first. The participant contracted the ankle submaximally 
several times for warmup and then performed three maximal 
isometric plantarflexion actions with 2 min rest between tri-
als. The highest force value from the three trials was consid-
ered as the maximal voluntary contraction (MVC). Resting 
stretch reflex of the soleus muscle (10 trials) and TMS (10 
trials) was performed separately to calculate the latency of 
SLR and the latency of MEP before the experiment trials. 
This allowed precise arrival of the MEP to the soleus mus-
cle coinciding with the desired stretch reflex latencies for 
each individual participant. During separate test sessions, 
MEPs of soleus muscle were elicited in four conditions: at 
the beginning of the pedal movement (Onset), at SLR (SLR), 
120 ms after SLR in a passive condition (p120), and 120 ms 
after SLR while plantar flexing the ankle to 25% of MVC 
(a120). All single-pulse trials were performed during one 
test session and then following 5 days, all paired-pulse trials 
were performed in a second testing session. One endurance 
subject completed the paired-pulse but not the single-pulse 
testing session, meaning n = 10 for paired-pulse but n = 9 for 
single-pulse data in the endurance group.

Recordings

EMG measurements were performed by bipolar electrodes 
(Blue Sensor N, Ag/AgCl, 28  mm2, Ambu A/S, Ballerup, 
Denmark) placed 2 cm below the gastrocnemius on the line 
of the Achilles tendon for soleus muscle (SOL) and over 
the belly for tibialis anterior muscle (TA) at 1/3 of the dis-
tance between the fibula and medial malleolus. A reference 
electrode was placed on the ipsilateral medial malleolus. 
Before electrode placement, skin under the electrodes was 
shaved, abraded with sandpaper, and cleaned with alcohol to 
reduce the resistance below 5 kΩ. EMG signals were ampli-
fied (1000 ×) by a preamplifier (NL824; Digitimer, Welwyn 
Garden City, UK), and then band-pass filtered (10 1000 Hz) 
by another preamplifier (NL900D/NL820A; Digitimer Ltd., 
UK). Reaction forces from the dynamometer pedal were 
measured by a piezoelectric crystal transducer (Kistler Hold-
ing, Winterthur, Switzerland). EMG was sampled at 5 kHz 
and reaction forces were sampled at 1 kHz via a 16-bit AD 
converter (CED power 1401, Cambridge Electronics Design 
Limited, UK). Spike2 software (CED, Cambridge, UK) was 
used for all online data collection and offline analyses.

M-max was measured for MEP normalization purposes. 
M-wave was elicited with an electrical stimulator (DS7AH, 
Digitimer Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK) in the right soleus muscle 
by stimulating the posterior tibial nerve. The stimulus was 
a square-wave pulse of 1 ms duration. The anode electrode 
was placed above the patella. The cathode was placed in the 
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popliteal fossa and moved until the best position for eliciting 
the M-wave with participants in standing position was found. 
It was then fixed to that position throughout the experiment. 
The M-max was tested in the experimental position and a 
further 20% of current was used once a plateau in response 
was observed (120% M-max stimulation intensity).

TMS stimulations

TMS was delivered using a paired-pulse Magstim  2002 stim-
ulator with a double cone coil (Magstim, Whitland, UK). 
To investigate corticospinal excitability, single-pulse TMS 
with 120, 140, and 150% intensity of resting motor threshold 
(rMT) were delivered during the four conditions. To investi-
gate intracortical facilitation/inhibition, short-interval intra-
cortical inhibition (SICI), intracortical facilitation (ICF), and 
long-interval intracortical inhibition (LICI) were measured 
during the four conditions. SICI was elicited by paired-
pulse TMS stimulation with a suprathreshold TMS pulse 
(120% intensity of rMT) after a subthreshold TMS pulse 
(80% intensity of rMT) at 3 ms inter-stimulus interval. Simi-
larly, ICF (15 ms inter-stimulus interval) and LICI (50 ms 
inter-stimulus interval) were produced using the same sub- 
to suprathreshold intensities (Kujirai et al. 1993; Ziemann 
et al. 1996; Wassermann et al. 1996).

The optimal TMS stimulus site for the right soleus muscle 
was located on average 1 cm lateral (left) and 1 cm posterior 
to the cranial apex. Several stimulations were delivered to 
determine optimal coil placement and it was then marked 
by a marker pen on the scalp of the participant. rMT was 
defined as the lowest stimulus intensity to elicit clear MEPs 
in three out of five trials. Ten TMS stimulations with 120% 
of rMT intensity were delivered to calculate the latency of 
MEP. In the single-pulse session, ten TMS stimulations were 
given with different intensities (120, 140 and 150% of rMT) 
randomly for the four conditions. There were 5–8 s intervals 
between each TMS stimulation in each trial and 2 min rest 
between conditions. In the paired-pulse session, each condi-
tion included ten TMS stimulations with 120% rMT single-
pulse as the test MEP, and different paired-pulse paradigms 
(SICI, ICF and LICI). In passive trials, participants were 
asked to perform an attention task, which consisted of count-
ing down from 200 silently. In active trials, participants were 
asked to focus on a line marking 25% MVC on a screen in 
front of them and perform plantar flexion to follow the force 
line throughout the trial.

Stretch reflex induced by rapid ankle dorsiflexion

The stretch reflex of the right soleus muscle was elicited by 
a motor-driven ankle dynamometer (Faculty of Sport and 
Health Sciences, University of Jyväskylä, Finland) with dor-
siflexion (rotational magnitude: 4°, speed: 3.5°rad/s). Stretch 

reflexes were measured while participants sat relaxed in the 
dynamometer chair. When ten stretch reflexes were meas-
ured, the latency of SLR was calculated in Spike2 software 
using the average of the waveforms. The latency of SLR was 
defined as the time between the onset of a digital trigger of 
pedal movement and the start of the ascending EMG signal.

Data and statistical analyses

In the single-pulse session, the peak-to-peak amplitude of 
the soleus MEPs and stretch reflex were determined, aver-
aged over the ten trials, and normalized to M-max. MEP 
amplitude from stimulations with 120, 140 and 150% of 
rMT, respectively, did not differ between groups. Conse-
quently, during off-line analyses, the data from all stimulus 
intensities were averaged and defined as ‘MEPAVG’, thereby 
increasing the number of trials per condition to 30.  MEPAVG 
at SLR condition was compared with stretch reflex values 
without stimulation to demonstrate the SR/  MEPAVG ratio. In 
the paired-pulse session, the peak-to-peak amplitude of con-
ditioned MEP was compared to the test MEP. SICI, ICF, and 
LICI were expressed as a percentage of the test MEP with 
the following formula: (conditioned MEP/ test MEP) × 100. 
A higher ICF percentage represents more facilitation, while 
higher SICI and LICI percentage values represent less intra-
cortical inhibition when comparing conditions.

Statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS 
20.0 (SPSS, Chicago, USA). All variables were pro-
cessed by log transformation prior to statistical analyses, 
which resulted in the data being normally distributed as 
assessed by Shapiro–Wilk’s W tests. Baseline differences 
between the groups for training years, MVC, M-max, 
stretch reflex, and rMT were tested by independent sample 
t tests. TMS-induced responses were assessed by a two-way 
repeated measures ANOVA with within-subject factor of 
four levels (Onset, SLR, p120, and a120) and between-
subject factor groups of two levels (endurance and skill). 
Mauchly’s test was used to evaluate sphericity, and where 
the assumption was valid F  values were reported with 
sphericity-assumed degrees of freedom and df error (i.e., 
F (sphericity-assumed df, df error)).  MEPAVG and LICI violated the 
assumption of sphericity and so F values were reported 
along with their Greenhouse–Geisser adjustments (i.e., F 

(Greenhouse–Geisser adjusted df, df error)). When a significant F value 
for Condition was observed, Bonferroni post hoc tests were 
run for the four conditions (Onset, SLR, p120, and a120). 
Effect sizes for the ANOVA main effects are reported as 
partial eta squared (ηp

2), where 0.02, 0.13, 0.26 are con-
sidered small, medium and large, respectively. Correlations 
between  MEPAVG and stretch reflex, MVC and  MEPAVG were 
analyzed for non-log transformed MEP values and stretch 
reflex values using the Spearman’s rank correlation test. The 
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significance level was set at P = 0.05 and all results were 
displayed as mean ± SD.

Results

There were no differences between groups in training years 
(endurance group: 11 ± 3 years; skill group: 13 ± 3 years, 
P = 0.330), rMT (endurance group: 54 ± 7% stimulator out-
put; skill group: 47 ± 8% stimulator output, P = 0.055) or 
MVC (endurance group: 297 ± 67 Nm; skill group: 227 ± 86 
Nm, P = 0.140).

Single-pulse MEPs

A significant main effect for condition was observed 
(Fig. 2, F (1.971, 33.51) = 83.908, P < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.832), but 
there was no main effect for group (Fig. 1C F (1, 17) = 0.532, 
P = 0.476, ηp

2 = 0.030) or group × condition interaction 
(F (1.971, 33.51) = 1.88, P = 0.169, ηp

2 = 0.100).  MEPAVG 
in the endurance group was 1.6 ± 0.8%M-max (Onset), 
10.7 ± 9.4%M-max (SLR), 2.1 ± 1.3%M-max (p120), and 
10.0 ± 5.0%M-max (a120).  MEPAVG in the skill group 
was 1.7 ± 1.0%M-max (Onset), 14.4 ± 6.4%M-max (SLR), 
2.7 ± 1.8%M-max (p120), and 8.9 ± 5.9%M-max (a120).

Significant differences over time (i.e., between condi-
tions) were observed from Onset to SLR, SLR to p120, p120 
to a120 and Onset to a120 for both groups (Fig. 2, P < 0.01). 
In addition, there was a significant difference between Onset 
and p120 (P = 0.005), and SLR and a120 (P = 0.024) in the 
skill group only (Fig. 2).

There was a strong correlation between MVC and Onset 
 MEPAVG in the skill group (r = 0.790, P = 0.007, N = 10, 
Fig. 3), but no relationship was observed for the endurance 
group (r = − 0.417, P = 0.265, N = 9).

SR/  MEPAVG ratio revealed that the increase in  MEPAVG 
from Onset to SLR was partly affected by the presence of 
stretch reflex, and there were no differences between two 
groups (endurance = 1.8 ± 0.8; skill = 1.3 ± 1.0). However, 
the correlation of  MEPAVG and stretch reflex showed a 
strong relationship in the endurance group (Fig. 4, r = 0.733, 
P = 0.025, N = 9), but not in the skill group (Fig. 4, r = 0.212, 
P = 0.556, N = 10).

Paired-pulse MEPs

SICI showed a significant main effect for condition (F 

(3, 42) = 5.154, P = 0.004, ηp
2 = 0.269), but not between groups 

(F (1, 14) = 0.409, P = 0.533, ηp
2 = 0.028) or group × condi-

tion interaction (F (3, 42) = 1.074, P = 0.370, ηp
2 = 0.071). 

Post hoc (Bonferroni) tests for SICI did not reveal significant 
differences between conditions for each group separately 

(endurance group: Onset vs. SLR P = 1.000; skill group: 
e.g., Onset vs. SLR P = 0.081).

ICF showed a significant main effect for condition 
(F (3, 45) = 4.64, P = 0.007, ηp

2 = 0.236) and for group 
(F (1, 15) = 6.163, P = 0.025, ηp

2 = 0.291). There was no 
group × condition interaction (F (3, 45) = 0.455, P = 0.715, 
ηp

2 = 0.029). However, post hoc tests for ICF did not show 
significant differences between conditions in either group.

There were no main effects observed for LICI (condi-
tion: F (1.892, 28.386) = 2.186, P = 0.133, ηp

2 = 0.127; group: F 

(1, 15) = 3.925, P = 0.066, ηp
2 = 0.207) (Table 1).

Discussion

This study investigated changes in corticospinal excitability 
at different latencies relative to rapid dorsiflexion between 
skill- and endurance-athlete groups. As planned, the pas-
sive ankle dorsiflexion led to a stretch reflex in the soleus 
muscle, which is an important part of proprioceptive pro-
cessing and results in afferent feedback to both spinal and 
supraspinal centers. It was hypothesized that the endurance-
trained athletes would show more prominent corticospinal 
modulations at SLR, while skill-trained athletes would show 
higher modulation during the period where a supraspinal 
reaction to the movement is prominent (SLR + 120 ms). In 
line with the hypothesis, the present study showed higher 
MEPs at p120 in the skill group. However, in opposition 
to the hypothesis, the endurance group did not demonstrate 
more prominent corticospinal modulation at SLR. Finally, 
MVC was strongly correlated with resting MEPs in the skill 
group, which was not the case in the endurance group. On 
the other hand, a strong correlation between stretch reflex 
and MEPs was observed at SLR in the endurance group but 
not in the skill group.

In the present study, MEPs at p120 were higher than 
at Onset only in the skill group. p120 took place 120 ms 
after SLR, which was approximately at the latency of the 
second long-latency reflex  (LLR2) reported by Taube et al. 
(2008). The increased MEPs at  LLR2 indicated modula-
tion of corticospinal excitability, while reduced H-reflex 
at the same time point suggested that this modulation was 
cortical in nature (Taube et al. 2008). At this phase, there 
is sufficient time to allow different pathways, including 
cortical and spinal, to contribute to the recorded MEPs’ 
facilitation and inhibition. Greater MEPs in the skill group 
120 ms after SLR suggests that they have a greater or more 
long-lasting facilitation of corticospinal excitability than 
endurance-trained athletes after rapid ankle dorsiflexion, 
even in a passive condition. One important suggestion on 
the mechanisms of motor learning-induced cortical plas-
ticity is that synaptic connections at the cortical level are 
modified through LTP (Friedman and Donoghue 2000). 
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LTP is a prerequisite for synaptogenesis and, thus, skill 
training has, indeed, been shown to lead to synaptogenesis 
of the motor cortex (Adkins et al. 2006). PAS, which is 

an artificial intervention pairing electrical stimulation of 
somatosensory nerves and TMS of the corresponding area 
of the motor cortex, can produce LTP-like plasticity in the 

Fig. 1  Raw EMG signals showing stretch reflex responses and MEP 
induced during the four conditions (Onset, SLR, p120, a120) from 
single TMS trials in one endurance-trained subject (A) and skill-
trained subject (B). Group-level  MEPAVG responses during the four 

conditions (C). There was no difference shown in  MEPAVG between 
groups. Individual values are shown by symbols (open circle = endur-
ance group, open triangle = skill group)
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synapse. The amount of PAS-induced LTP-like plasticity 
increase depends on the number of active synapses. There-
fore, a PAS intervention has been used as a measure of 
corticospinal plasticity (Lazzaro et al. 2009). In a study by 
Kumpulainen et al. (2015), PAS induced increased MEP 
in skill athletes, but not in endurance athletes or untrained 
adults, revealing higher corticospinal plasticity and greater 
synaptogenesis at the cortical level of skill-trained ath-
letes. Previous findings suggest that skill training results 
in increasing adaptability of corticospinal plasticity and, 
thus, skill-trained athletes may preferentially rely more on 
cortical sources for voluntary movement as was the case in 
the present study at p120 and a120 condition.

It is important to note that there was no evidence of 
voluntary muscular activity prior to the stretch or after the 
stretch reflex response had abated in the passive trials (i.e., 
the muscle was silent). We speculate that this was a ‘prim-
ing’ mechanism in the skill group to modulate top-down 
responses by motor programs stored in the central nervous 
system after the rapid perturbation (Pierrot-Deseilligny & 
Burke, 2005). Possible explanations are as follows: first, 
for skill-trained athletes, there are more voluntary move-
ment changes in training and competition, which need to be 
controlled by the motor cortex, cerebella, or somatosensory 
association cortex (Kurtzer 2015; Suminski et al. 2007). 
Second, central control has been exposited in the processing 

Fig. 2  Group-level  MEPAVG 
responses during the four condi-
tions and within-subject statisti-
cal comparisons. In the skill 
group, there were differences 
between each condition. There 
was no difference shown in the 
endurance group between Onset 
and p120 or SLR and a120 
conditions. Values of all par-
ticipants are shown by symbols 
for each condition (‘’ = Onset, 
open square = SLR, open 
inverted triangle = p120, open 
diamond = a120). asterisk = sig-
nificant difference (P < 0.05) 
between conditions

Fig. 3  Scatter plot of MVC 
(Nm) and Onset  MEPAVG (%M-
max) in two groups (endurance 
group = ‘ + ’, skill group = ‘ ’). 
Data from the skill group 
(N = 10) showed a positive cor-
relation (P = 0.007). Data from 
the endurance group (N = 9) did 
not reach statistical significance 
(P = 0.265)
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of, e.g., expected postural response (Horak et al. 1989). 
Thus, following the perturbation, the skill athletes may have 
been ‘primed’ for a voluntary response after the rapid ankle 
movement. In support of this contention, a strong positive 
correlation between MVC and resting MEPs was observed in 
the skill group only. MVC force is dependent on recruitment 
of motor units and the force-producing capacity of muscle 
fibers. A higher MEP value is related to higher excitability 
of motor cortical output cells and motor neurons during vol-
untary contraction (Taylor et al. 2002). Therefore, for skill-
trained athletes, corticospinal excitability plays an important 
part in voluntary movement and is possibly observed in our 
enhanced p120  MEPAVG during the phase where supraspinal 
reaction would be possible as a cortical adaptation to a top-
down strategy in response to rapid ankle dorsiflexion.

Weaker, but supporting, evidence for greater reliance 
on cortical involvement in skill athletes was found in ICF. 
During all conditions, average ICF values were higher in 
the skill than endurance group and a significant main effect 
for the group was observed, indicating that ICF was higher. 
Nevertheless, there were no (pairwise) statistical between-
group differences at any condition, which dilutes confidence 
in making such inferences. The cortical mechanisms of ICF 
are not fully clear. Increased ICF is known to be strongly 
influenced by decreased GABAergic inhibition or a separate 

increase in glutamatergic facilitation (McGinley et al. 2010; 
Ziemann 2003). Since the two receptors of GABAergic 
inhibition,  GABAA and  GABAB, influence SICI and LICI, 
respectively (McDonnell et al. 2006; Kujirai et al. 1993), and 
that no differences in SICI or LICI were observed, it may be 
that potentially higher ICF in skill athletes was due to gluta-
matergic facilitation. While this is speculative, glutamatergic 
facilitation is one of the important molecular mechanisms 
for LTP, and as such, a greater ICF would support Kumpu-
lainen et al. (2015) findings that skill athletes have higher 
corticospinal plasticity than endurance athletes.

Even though LICI showed facilitation (i.e. > 100% of test 
MEP) in the present study, this has been previously shown to 
occur when 50 ms inter-stimulus interval is employed in the 
assessment of LICI (Valls-Solé et al. 1992; Di Lazzaro et al. 
2002). This presumably occurs because of increased post-
synaptic excitability elicited by the conditioning stimulus 
or stimulus-induced activity in subcortical regions (Bolden 
et al. 2017; Valls-Solé et al. 1992; Di Lazzaro et al. 2002). 
However, the present study is not able to determine the pre-
cise mechanisms underpinning this finding.

At SLR, SR/  MEPAVGs ratio was used to normalize MEPs 
with stretch reflex responses to reveal whether TMS has an 
additive effect on EMG amplitude, which was expected 
to demonstrate a between-group difference in the present 

Fig. 4  Scatter plot of stretch 
reflex (%M-max) and  MEPAVG 
(%M-max) in two groups 
(Endurance group = ‘ + ’, Skill 
group = ‘ ’). There was a 
significant positive correla-
tion observed in the endurance 
group (P = 0.025), but not in the 
skill group (P = 0.556)

Table 1  SICI, ICF and LICI 
at different conditions as a 
percentage of the test MEP 
(mean ± SD)

Paired pulse Onset (%) SLR (%) p120 (%) a120 (%)

Endurance group SICI 50.6 ± 21.0 67.3 ± 23.0 69.4 ± 32.3 94.2 ± 35.7

ICF 166.2 ± 90.2 97.9 ± 32.3 149.6 ± 33.8 115.2 ± 34.9

LICI 114.3 ± 32.8 106.9 ± 29.8 141.8 ± 70.9 104.0 ± 28.2

Skill group SICI 46.4 ± 27.9 114.8 ± 39.7 69.2 ± 37.3 86.6 ± 26.9

ICF 185.0 ± 51.3 139.5 ± 56.4 157.7 ± 42.9 130.4 ± 35.6

LICI 130.4 ± 45.8 128.1 ± 23.6 146.7 ± 44.8 108.9 ± 43.9
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study. However, although the ratio in each group (endur-
ance group = 1.8, skill group: = 1.3) was raised (i.e. , > 1), 
no significant between-group differences were observed. In a 
previous study between endurance athletes and a non-trained 
group, endurance runners demonstrated higher monosynap-
tic reflex excitability by enhanced stretch reflex response, 
which highlights enhanced modulation of spinal excitability 
after long-term endurance training (Ogawa et al. 2012). In 
the present study, there were also no between-group differ-
ences observed for SICI or LICI at SLR. These findings 
imply that, in the non-motor control task (i.e., resting mus-
cle), corticospinal modulation did not affect SLR differently 
between training groups.

On the other hand, SLR  MEPAVG showed a strong cor-
relation with stretch reflex in the endurance group only. 
The monosynaptic spinal loop likely contributes more to 
corticospinal excitability than the supraspinal loop in the 
fast response phase after rapid ankle dorsiflexion. Possible 
reasons for the relationship in endurance athletes are as fol-
lows: training that includes repetitive stretch–shortening 
cycle actions was the predominant training form of eight out 
of this study’s ten endurance athletes (cross-country skiing, 
long-distance running, and triathlon). It is widely known that 
training-induced muscle and spinal motor neuron adaptation 
occurs from such a stimulus (Churchill et al. 2002; Taubert 
et al. 2015; Avela and Komi 1998). In rapid ankle move-
ment, i.e., stance and swing phase in running, fast spinal 
loop modulation helps to keep balance during body oscilla-
tions since modulations via cortical processes would be too 
slow (Tahayori and Koceja 2012). In agreement with this 
hypothesis, a study performed using the H-reflex method 
revealed that after a long period of typical endurance train-
ing (well-trained swimmers in the study), athletes demon-
strated greater spinal excitability (i.e., increased H-reflex) 
than non-trained individuals (Ogawa et al. 2009). However, 
the present study was unable to determine whether spinal 
excitability is indeed higher in endurance training athletes 
compared with skill training athletes through direct compari-
sons. There were some individuals in the endurance group 
seemingly specifically adapted for high excitability post-
stretch from our results, and perhaps the lack of between-
group differences may have been due to high within-group 
variance and low sample size.

Some study limitations should be considered. Due to 
COVID-19 and quarantine policies of the laboratory, we 
were only able to recruit and complete testing for 20 par-
ticipants. Therefore, this sample size may not have been suf-
ficient to determine between-group differences considering 
the large variabilities of MEP amplitudes when responding 
to rapid ankle dorsiflexion. Although it is not possible to 
perform a priori sample size estimation for novel measure-
ments, the convention within the field is that typical sample 
sizes per group are approximately 15 (e.g., Kumpulainen 

et al. 2015; Wächli et al. 2017). Therefore, only the clear-
est differences in corticospinal plasticity between skill- and 
endurance athletes may have reached the level of statisti-
cal significance in the present study. This may explain, for 
example, significant main effects for IC, but no significant 
differences when post hoc tests were performed to ascertain 
specific differences between conditions. It is also possible 
that different loading patterns may induce differences in cor-
ticospinal plasticity between sports. For example, the two 
swimmers included in the present study may have added 
variance to the results given that their sport does not include 
stretch–shortening cycle actions in the triceps surae muscles 
through repetitive ground contact as in running. We sug-
gest that sport and training characteristics should be consid-
ered when recruiting athletes as participants if the research 
involves corticospinal responses during motor tasks. Finally, 
information regarding the exact phase of the menstrual cycle 
was not collected in the present study. It is currently debat-
able whether testing during different menstrual cycle phase 
would influence the data (Ansdell et al. 2019; El-Sayes et al. 
2019), but it may be pertinent to consider in the future.

Conclusion

This study observed a similar pattern of corticospinal modu-
lation, as revealed by  MEPAVG, in long-term trained endur-
ance- and skill athletes during and following rapid ankle 
dorsiflexion. However, corticospinal excitability  (MEPAVG) 
was enhanced 120 ms after muscle stretch in skill-trained 
athletes, together suggesting a ‘priming’ of corticospinal 
excitability during the supraspinal reaction phase. Our skill-
trained athletes demonstrated a positive relationship between 
MEP amplitude and MVC, supporting the view that some 
reliance on corticospinal excitability for voluntary action is 
particularly important for skill athletes.
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